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ABSTRACT
This case study explores the concept of teaching critical thinking
through a process known as the Study Diamond. The Study
Diamond is a study tool embedded in an Open University (OU) Level
1 Introductory Arts course. Entitled 'Making Sense of the Arts' and
identified by the code Y160, the course introduces students to higher
education, distance learning and to three distinctive arts disciplines.
Using qualitative data collection methods that include an informal
non-directivegroup interview with Y160 Course Authors, an e-survey
of Y160 Tutors, and one-to-one semi-structuredtelephone interviews
with targeted Y160 Tutors, this enquiry considers how the Study
Diamond process augments tutors' pedagogy. Specifically, through
the experiences of Y160 Tutors who use a blended delivery method
which includes telephone tuition, it looks at the challenges tutors face
teaching the concept of critical thinking on a multi-disciplinary arts
course and how they facilitate and measure understanding. The
study applies an interpretivist framework whereby qualitative data,
together with the researcher's own experience of tutoring on the
course, are aligned with an established body of literature specific to
adult learning, distance tutoring and critical thinking. In particular the
theoretical ideas of social constructivism and transformation learning
are consideredwithin a teaching context that is essentially directed at
students from a widening participation (WP) orientation. Findings
suggest the Study Diamond has transferable characteristics that are
beneficial to Tutors in their teaching of critical thinking. A model for
its practical application in inter-disciplinaryarts courses is proposed
that aims to support Tutors in guiding students, particularly those
new to higher education, through the challenges of academic writing
and argumentation.
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'I say (to students) after all this is a 'diamond'- a really valuable
jewel - and what you have there is something you can treasure and it
will be a precious thing for you.... ".
Tutor D, Interviews, 2009

Chapter 1
1. INTRODUCTION
The impetus for this study arose from my interest in the concept of
critical thinking and in particular a process known as the Study
Diamond (Baugh et al, 2006; see Figure 1 1).
.

EFFECTS

THE
MEANING

TECHNIQUES
STLJDYDLkMOND

CONTEXT

Figure 1.1, Adaptation (1) from Baugh et al (2006)
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This tool, devised by Baugh et al (2006), is unique to the Y160
course and is described as:
"... representingan approach to analysingand
interpreting texts such as poems, works of art, pieces
of music and works of literature. When used
methodically, the Study Diamondprovides a reliable
and reusable formula for aniving at well-argued
conclusions when interpreting a particular work".
Baugh et al, 2006, p: 18)

Figure 1.1 identifies the four elements of the Study Diamond which
are central to the pedagogyof the model:

)o effects;
techniques;
context;
'ýo meaning.
Effects represents an individual's initial reaction or response to a
phenomenon; Techniques relates to the specific techniques that
have been used in modeling or developing the phenomenon;
Context is concerned with why something was produced,
recognising that phenomena is not created in a vacuum; and
Meaning is identifying what the phenomenon is aiming to
communicate.
When brought together, the four elements form a useful approach to
examining and interpreting both texts and works of art (Baugh et al,
2006, p:19).
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The process is embedded in the Open University's Y160, Making
Sense of the Arts course which is essentially aimed at a student
population new to higher education or one which is currently underrepresented at university. As a Y160 Tutor I have found the Study
Diamond useful and illuminating in identifying and teaching the skills
for critical thinking, particularly for those students lacking confidence
or who may be new to academic writing. Further, as my professional
experience is not exclusively with the Open University (I am also
involved in initial teacher training and continuous professional
development training in the compulsory education sector) I have
positive experiencesof applying aspects of the Study Diamond to my
teaching practice in other contexts. However, I wanted to know if
fellow tutors on Y160 use and apply the process in a similar way. I
reasoned that a case study working with Y160 Tutors would enable
me to deconstruct the pedagogy of the process and, given it is
arguably linked to analysis and interpretation, I would gain a deeper
understandingof what it means to think critically.
Anecdotal evidence that I continue to hear from colleagues suggests
that whilst critical thinking is a key learning outcome in higher
education (Halpern, 2003; Lea and Street, 1998; Leming, 1998) and
is inextricably associated with academic study, in particular academic
writing (Lillis, 2001; McPeck, 1990; Northedge, 2005), there is often
confusion around competing definitions of what it means to think
critically (Facione, 2010, Bailin et al, 1999, McPeck, 1990). Further,
whilst there are an abundance of courses, materials and guidance
aimed at supporting learners in acquiring what are broadly termed as
'study skills', as well as materials to aid the teaching of key academic
skills, critical engagement with course/study concepts often remains
elusive for some and challengingfor others, particularly those new to
higher education.
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Throughout my teaching on Y160 I have found the simplicity of the
Study Diamond useful in a variety of ways. In particular the multidisciplinary nature of the Yl 60 course requires the Study Diamond to
be applied differently in different contexts which is an example of its
adaptability. The four elements (or points of the Diamond - see
Figure 1.1) suggest a framework and a common language through
which Tutors can engage in dialogic discourse. However, I wanted to
explore how useful this might be specifically in identifying the
concepts of critical thinking and further, how appropriately the
process, when used as a teaching framework, translates across the
three disciplines. My hypothesis is that the Study Diamond has
potential for wider application beyond the confines of the Y160

course.
Thus, from this broad focus I formulated the following three
questions:1. "How do Y160 Tutors modify and adapt the Study Diamond
to identify and articulate the skills and competencesthat are
central to critical thinking?"
2. "How do Y160 Tutors use and modify the Study Diamond to
connect across and with the three disciplines of the Y160
course?"
3. "How does the unique delivery model of the course and the
Widening Participation agenda, impact on the way in which
Y160 Tutors model their teaching in relation to critical
thinking".

In order to set the context, I discuss below the background to the
'Making Sense of the Arts'(Yl 60) course which is integral to how this
study evolved and which underpins my rationale for how I arrived at
the above three questions.
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1.1. Background
The population identified for this case study focuses on a group of
Tutors who teach on the Open University's Y160 Course, Making
Sense of the Arts and who use the 'Study Diamond'(see Figure 1.1)
as part of an integrated approach to Study Skills.
Specifically, the students, who often stem from a widening
participation (WP) orientation (see below 1.3), are introduced to the
disciplines of poetry, history and art history to cultivate their
awareness of the key discipline concepts and ways of thinking.
However, there is also a strong emphasis on developing a range of
transferable study skills aimed at demystifying the way in which
understanding is generated and transferred (Baugh et al, 2006). An
essential part of this integrated approach is the Study Diamond.
1.2 'Making Sense of the Arts'(YI60)
Making Sense of the Arts was launched in 2006 replacing 'Living
Arts' (Y152), the first Arts course in the Open University's Openings
programme (see also 1.3 p:13 ). At the time of its re-modelling the
original Music module was dropped and replaced with a History
module to broaden its inter-disciplinary perspective (interview, Y160
course authors, 2007).
The significance of including History in a muIti-discipiinary arts
course is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5; nevertheless it is
useful to note the philosophy behind the course design.
Y160 is one of (as at October 2010) 15 ten point introductorycourses
in the Open University's Openings Programme (2010/11) all of which
are especially designed to give students a taste of a subject; they are
also aimed at "new learners with little or no knowledge or experience
of

studying"

(hftp://www3.open.ac.uk/studv/atoz/openinqs-

courses.htm).
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In this sense it can be seen that the motivation for developing
Openings was driven by the WIP agenda (see also 1.3 and 2.2).
However it could also transpire that experienced students familiar
with a higher level of study may be attracted to Openings to explore a
new subject or discipline. Such contrasting motivationsfor study has
the potential to increase the diversity of students who enroll on
Openings (see also Chapter4).
1.3 Centre for Widening Participation and Openings
Since 1970, The Open University, has positioned itself as a leading
provider of distance learning and continues to attract large numbers
of students through a range of educational programmes and
outreach work. Such work builds on the principle of 'open entry' and
'access for all' and is reflected in the University's structure and range
of teaching strategies that support learning and widen participation.
As part of its strategic development, the Centre for Widening
Participation(CWP) and Openings in particular was launched in 1999
in response to the United Kingdom's (UK) decade-long widening
participation agenda (National Committee of Inquiry into Higher
Education/DearingReport, 1997; Fryer, 1997; Leitch, 2006). Aimed
at "inexperienced learners who may have few if any educational
qualifications" (CWP Intranet, 2010 p:4), Openings and Y160 can be
seen as a direct move towards addressing the challenge of an
increasingly diverse student cohort (Interview, Y160 Course Authors,
2007).
Whilst the establishment of the Open University's CWP builds on an
open

entry

initiatives

policy,

it nevertheless

was

that have sought to provide

pre-dated

equality

by other

of opportunity

UK
and

widen access to higher education.
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An example of this was the founding in 1903 of the Workers'
Educational Association (WEA) to provide support in accessing
education and learning for work to adults from all backgrounds who
have

previously
missed
out
on
(hftp://www.wea.orq.uk/aboutus/index.htm).

formal

education

However, Openings is reflective of the Open University's historical
desire to remove barriers to access. This is most noticeable by the
introduction of a non-traditionalone-to-one telephone delivery model,
which represents a significant change in correspondencetuition and
a departure from the more familiar face-to-face teaching employed by
most universities (see also further discussion in 1.5).

1.4 The Student Population
The first Openings statistical Report to be produced by the CWP was
generated by Adams (2009) and offers an interesting insight into the
student population. Adams (2009) reports Openings as having a
higher proportion of registrations from students with no previous
higher education experience (76.22%) compared to all other Open
University level one courses (66.55%). Whilst like for like data on the
national picture is not directly comparable, this trend would seem to
be reflected in national data which records differences in the rates of
participation in higher education between advantaged and
disadvantaged neighbourhoods as having reduced since the mid2000s (Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2010).
A further illustration of the target audience at which Openings is
essentially aimed can be seen in the range of external agencies and
community-led projects with
established, these include:-

which partnerships have been
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the Specialist Schools Trust (London) who fund free places on
D
Openings for parents/carers of pupils at three specialist schools in
WP target areas;
the National Aimhigher and Surestart initiatives (aimed at
raising aspirations and access for under-representedgroups);
0

the Muslim Women's Academy, who use Openings as an
0
introductionto further study;
"

Unison, supporting unqualified Health Care Assistants;

and across the regions, Openings works with a number of
community learning groups to widen participationand support lifelong
"

learning.
(CWP, 2010).

As at September 2010, the 15 courses on offer in the Openings
programme range across the disciplines of the Arts, Sciences, Social
Sciences and Education and the portfolio continues to grow. All are
20 weeks in duration and students do not need prior knowledge,
experience or a qualification to study. Courses are marketed as
introductory-leveland as previously suggested, are designed to give
a taste of a subject area together with developing study skills and
building confidence. For example, students who have studied an
Openings course are more likely to complete and pass a longer Level
1 Undergraduate course and then progress to the next level, than
non-Openingsstudents (Adams, 2009).
It can be argued that the 'access agenda' has had and continues to
have a significant impact on the delivery of learning across higher
education, one aspect of which can be seen in the introduction of
study and learning skills (Bums and Sinfield, 2004). However, in the
sector there appears to be a growing tension between the challenges
of meetingthe needs of an increasingly culturally,linguistically and
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socially diverse student population and, the historical and traditional
practicesthat have long been associated with higher education (Lillis,
2001). In particular, the non-traditional student faces a range of
challenges not least of which is the need to master academic
discourse. Often seen as a hierarchal form of communication, this
contributesto the perceived notion of inequalityand power imbalance
in the tutor/student relationship (Burns and Sinfield, 2004).
Further, taking the premise that an individual's internalised belief
system and perceptions are shaped by their attitudes to, for example
education (Bourdieu, 2010), it can be seen that if an individual has
had negative experiences of learning in the past, there is a potential
for this to create further barriers to the way in which they respond to
study in the future (see also Chapter 2).
So whilst the emphasis on increasing the accessibility of higher
education to under-represented groups continues to influence
practice (Lillis, 2001), there will remain implications for the design
and delivery of courses not least around the need to take account of
students' starting point, where and when they enter higher education
and the past experiences they bring with them (Knowles, 1984,
Mezirow and Associates, 2000, Shor, 1992).
To this end, this study sets out to signpost readers to areas for
consideration that have relevance to an aspect of pedagogy around
which much importance is placed in higher education teaching and

assessment.
1.5 Teaching Context
At this point it would be useful to clearly set out the non-traditional
teaching context of Y160 which has such significancefor this study.
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As the only university in the United Kingdom solely dedicated to
distance learning, Open University Tutors, or associate lecturers
(ALs) as they are known, are mostly employed on a part-time, fixed
contract for the duration of the course on which they are recruited to
teach. They are employed by one or more of the thirteen regional
and national centres (located throughout the UK and the Republic of
Ireland), often tutoring on several courses at any one time. They can
also be in full-time employment with the Open University and/or
elsewhere.
Whilst some Open University courses do include face-to-face
tutorials, other delivery models only offer on-line or telephone tutor
support. In Openings courses, one-to-one telephone tuition
supplements paper-based, multi-media and on-line course materials
so teaching by necessity is very personalised requiring a different
approach and skills set from that which might be expected from
tutors facilitating more traditional delivery models; not least because
the nature of distance teaching and learning, and the Open
University in particular, since the 1990s, has relied heavily on the use
of information communication technology (Gerrard and Gerrard,
2002). Open University tutors are required to be competent users of
multi-mediaon-line communicationsystems
(httl?://www3.oDen.ac.uk/employment/tutors/main 3.shtm).

This

relates not only to tuition but also importantly impacts on
assessment. Often the only form of contact an Open University tutor
will have with a student will be through feedback on written
assignments. Hence for the tutor, feedback is conceptualised as a
key element of practice and is a more embedded aspect of their
teaching than perhaps is the case in traditional face-to-face settings
(hftD://www.oven.ac.uk/tutors/development/corresoondence-tuitionbooklet.php .
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Further, and of particular relevance for this study, Openings tutors
feedback not only on academic content but also on associated study
skills on which equal value is placed in the assessment framework
(Openings-induction,2010). As can be seen in the literature and is
discussed later, this has contributed to the perceived changing role of
tutors and lecturers in higher education (Burns and Sinfield, 2004).
The flexibility of the telephone model allows most Tutors to be based
at home and fit in their Open University work around other full time or
part time careers, thereby often attracting a diverse group of
professionals with specialised skills who do not always come from
traditional teaching backgrounds.
In this sense, the Y160 Openings Tutor, is likely to have experience
that is broad and additional to the Open University, strengtheningthe
potential for situating findings beyond the perspective of a single
institution. Such flexibility also means individual tutor groups can
consist of an equally diverse mix of students who may be from
different parts of the country, serving in the Armed Forces or who
may be studying from prison
However, the flexibility offered by distance tutoring is not the only
attraction to Tutors wanting to teaching on Openings. They are often
drawn to the course because of their interest in and commitment to
working with academically disadvantaged adult learners (see later
discussion 4.2). In this sense can be seen the notion of a student
centred approach to teaching (Rogers, 1957).
Over the last ten years since the Dearing Report (NCIHE, 1997) the
emergence of a student-centred pedagogy in higher education has
evoked a growing awareness of the concepts that underpin such a
teaching style in which the teacher is seen as facilitator rather than
deliverer of learning (Beaudoin, 1990).
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However, the intimacy of telephone delivery, coupled with time
constraints and working with what could be perceived to be
vulnerable learners, tutors could be tempted to adopt a more
instructional teaching model (Mercer, 2008); that is, a dialectic style
that would not necessarily achieve or promote the desired learner
independence or confidence needed for sustained progression. A
focus of my research therefore is also concerned with how Y160
Tutors adapt their teaching to account for the delivery model and the
diversity in the student cohort. To this end I explore the extent to
which their teaching style might combine a dialogic and dialectic
approach as a result of facilitating learning through the telephone and
consider if the Study Diamond framework provides a language
through which dialogic and dialectic discourse can be initiated.
Similarly, the multi-disciplinarynature of Y160 means that Tutors are
not necessarily specialists in all three subject areas, often teaching
on more than one Openings course at any one time. In this sense I
explore how Tutors modify and adapt the Study Diamond framework
to connect with each discipline through what could be perceived to
be a common language for the articulation of skills and competences.
Whilst Open University Tutors do undertake generic responsibilities
associated with traditional university lecturing, in terms of teaching
and assessment, the design of most Open University courses dictate
that programmes of study require a minimal level of tutor input.
Conversely, for OpeningsTutors, whilst they are expected to mediate
the teaching materials into which are built self-study activities, often
the nature of the client-group, as suggested above, requires a more
supportive, personalised interaction which can 'test' the skills of the
tutor (see later discussion 5.6 Tutor/Student Relationship). For
example, Openings courses are marketed on the uniqueness of
students having their own "personal tutor who will provide one-to-one
telephone tutorials on a regular basis" (Openings Prospectus,
2010111).
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Tutors deliver approximately 5 half hour telephone tutorials over the
20 week period of the course, all of which are Tutor-initiated but are
planned and arranged in advance in liaison with the students.
Additionally, with no formal compulsory lectures, the Tutor role
becomes especially significant for keeping students motivated and on
track. Such a multi-faceted role therefore calls for a complex set of
skills added to which, as previously noted, tutors will not necessarily
be specialists in all disciplines. It is therefore the complexity of the
tutor role, together with the delivery model, that underpins this study
when considering the extent to which Tutors work with and modify
the Study Diamond to take account of the multi-disciplinarynature of
the course.
1.6 Rationale
The subjective nature of the concept of critical thinking can make it
difficult to teach, despite that it is probably an activity people engage
in to a greater or lesser extent on a daily basis (Brookfield, 1987).
Further, the need to engage in critical thinking is sometimes only
seen as an academic skill, as opposed to a life skill that is integral to
the thinking process itself (Brookfield, 1987).
In higher education in particular, much importance is placed on the
ability to write 'academically', which is often viewed as a measure of
Northedge
understanding (Lillis, 2001; Lea and Street, 1998).
(2005) defines academic writing as a form of communication that is
cautious, considered and most importantly based on analytical and
reasoned argument. However, in my experience students often
struggle with not only reading and critically interpreting academic
texts but also with the expectation their written work is fashioned in a
particular academic and analytical style (Lillis, 2001).
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Further, in my own teaching I have also noticed that in essay
questions and assessment criteria, notions around critical thinking
can be disguised within fuzzy terminology such as "reasoning ability"
and "argumentanalysis".
As suggested earlier, Baugh et al (2006) - authors of Y160 propose that by considering all four elements of the Study Diamond,
students will be able to reach "a balanced and well-argued
interpretation" (p:22). Therefore how Y160 Tutors modify and adapt
the Study Diamond to expose what underpins critical thinking is a
useful platform from which to explore this perceived contradiction and
'fuzziness', and to expose what constitutes the concept itself - see
Research Question 1:
Research Question 1:
"How do Y160 Tutors modify and adapt the Study
Diamond to identify and articulate the skills and
competences that are a central component to critical
thinking?"

Taking the premise that reasoned argument is part of the concept of
critical thinking and that the Study Diamond is applied across the
three different disciplines, a multi-discipiinary course such as Y160 is
a useful medium through which to explore the complexities of
teaching the competencies of skill transference. Much can be seen
in the literature that links critical thinking with academic writing,
placing the concept in the context of what is perceived to be
academic discourse (Lea and Street, 1998; Cr6me and Lea, 1999;
Peters, 1999; see also Chapter 2). For example, McPeck (1990) cites
logic as being integral to what it means to think rationally about
different disciplines. The need for students to transfer their learning
to different contexts is a crucial consideration for how tutors plan and
deliver learning (Simonson,et al, 2006).
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Pedagogically therefore how the Study Diamond operates when
applied across different disciplines has significance for how effective
it is as a teaching tool.

This led to the formulation of my second

researchquestion:
Research Question 2:
"How do Y160 Tutors use and modify the Study
Diamond to connect across and with the three

disciplines of the course?"
In the literature there is some debate around the mechanisms by
which skills support is delivered. These can range from programmes
that are semi or fully integrated into courses, to 'bolt-ons' provided as
remedial exercises or separate workshops which are often divorced
from the teaching context (Burns and Sinfield, 2004). The integrated
study skills approach of Y160 in which generic skills are incorporated
into the learning, is a useful context specific environment from which
to explore the extent to which critical thinking is part of study skills
support. Similarly it is useful to explore the extent to which the
language of the Study Diamond supports the teaching of generic
study skills across the three disciplines of the Course.
Whilst I do not see the Study Diamond as another formula for critical
thinking, neither do I see it as a self-help guide in 'how to think
critically', I do see the framework as being a useful tool through
which the complexities of what it means to think critically can be
Therefore, by investigating the teaching experiences of
the Y160 Tutors, I sought a better understanding of the pedagogy of
articulated.

the Study Diamond and how Tutors manage the challenge of
transferability in their teaching and assessment of critical thinking.
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Similarly, the complexities arising from the WP agenda (in terms of
the growing diversity in the student population) are sometimes
signalled as a reason for the loosely termed 'problem' of student
writing (Lillis, 2001 p:16). This deficit model of learning, along with
the study skills debate, can be seen as underpinning a paradigm
shift in the role of the tutor (Burns and Sinfield, 2004). If tutors do
rise to the challenge of intensified study skills support as an integral
part of their role, it is argued that significant learning can be
achieved (Bums and Sinfield, 2004). However,there could notably
be issues for staff development and also for how lecturers are
'valued' as 'educators' and 'judged as academics' (Warren, 2002,
p:12) which would reflect on their own perceived identity as tutors.
Further, it is significant that this enquiry is conducted in a context in
which the target audience is principally students from a widening
The relationship Tutors construct
with their students through the highly personalised delivery model of
telephone tutorials (see also 1.5) is noteworthy, and led me to
participation (WP) orientation.

consider the third research question:

Research Question 3:
"How does the unique delivery model of the Course
and the Widening Participation agenda impact on the
way in which Y160 Tutors model their teaching in
relation to critical thinking?"

Moreover, across higher education, academic staff continue to
acknowledge students' struggle with conceptualisationand reasoned
argument (Bums & Sinfield, 2004; Pithers & Soden, 2000)
suggesting surface level understandingand engagement rather than
deep learning (Entwistle, 2000; Lea and Street, 1998; Puxley, 2008).
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For example, my experience suggests that reproducing an argument
as presented by a tutor or gleaned from course literature, will reflect
to some degree understandingof the position held or described in a
text (surface learning) but I suggest it will not necessarily evidence
conceptual understanding. Demonstratinga sound understandingof
the concepts (deep learning) will involve a critical examination and
interrogation of ideas (Entwistle, 1991). In this study I sought to
develop an understanding of the pedagogical theory behind the
Study Diamond to show how it illustrates critical reflection and
argumentation (argumentation defined here in the context of higher
education as being the use of a 'logical or quasi-logical sequence of
ideas that is supported by evidence, Andrews, 2010, p:2). In this
way I aim to contribute to the discourse on what it means to think
critically.
Further, given that the Study Diamond is embedded into the
pedagogy of Y160, my contention is that Tutors use it as a vehicle
for articulating and modelling the skills inter-woven in critical
thinking. In doing so, they encompass the skills for reasoned
argument and criticality which are synonymous with the action of
thinking (Marzano et al, 1988). In this sense it can be seen as a
holistic approach or response to learning which seems to mirror the
current focus in higher education for promoting critical reflection and
evaluation as an essential life skill. It could be argued this is due in
no small measure to the closer working relationship that is
encouraged between higher education institutions and employers
(see Leitch, 2006 discussed later in 2.2).
Similarly, a review of the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education (QAA), Honours Degree Bench Mark Statements for Art
and Design (2008), History (2007) and English (2007), make
reference to an increased emphasis on developing thinking and/or
critical thinking skills.
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In a recent report undertaken by the QAA, a need was identified for
a partnership approach to developing curricula that satisfies the
demands of the employment sector and fulfils the rigour of
academia. The QAA termed this as being an "employer-responsive
provision" (QAA 2010, p:1). The Report acknowledges the
challenge involved in providing a cohesive curricula that fulfils
employer needs and meets with the academic requirements of
developing higher level thinking skills, specifically in terms of skills
such as "critical evaluation" (QAA, 2010).
Such curriculum demands suggest an increasing importance on
understanding the thinking process both from an academic
perspective and also in terms of developing the holistic individual.
Therefore a theoretical understanding of the Study Diamond as a
teaching tool for accessing criticality fits with recent curricula
developments in Higher Education. It contributes to a developing
understanding of course design and delivery issues in relation to
study skills arising from an increasing diversity in the student
population.
Additionally, having witnessed discussions at various staff
development workshops and observing that it was often a talking
point on the Open University'sTutor on-line forum (see also Chapter
5 and Appendix 1), 1 was not surprised by comments that some
Tutors have issues, for example with applyingthe Study Diamond to
History (interview with Y160 Authors, 2007). So whilst I recognise
there are concerns with its transference across disciplines, I
nevertheless assert that with modifications it is a useful tool and has
potential to be used beyond the confines of Y160. It was this notion
that underpinned my exploration of how Tutors work with and apply
the Study Diamond.
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Chapter 2
2. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
In order to address my research questions my literature search
focussed on three broad categories
9 the historical context of widening participation in UK Higher

Education;
the theories of learning that significantly draw on the
characteristicsof the adult learner;
the concept of critical thinking itself and its relevance to the
notion of learner transformation in the context of academia
and beyond. See Figure 2.1:

KeySelectCommittee
Reportsfromthe 1960sto
presentday

HISTORICAL
CONTEXTOF
WIDENING
PARTICIPATION

froma
Theoriesof knowledgeacqurs4tion
perspective,
socialconstructivist
Distinctive
characteristics
ofthe adultlearner,
Facilitation
of self-directed
anddistance
learning,

MODELSOF
ADULT
LEARNING

THECONCEPT
OFCRITICAL
THINKJNG

-*

Theories
of whatconstitutes
critical
thinking
Linkswih Academicwritingand
Argumentation

Figure 2.1: Themes that Influencedthe Literature Search
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The descriptors in Figure 2.1 reflect how each theme has relevance
for the theoretical perspectives that underpin my research questions.
For example, in order to explore how Tutors use the Study Diamond
to teach the concept of critical thinking (Research Question 1.) the
literature revealed a perceived complexity around the concept
particularly in terms of whether it is a skill to be learnt and applied or
if it is perceived as an element of the thinking process itself, thereby
contributing to the more holistic development of the individual
(McPeck, 1984; Brookfield, 1987). In this sense there are links with
the intensity of the Y160 delivery model in potentially facilitating a
more intimate tutor/student relationship whereby Tutors are more
likely to position the concept beyond an academic context. Similarly,
theoretical ideas from the literature have been synthesised with the
pedagogical concepts of the Study Diamond process, as articulated
by Y160 Tutors, which has helped to put a structure around what it
means to think critically, providing a useful contribution to the critical
thinking debate.
The focus of Research Question 2 was to discover how Tutors
modify the Study Diamond to connect across three different
This led me to investigate the characteristics and
theoretical perspectives of how adults learn. Some pedagogical
theories are positioned from an understanding of the learning
disciplines.

process itself whereas others have evolved from exploring the
behaviour of teachers and educators (Knowles et al, 2005). 1 have
attempted to combine both conceptual frameworks but with more
emphasis on the theories of teaching and learning from the
perspective of the tutor. This has enabled me to compare, contrast
and where appropriate triangulate ideas of how adults learn, with my
findings on how Tutors modify the Study Diamond to connect with
three different disciplines. In this way some of the pedagogical
benefits of the Study Diamond have been revealed, strengthening
the potential for transferenceto other contexts.
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Research Question 3 is concerned with how the telephone delivery
model and the perceived orientation of the Y160 student population
impacts on the way in which Tutors plan and deliver tutorials.
Exploring the historical emergence of the WIPagenda has helped to
contextualise the challenges facing higher education in terms of the
growing diversity in student population, as well as what underpins
the drive towards changes in curriculum design and delivery.
Informed thus by the framework outlined in Figure 2.1, in this chapter
I discuss the literature I have reviewed under the three headings and,
where appropriate, have included sub-headings to indicate an
interconnectingor emerging theme.
Z2 UK Higher Education's response to Widening Participation
Research into successive government committee reports from the
mid-1950s to 2006, suggest that WP is not a new phenomenon.
Concerns over the inequality of opportunity in the UK education
system and the lack of skilled manpower available to sustain
economic security and growth (Lawson and Silver, 1973) appears to
be an on-going and recurring focus in one guise or another for policy
decision making. It was the Central Advisory Uouncil Tor Education
(CACE) Report (1959,1960) more commonly referred to as the
Crowther Report that first sought systematic sociological answers to
the effects on education of economic and social change. It
considered education from two perspectives, as a right for every
citizen to be educated and as an economic investment for the nation
in order to sustain growth (Lawson and Silver, 1973, Curtis and
Boultwood, 1970). However, it was the Committee on Higher
Education (CoHE, 1963, chaired by Lord Robbins and commonly
referred to as the Robbins Report) that was the first to be
commissioned to specifically investigate higher education (Curtis &
Boultwood, 1970 p:417).
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By today's standards, whilst the Robbins Report speaks of education
success in a rather limited way - seeing it as the achievement of a
First Class Degree - it usefully highlights three categories of society
that have relevance for the WP agenda.
First, the report acknowledges there was a section of society for
whom the achievement of success in higher education would be
assured,

irrespective

of
consideration (CoHE,1963).

any

economic

or

environmental

Second, and perhaps controversially, the Committee proposed that
even with first class tutoring, there would always be a section of
society for whom higher education was not an achievable outcome,
alluding perhaps to the acknowledgement today that University
education is not the most appropriate choice for everyone leaving
compulsory education. However, and perhaps most importantly, the
Committee acknowledgedthat in the 1960sthere was a considerable
section of society for whom going to University was not an option
because of the environment in which they lived and worked, the
socio-economic backgroundof their parents or their past experiences
in formal education. In other words the barrier to progression into
higher education, was not solely reliant upon academic ability. It is
perhaps this section of society that could today be identified as the
audiencefor whom Y160 and the WP agenda is most targeted.
The Committee also reported that at the time there were many adults
for whom higher education could be an equally desirable option and
that entry to higher education should not just be seen as having
The Report
relevance for young people and school leavers.
highlighted that, in economic terms, there was a pool of untapped
talented adults for whom refresher courses or re4raining could be the
answer to fulfilling the critical manpower gaps that existed at the
time.
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Interestingly,students in the 30-39 and 40-49 age groups were cited
as constituting the highest proportion of registrations on Openings
courses (Adams, 2009); reflecting Robbins (CoHE,1963) and later
the Leitch Review (2006), in which it was proposed that government
policy and Higher Education Institutions (HEls) should focus on
"Widening the drive to improve the UK's high skills to encompass the
whole working-age population" (p14:35).
For UK HEls, many of the issues in the second half of the twentieth
century originally highlighted by Robbins (CoHE, 1963) and then later
Dearing (NICHE, 1997), remain the same today. Dearing, drew on
the wider economic and social influences that affect participation in
higher education, emphasising the importance of the development of
skills for economic growth.

It broadened the context of higher

education to include all forms of post-compulsory learning above that
of the UK's Advanced Level qualification and its equivalent. One of
the main differences between the Robins and Dearing Reports was
that whilst Robbins saw higher education providers as having two
distinct

purposes,

that

of developing

employability

skills

and

developing "the general powers of the mind" (26. P:6); Dearing saw
these as a single objective.

The Committee suggested that higher

level intellectual thinking skills should be intrinsically integral to
developing knowledge and understanding on any programme of
study (5.8) - echoes of what can be seen in education today (see,
Chapter 1:1.6). There is also throughout the Dearing Report,
recognition of the challenges for HEls, especially in terms of ensuring
that provision will meet the changing learning pattems of students,
the advances in information technology and for teachers particularly,
the diversity of the student population.
Furthermore, a concept frequently linked with WP is the notion of
lifelong learning.

The 2005 National Adult Learning Survey (NALS)

reported that between 2002 and 2005 the adult participation rate in

leaming had increased by 4%.
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Fryer (1997) - the then Chair of the National Advisory Group for
Continuing Education and Lifelong Learning - identified that whilst
some adults do achieve a good standard of qualifications through pre
and post compulsory education and go on to embrace continued
learning through life, there remainswhat he describes as the majority
who have little or no formal qualifications and have no desire to gain
any (Fryer, 1997). He goes on to criticise the Dearing Report (1997)
which suggested that a target of 35% participation in higher
education was 'mass education' and quotes participation rates in
other countries as being 60% and the Confederation of British
Industry (CBI) as considering 45% as being desirable. This debate
hints at a suggestion of societal issues around attitudes towards
lifelong learning which is further acknowledged by Fryer (1997) who
cited that essentially a change in culture was needed.
In this respect programmes such as Openings, and courses like
Yl 60 - for which there are no entry requirements, and which embody
the flexibility that distance learning affords - embraces the lifelong
learning ideology of inspiring and extending interest, through its
range of subjects and disciplines but specifically, through its unique
pedagogy (Openings Prospectus, 2010/2011).
As inferred above, more recently the Leitch Report (2006) promoted
a 'culture of learning' (p:2) at the heart of which was seen the
development of skills that are portable and transferable and which
will 'impact across all sectors of society' (p:5). The notion of being
critically informed and aware can be 'organisationally and culturally
beneficial as well as personally liberating' (Brookfield, 1987, p:43).
For example:
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"A factory or business in which a critically informed
work force is encouraged to examine the
assumptions, underlying policies

and habitual

practices, and to challenge these when they are
inimical to communication or demeaning to particular
groups, will likely be more productive and less
subject to crippling stoppages"
(Brookfield, 1987 p:43):

The distinctive delivery model of the Openings programme and the
concept of distance learning are synonymous with the notion of WP
and lifelong learning. The driving force behind the development of
the Study Diamond was to bridge the gap in student competencies,
given the audience for whom the course was essentially designed
(Interview, Y160 Authors, 2007 - see Chapter 4).
The Open
University's definition of WP extends beyond that identified in the
Dearing Report (1997). Using the Index of Multiple Deprivation
(IMD), WP is seen as students with low socio-economic status, who
have no higher educational qualifications, who live in the 25% most
deprived areas or who come from black and minority ethnic (BME)
backgrounds. Additionally, Openings is focused on underrepresented groups, such as those with prior lower levels of
qualifications (one A level or less), Spoors (2007).
However, even with the former New Labour government's targetdriven approach of 50% of all 18-30 year olds to be participating in
higher education by 2010, Leitch (2006) identified there remained
issues around the development of skills and the creation and
preparedness of a workforce to meet the challenges of the twenty
first century.
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In the current economic climate, a similar picture is emerging today
whereby on the one hand there is still a need to address equality of
opportunity, emanating from a sense of social justice and a rights
discourse, whilst on the other, a move to sustain and maintain a
workforce that will ensure the nation can meet future economic
challenges. Although,with respect to the new Coalition Government,
little is known at this time about the Government's short-to-mediumterm strategy for higher education, nevertheless the initial document
issued on the 11thMay, 2010, pledges to "judge any proposals" in the
light of increasingsocial mobility and of attracting a higher proportion
of students from disadvantaged backgrounds into higher education
(Conservative Liberal Democrat coalition negotiations Agreements,
2010, p:5) thereby suggesting a continuation of this fusion of ideals
for a widening participation agenda. Further, maintaining and
prioritisingthe promotion of lifelong learning to increase participation
in learning appears also to be on the new government's agenda
(Lambert, 2010).
Nevertheless, to address the needs of a growing diversity in higher
and further education student intake, there has been an increasing
move to supplement programmes of study with courses specifically
aimed at developing study skills (Ashcroft & Foreman-Peck, 1994;
Burns and Sinfield, 2004). This has been fuelled by a perception
that students enter higher education lacking basic skills and an ability
to think and write in an academic way (Cr6me and Lea, 1998);
which can subsequently impact on, for example, how assessment
processes are devised and the extent to which they are an accurate
reflection and measurement of learning (Bloxham and Boyd, 2007).
higher education, students' knowledge and
understanding are measured by some form of academic writing
which is then evaluated by tutors through either formative or
Traditionally, in

summativeassessment.
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Even modular or portfolio based courses usually require some
element of exposition in which content is match to course
assessmentcriteria. But the assessmentof higher order thinking can
be complex and making a judgement on an essay, exam script, or
coursework (particularly in the Arts and Humanities disciplines) has
its limitations (Knight and Yorke, 2006). Consequently,the on-going
re-design of study skills programmes and assessment strategies in
order to take account of an increasingly wider range of generic skills,
and the notion of building into the assessment process a stronger
element of student involvement, mirrors the changing face of
teaching and learning in higher education. Further, and of significant
interest for this case study, distance education, it is argued,
essentially evolves around learner-centredness and is a highly
personalised facilitation and augmentation of learning (Beaudoin,
1990). The emergence of an increased focus on student-centred
learning activities since the 1970s, coupled with the advancements in
information technology, has contributed to dramatic changes in
'faculty roles' (Beaudoin, 1990, p:1).
Similarly, as previously suggested, such changes have been brought
about in no small measure by the increasingly diverse student
population, employer market forces and the government skills
agenda (Bloxham and Boyd, 2007; Knight and Yorke, 2006).
The Quality Assurance Agency for higher education (QAA) Code of
Practice reflects these developments in its latest review which places
a clear emphasis on a strong alignment between learning outcomes
and the assessment process, together with a call for diversity in
assessment practice that will offer more opportunity for students to
demonstratetheir capabilities, (QAA, 2006, p.4: 13/14).
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The way in which higher education has embraced the WP agenda
through its increased focus on study skills, access programmes, and
its emphasis on self-directed learning, could be said to epitomise this
cultural shift. For example, May and Bridger (2010) in a report to
the Higher Education Academy (HEA) identified a range of
recommendations for facilitating a programme of change that will
embed inclusive policy and practice. In particular they cite curriculum
design and continuing professional development as part of a mixedmethod approach that will foster "shared responsibility and
accountability for inclusion" (May and Bridger, 2010). And, whilst
Leitch (2006) drew attention to the low social mobility in the UK emphasising that education and in particular the development of
skills, improves an individual's life chances (1.39:p.36) - specifically,
Leitch recommended HEls move away from a focus of participation
(as embodied in the former Government's Aimhigher initiative)
towards a stronger emphasis on the developmentof the workforce as
a whole, to enable the UK to meet the employment challenges of the
21stCentury.
However, as previously suggested, this was not just a UK
phenomenon. The Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development (OECD) reported that, globally, within the last decade
adult learning has gained a higher public and government profile as a
result of a rise in unemployment amongst unskilled workers and a
greater recognition of the importance for a skilled workforce if
economic growth is to be maintained (OECD, 2003). Whilst there is
no direct reference in the marketing that links Openings courses to
the employability agenda, endemic in the ethos of distance learning
and in Openings in particular is the development of generic skills
(alongside subject content) that will be valued by employers.
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That is to say, strong emphasis is placed on time management,
organisationaland planning skills, which inevitably come under more
pressure in distance learning where learners could potentially be
studying alongside full/part-time work and family commitments. In
this sense employment and/or career change can be seen as being
at the forefront of the reasonswhy learners might be drawn to Y160.
The OECD also acknowledge the increased range in learning
opportunities for adults as well as being a response to the
employment agenda and the need for basic skills or up-skilling, may
also be in response to social and civic preoccupations (OECD,
2003). This is a theme which is further supported by the suggestion
WP is not so much social justice but rather a way of social control
(Archer, 2007). Framed around the former New Labour policy that
promoted a dual rationale for WP - that of social equality and
economic stability - it could be argued that in fact it disfavours
participation in higher education that is not directly linked to or
motivated by economic wellbeing (Archer, 2007). Similarly, it could
be said that the notion of increasing diversity and access to higher
education is mitigated by the suggestion that not all HEls are
compatible in culture and organisation and thereby not all are in a
position to respond to the diversity of the student cohort and
individualised learning that is promoted. In this sense therefore an
argument can be made for seeing WIP as creating inequality,
reducing choice and to some degree engineering the choice students
make based around economic forces and the abilities of an institution
to meet students' academic needs (Archer, 2007).
For the Open University, the distinctive features of distance learning
afford additional challenges especially in terms of programme design
and the teaching and delivery of courses. Most Open University
students are part time and geographically mobile, as indeed are the
Tutors (see, Chapter 1).
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Whilst, the University is famed for its use of information technology
and multi-media to facilitate a distance-learningmodel, differentiating
and individualising learning remains an on-going challenge; perhaps
uniquely so, given the University's open entry policy. It is against
the historical background and evolvement of widening participation
and the on-going fusion of social, cultural and potential economic
benefit, that I position this study. I suggest that as a result of the
pedagogicalcomplexities resulting from a growing diversity in student
population, there remain issues for how institutions manage the
design and delivery of courses. Specifically, the complex issue of
how skills are developed and balanced with subject content, and the
notionthat knowledge and skills need to be portable, can be seen as
challenging the traditional role of the tutor. It is in consideration of
such a context that I interpret the teaching experiences of Y160
Tutors. This has further led to my examination of some of the
literature that explores the specific characteristics that underpin the
adult learner.
2.3 Models of Adult Learning
Research into how adults learn initially "began as a reaction to childbased models and aimed to sketch out the distinctiveness of adult
learning" (Tusting et al, 2006 p: I). A rationale for a separate model
for adult education is presented by Knowles (1983) based on a
number of suppositions about how adults approach and react to
learning. First, Knowles (1983) suggests that as adults develop
understanding and knowledge about themselves they become selfdirected in their learning. Second, that adults accumulate a 'growing
reservoir of experience' which serves as a resource for learning.
Third, that adults' 'readiness to learn' is situated within a developing
social orientation of which they may or may not be aware. Finally
that, driven by an urgency to apply learning, for the adult, knowledge
becomes more 'problem-centred'rather than 'subject-centred' (p:84).
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Such assumptions about the characteristics of adult learners has
relevance for this study especially in relation to how entry or access
level courses are devised and how teaching and learning strategies
can be adapted to accommodate the needs of students entering
higher education at different points and for different purposes.
This links to the idea that adults bring with them a wealth of
knowledge and experience (Shor, 1992; Knowles, 1984). However,
it is acknowledgedthat experiencesare not always positive (Hanson,
1996). This potentially negative side (Habermas, 1990) can result in
creating barriers to receiving and embracing new learning
(Brookfield, 2005; see, also Chapters 4 and 5). It is useful in this
study therefore to consider the notion of the distinctiveness of the
adult learner. How Y160 Tutors use and adapt the Study Diamond to
introduce new concepts or perhaps change perceptions or mind sets
about learning will be influenced by the perceived pool of knowledge
and experiencethat learners bring with them to their learning.
In the andragogy/pedagogydebate it is argued a further difference
that sets aside the adult learner is the absence of constraints or
external controls to adversely impact on motivation or purpose
(Knowles, 1984). Institutional control however can be seen in the
certification of courses in higher education, applied as a means of
measuring achievement against specific competencylevels (Hanson,
1996). At the centre of the Arts disciplines can be seen the 'essay',
often used as a key assessment tool but which it could also be
argued is a particular way of 'constructing knowledge' (Lillis, 2001,
p:20). Given the growth in the diversity of students entering higher
education and the potential for an increasing difference in the ability
and/or experience of students (as alluded earlier), additional
pressures could be seen to be placed on tutors in terms of planning
for and delivering learning to students with a complex range of
needs.
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It is also argued that learning is a continual process in the sense
implied by the term 'lifelong learning' and that an essential element is
social and cultural interaction (Mezirow and Associates, 2000;
Hanson, 1996). In this respect, adult learning could be seen as
different from pedagogy because of the difference in age and
therefore the perceived amount of experience and social interaction
from which the learner is able to draw in order to build on new
knowledge. Drawing on prior knowing evokes a sense of familiarity
and is reflected in concepts explored in the theory of 'communicative
action' and 'lifeworlds' (Habermas, 2006). It is suggested that
interpretations of the world and therefore new ideas or situations will
be informed according to the "stock of knowledge that 'always and
already' stands at the disposition of the actor in his lifeworld" (p:128).
However, although there is not always, or necessarily, a fundamental
structure to this 'stock of knowledge' - seen as a "transcendental"
way of knowing, occurring as result of everyday experience - it can
provide "an eye to basic epistemological questions" (p:129). Such
notions have relevance for how Y160 Tutors model their teaching
strategy to take account of the potential diversity in experience of
their student cohort (see Chapter 5).
Negative experiences at school and how such legacies might affect
students' response to new ideas, draws on a constructivist model of
learning which stems from the work of Piaget (Trusting and Barton,
As with other developmental psychologists in the 1930s,
Pjaget attributed knowledge acquisition to the development of

2006).

learners recall and reconstruction of prior events and experiences their 'schemata', McLeod (2004). The emphasis is on the learner as
the maker of meaning. As new knowledge is gained from
experiences, it is integrated into an existing framework or
understandingwithout changing that which already exists.
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However, I would suggest a potential weakness of this process can
result when new knowledge does not relate to existing knowledge or
there is a mismatch or historical barrier causing an imbalance
between the challenge posed by the new knowledge and a perceived
lack of the required skill necessary to understand it - hence
impacting on confidence.
Mitchell (1998), speaking about the theory of 'flow', describes this
conflict of consciousnessas when the:
".. imbalance is persistent and pervasive .... when the
worid typically and in general presents challenges
significantlygreater than or less than one's perceived
skills, when one is no longer free to choose, or when
uncertainty spreads beyond a limited stimulus field,
then social life itself takes on a predominantly certain
or uncertain quality, colouring definitions of both self
and society" (p:36).
When applied to new learning and in particular in the context of Y160
when a student is presented with an unfamiliar style of poetry (Haiku)
or a Turner Prize exhibit they do not like, it can be seen that many of
the elements suggested by Mitchell (1998) could affect how adults
receive and respond to new ideas. The theory of 'flow' in recognising
that "optimal experience" necessitates a balance between the
challenge it brings and the skills an individual might possess,
explains the structure of consciousness as composing of three
functional systems, the most important of which is 'awareness'
(Csikszentmihalyiand Csikszentmihalyi, 1998). It is suggested that
awareness triggers thought and cognition, feeling and emotion,
impulse and desire and the ability to choose (Hilgard, 1980).
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Aligned to the suggestion of 'awareness' and embedded in Yl 60 and
the Study Diamond is the notion of what could be called an
That is, tutors stimulate awareness and interest by
'inviting' students to participate. Through the concept of 'effects'
'invitation'.

(see Figure 1.1) students are invited to express their opinions and
ideas about a phenomenon. Even if it is a negative response, there
is still recognition and acknowledgementthat the opinion is valid.
I argue this approach has significance for building confidence and
engagement which emanates from an acknowledgement by Y160
Tutors of students' 'starting point' (see, Chapter 5). This can be
seen as contrary to the deficit model, implied by the WP agenda and
in particular add-on study skills packages (see also, Chapter 5).
Rather, the pedagogy of Y160 through the concept of inviting metacognition, can be perceived as embracing an ideology that stems
from the notion of an empowering education (Shor, 1992). That is, a
pedagogy related to 'developing strong skills, academic knowledge,
habits of inquiry' (p:15) in which tutors value what students bring with
them to the learning experience (Shor, 1992;
Authors, 2007).

Interview, Y160

Such a view of pedagogy also considers the purpose of learning and
what influencespurpose and reason both in terms of a cultural canon
and, as previously discussed in the context of socio-economic
influences. Mezirow and Associates (2000) report on Habermas as
usefully identifying three 'domains of learning' (p:8) which are closely
inter-related. The first, classified as instrumental learning is task
orientated and usually involves improving 'performance' generated
by a need to 'solve a problem' (p:8) - this could be seen in the light
of up-skilling, supporting a WP employability discourse. The second
is communicative learning in which emphasis is placed on exploring
'meaning' and verifying 'truth'.
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This can involve a "critical assessment of assumptions" that supports
the justification for commonly held or accepted ways of thinking; in
this way I suggest generating a critical perspective. Criticality as a
concept embedded in Y160 emerges in the notion of 'context' (see
Figure 1.1). However, for the educator there could be an inevitable
fusion of the instrumental and communicative concepts. This could
be seen in terms of the way in which tutors support students in the
development of the necessary skills to complete an assessment task
and 'perform' successfully.
To some degree this can be viewed as surface level learning
(Entwistle, 2000; Lea and Street, 1998). However, the third domain
'emancipation' is re-defined by Mezirow and Associates (2000) as
'transformationtheory' to which both instrumentaland communicative
learning relate (p:10). When instrumental learning is combined with
the notion of communicative learning there is a sense that deep
learning or higher order thinking is occurring. Mezirow and
Associates (2000) define communicative learning as the generation
of analytical and critical awareness. It is in this respect that criticality
is often perceived as a strong basis for measuring academic
performance.
Further, it is suggested that such pedagogy has ultimately the
potential for liberating or 'freeing up' thinking but also importantly for
developing 'autonomous thinking' (Mezirow and Associates, 2000,
p: 10), perhaps even more important for learning at a distance. Such
a model can be seen as having two related intentions (Peters, 1973).
One extrinsically centres on results, and leads to a specific outcome,
such as an understanding that might be represented through the
practical skill of academic writing. The other suggests an intrinsic
view.
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From this view point a sense of holistic growth and development is
achieved through self-realisation and the change that can come from,
for example, changing your perspective about poetry or being able to
'read' a painting which originally you were unable to do. Such a
perception of extrinsic and intrinsic learning I suggest evolves as a
result of critical engagement with a phenomenon or idea
(communicative learning) rather than passive or unquestioning
acceptance of a new idea. The notion of a "transformative impetus"
that thinking critically can offer (Brookfield 2005 p:353) suggests
critical thinking is more than an academic skill to be confined to
educational settings but rather that it has real world value enabling
society to "take the reality of democracy seriously" (Brookfield, 1987,
p:x) thereby supporting the notion of learning as having intrinsic as
well as extrinsic value (Peters, 1973). In this respect it can be seen
how critical thinking could have special relevance to individuals from
a WP orientation with potentially low confidence and self esteem and
that the Tutor has the possibility of effecting holistic change (see
Chapter 5).
Intrinsic and extrinsic learning, draws on the philosophy of Dewey
(1910). His writings, which focus on thinking and the interpretationof
facts, emphasise the importance of "drawing inferences
fand)..basing conclusions upon evidence fmy italics}" (Dewey,
..
2009, p:19). He goes on to cite the need for training, stating that,
"Natural intelligence is no barrier to the propagation of error, nor
large but untrained experience, to the accumulation of fixed false
beliefs" (p:21) thereby reinforcing the role of the educator. In citing
the need for 'evidence' it can be seen that critical thinking is not a
new phenomenon to be submerged within the concept of study and
thinking skills per se, but rather there is an inductive and deductive
process that needs to be undertaken in order to generate good
judgement. Dewey (2009) clearly acknowledgesthat it is the "work
of teaching" to train "habits of thought" (p:26) because the concept is
too important to be left to chance.
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However,moving students from descriptive, opinionated or anecdotal
writing, to an academic style in which arguments are well structured
and supported, as inferred previously, can be challenging for the
Tutor. This study explores how Tutors rise to such a challenge using
the Study Diamond to liberate and structure thinking.
2.3.1 The Theory of Transformation Leaming
Identifying assumptions or conjecture embedded in information or
knowledge draws on the theory of transformation (Mezirow and
Associates, 1978). As suggested, it is the action by which learning is
achieved through an awareness of, and reflection on, an individual's
own premises and where the learner is able to critically evaluate the
validity or reliability of the information. This occurs through a process
of reasoning. Meaning or understanding is established but is then
either validated or re-assessed by the learner.
When the process of reasoning takes place, the learner draws on
his/her own 'frames of reference', which have developed or evolved
over time and which have been influenced by the learner's own
cultural or idiosyncraticnature (Mezirow and Associates, 2000 p:5).
This clearly reflects a model of learning that embodies criticality in
that by developing a sense of enquiry, balanced by reasoned
scepticism, adults can use prior knowledge (frames of reference) to
interpret and find meaning in new knowledge and experiences.
However, it could be argued that transformationtheory does not take
sufficient account of the social context. For example, not everyone
has developed the capacity to identify and challenge underlying
assumptions (Belenky & Stanton, 2000). This is especially the case,
I would suggest, when learners are confronted with information
deemed to have come from an authoritative source and which is
presented as course material (Freire, 1993; Lea and Street, 1998,).
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In this situation, (as discussed previously) students may be reluctant
to question or critically engage with ideas communicated through
academic discourse. Similarly, learners from a WIP orientation, will
often be reticent to voice their own opinion about a phenomenon,
favouring the safer option of reproducing the pronouncements of
others. So whilst Mezirow's (2000) theory draws attention to the need
for critical awareness in order for transformationto occur, it does not
take account of the thought process individuals need to go through in
order to "know what they know" (Belenky and Stanton, 2000, p:72) or
indeed, I would argue, to know what they do not know. The process
offered by the Study Diamond however, in using a Socratic approach
(Mercer, 2008) to encourage students to think about the techniques
used and the context in which the phenomena has been produced,
introduces the skills of reasoning. It is Tutor's perceptions of how
such a transformation might be achieved, through their use of the
Study Diamond to develop critical awareness, which is explored in
this study.
2.3.2 Teaching through Questioning
As suggested,the essence of the Study Diamond 'invites' exploration
of phenomena (see, Figure 1.1) which is facilitated by the Tutor
through the four elements of the Study Diamond. There is little
research that directly relates to "teaching students to formulate their
own questions" (as implied in the Study Diamond). Rather, much of
the research on questioning evolves around the effects of "teachergenerated questions and efforts to train students to answer
questions" (Marzano et al, 1988, p:88). In this context it was useful
to explore the kind of discourse Tutors have with their students.
Given the limitations of telephone tutoring it would be reasonable to
presume a didactic approach and yet the pedagogy of the Study
Diamond prompts students to embark on their own enquiry through
the course literature (see Chapter 5).
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In this sense, the act of knowing through questioning can be seen to
draw on the historical method of enquiry that became known as
Socratic elenchus (Reeve, 2005). This process involves a crossexamination that challenges inconsistencies until an acceptable
resolution is reached.

There is however much confusion in the

literature in defining what Socratic questioning is, as exemplified by
the fact the term Socratic is usually followed by a variety of words
that can have different meanings and interpretations, but which are
usually synonymous with a process or procedure such as, for
example, 'reasoning', 'manner', 'teaching'. The primary contention
in the literature appears to be whether Socratic questioning comes
from the premise of the questioner knowing the answer and seeking
to change the individual's beliefs or behaviour, or if the questioner is
attempting to help the individual generate their own solutions to a
problem and facilitate a process of self-discovery (Carey and Mullan,
2004). In this context I suggest that the questioning approach Y160
Tutors employ could stem from either purpose. For example the
Tutor may be wishing to change a student's previously held
perspectives about poetry or, through the use of the 'effects' element
of the Study Diamond, attempting to build a student's inner
confidence by encouraging the student to form and value their own
opinion. In this sense the Tutor will know the discipline 'techniques'
that lead to or created the desired 'effects' but they will encourage
the student to articulate their own responses to a phenomenon and
use or research through the course literaturetheir own understanding
of the 'techniques' in order to analyse it. Such a teaching strategy
suggests the student is learning how to learn but at the same time is
taking control of their own thinking processes (Nisbet and
Shucksmith, 1986).
It is argued that Socratic questioning can help students demonstrate
a higher level of critical thinking (Yang et al, 2005), thereby changing
their behavioural response to learning.
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In particular Yang et a[ (2005) support the view that the Socratic
questioning style is a powerful teaching approach which facilitates an
"exchange of ideas and viewpoints, giving new meaning to content,
exploring applications to problems and providing implicationsfor reallife situations" (p: 164).

It is suggested that exploring criticality
through 'real-life' situations can be especially pertinent for enhancing
the teaching experience (Yang et al, 2005). Similarly, Wiessner et al
(2000) point out that the use of questions is an effective way of
creating an environment in which students can think for themselves
drawing from their own reservoir of knowledge and experience.
However, facilitated (my italics) questioning can frequently "open up
new avenues for understanding" (Wiessner et al, p:337) thereby
adding a critical element to the thinking process. It is the impact of
using the telephone as a medium through a Socratic-style of
questioning that is of particular interest for this study.
Z3.3 TutorlStudent Relationship and the Role of the Tutor
I also consider the tutor/student relationship and its impact on
facilitating learning as it evolves through telephone tuition. In this
respect I reflect on models of adult learning as previously discussed
that stem from a social constructivist perspective where
social/cultural influences can have a meditationalrole in the learning
process justing and Barton, 2006) but also where humanistic
theories of Rogers (1957) and the distinctive characteristics of adult
learners, merge with the notion of learning as transformation
(Mezirow and Associates, 2000; Shor, 1992). Mezirow and
Associates (2000) build on Habermas's theory of learning as being
rooted in experience and importantly the critical reflection and
rationalisation of that experience.
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However, as highlighted earlier, critics suggest the conceptual
framework of Mezirow (and Habermas) may be too narrow to take
account of social context and in particular power differences that can
have relevance for critical reflection (Hart, 1990). For example, it is
acknowledged there can be a perceived imbalance in the
tutor/student relationship or what Belenky and Stanton (2000) cite as
being "asymmetrical" (p:73).

Such observations are reflective of a
perceived hierarchy emanating from a view of academia in which
tutors are seen as the deliverers of the information and "knowledge
and power are fixed from above not negotiated or discovered from
below" (Shor, 1992, p:200).

Such a perspective I suggest may
underline students' reluctance or lack of motivation to critically
evaluate and engage with academic discourse.

An important unilateral role for the tutor therefore, is one in which
Vygotsky's (1978) notion of cultural mediation is reflected (Shor,
1992). That is, where knowledge is gained through social interaction,
as perhaps exemplified in the didactic dialogues Y160 Tutors have
with their students (see Chapter 5) but through which there is also a
shared understanding and knowledge of the culture in which the
dialogue takes place.
My experience suggests that the relationship develops relatively
quickly because of the nature of the telephone medium and in the
data, tutors report that telephone tuition was significant in the
development of a successful tutor/student relationship thereby
creating a positive learning environment. The idea of Tutors creating
the optimum learning environment relates to the theory of 'flow'
(Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi,1998) whereby students are
not threatened by the interaction with the tutor but at the same time
are motivated and excited by the challenge of the learning
experience.
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Communication via the telephone can be seen therefore as
encouraging a sense of anonymity allowing for a reduction in some of
the self-consciousness that students often feel when speaking with
their tutor.
With the on-going advancements in information
technology and communication, there is an abundance of literature
that explores communication interaction and knowledge transfer,
loosely described under the concept of computer-mediated
communication (CIVIC), Riva and GaImberti (1998). However,
research into telephone tuition has been less prolific. Literature that
is available draws mostly on, as implied previously, the context of
guidance and counselling. Tait (1999) and McLeod (2004) for
example offer useful insights into the advantages and disadvantages
of telephone communicationas compared to face-to-face interaction,
some of which has relevance for tutoring over the telephone. In
particular Zhu et al (1996) identifies anonymity as being especially
beneficial, enabling individuals to be honest in their exchanges which
allows relationshipsto develop more quickly.
Further, it is suggested that in linguistic forms of communication,
cues normally available through visual behaviour, in their absence,
become symbolically represented through the internalisation of the
language used (Mead, 1962). It can be seen therefore that for
telephone communicationthe act of internalising is important in terms
of understanding and arriving at meaning. Also, it is suggested that
interpretation and meaning is governed by the participant's
knowledge and understanding of the rules and conventions
associated with symbolism (Habermas, 2006). Therefore, in the
transition from gesture-orientated meaning to symbolically arrived at
meaning, the effectiveness and perhaps accuracy of the transition
will be determined by the rules and conventions (or 'frames of
reference', Mezirow and Associates, 2000) from which the participant
is operating.
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In this sense within a telephone tutoring context, how effectively a
student's 'frames of reference' (their prior knowledge and
understanding) are utilised and perhaps developed, will impact on
how meaning is arrived at and whether or not transformation of
formally held frames of reference take place. It is the role the Study
Diamond plays in guiding the tutor in this complex process that has
significance for this study in determining the impact the delivery
model plays in this process.
However, it could be argued that the competencies of the facilitator
are more important in telephone work, as exemplified in the
exchanges with Y160 Tutors where it is suggested they have to work
quickly, flexibly and in particular intuitively (see Chapter 1:1.5;
Chapter 4). The absence of non-verbal cues can be disconcertingas
cited by Earwaker (1998) in reference to a study which has useful
parallels for the tutor/studentrelationship.
In his account it was revealed doctors often operate at two levels with
their patients, one termed as 'clinical' in which the power-centre is the
doctor and the subsequent discussion and interaction is doctor-led;
and the other as 'collegial', where it was observed a balance in power
and the interaction between doctor and patient, could be likened to
that of a discussion between colleagues rather than any kind of
hierarchal dialogue.
The notion of a collegial (as well as a more didactic) relationship
between tutor and student is explored in this study to determine the
extent to which the balance of power, as Earwaker (1998) suggests,
might be more evenly shared and which could therefore be of
particular benefit in facilitating learning and building the confidence of
students from a WP orientation.
The concept of power relationships has some correlation with the
theories of economic, social, cultural and symbolic 'capital'.
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If viewed from the perspective of practical, financial and intellectual
assets that might be gained from a university education, it can seen
to generate potential barriers to the way in which students engage
with learning.

Drawing on the distinctions made by Bourdieu (2010; Bourdieu and
Passeron, 2000) between the different forms of 'capital' gain that can
be achieved, there is a fusion of possible issues that might arise. For
example, economic capital sees gains in financial terms achieved
through exposure to work-related opportunities that can emanate
from having a university education and, as previously discussed, this
has been one of the driving forces behind successive governments in
their promotion of the WP agenda (see Chapters 1:1.3 and 2:2.2).
Social capital, is seen as the influence and support that can be
experienced through social networks and/or membership of specific
groups, such as for example a university Alumni or a student eforum.
Cultural capital relates to the knowledge, skills, and education that
might advantage an individual and which could potentially afford
them a higher status in society (Bourdieu and Passeron, 2000) but
which can be suggestive of, as previously advised, a perceived

deficit model (Lillis, 2001, Bourdieu and Passeron, 2000). In this
sense, a fusion of the reasons underpinning economic, social and
cultural capital can be seen to have implicationsfor the tutor/student
relationship and how individuals engage with the concept of criticality
and with academic discourse (see also Chapter5).
Finally, symbolic capital is the authoritative recognition bestowed on
an individual by virtue of the role or position they hold based on the
ritualistic and prestigious value embedded in the status attributed to
the position or role (Bourdieu and Passeron,2000). In this sense the
symbolism might not only be seen in relation to the role of the tutor
but also embracesthe hierarchical structure and organisation of the
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educational system per se and the symbolic associations that come
with achieving a degree as well as the hierarchical associations that
might surround different subjects and disciplines (Bourdieu and
Passeron, 2000).
From this stand point the tutor/student relationship and in particular
the intimacy of the telephone interaction is a powerful way of
facilitating the 'capital' gains from which can come a notion of
transformation (Mezirow and Associates, 2000) as potential barriers
or prejudices are overcome (see also Chapter 5).
Belenky and Stanton (2000) suggest Mezirow's concept of
transformation "provides us with a means of coping", as technology
opens up new avenues of communicationand "cultures cross paths
in ways unimaginable one hundred years ago" (p:71). It is however
ironic that with the increase in distance learning, and given that
telephone technology has been available for far longer than
computer technology, telephone tutoring is not more widely
employed or that it does not play a more central role in course
delivery especially, as this study illuminates, it is perceived as being
significant in facilitating positivetutor/student relationships.
However, as inferred earlier, the role of the Tutor is heightened when
tutoring over the telephone medium as tutors often need to work
intuitively or spontaneously and unlike face-to-face, there are no
visual clues to guide or signpost when intervention or explanation is
needed (see Chapters 4 and 5).
In this sense, whilst professional performance can be described in a
number of ways, it can usefully be seen as the embodiment of three
types of what Eraut, 2000 describes as 'tacit knowledge'. The first
category, relates to having an understanding of people and
situations; the second is seen as the rules that inform the intuitive
decision-makingprocess; and the third suggests both kinds of
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knowledge come together when action is routine but punctuated by
the need for intuitive decision-making drawn from an understanding
of the situation (Eraut, 2000).
It is the suggestion of a fusion of these elements that are explored
with Y160 Tutors. In particular the extent to which the perceived
'rules' that guide Tutors' decision making, but which also inform on
intuition, are achieved through their modification and adaptation of
the Study Diamond. Similarly, it could be argued that over time and
through the "routinised action" of regular telephone tutorials over
successive course presentations, Tutors gain a "tacit understanding
of people and situations" (Eraut, 2000 p:1) borne out of a perceived
affinity with the target audience (see, Chapter4).
Z4 Critical Thinking
Much has been theorised about the concept of critical thinking, but as
suggested previously, and in academic practice in particular, it can
still be seen to be used and applied inconsistently in UK Higher
Education. 'Critical' is often used negatively - in the sense implied
by disapprovement or disagreement. Halpern (2003) suggests it is a
process of evaluation and reflection and thus can have positive and
or negative outcomes. Brookfield (1987) sees critical thinking
holistically, as part of active engagement with life but also
acknowledges a negative perception where critical thinkers are
"sometimes portrayed as cynical people" who condemn the work of
others without making any contribution themselves (p:5). This hints
at the notion of evidence-basedcriticality and the need for structured
argument.
In traditional pedagogy, discipline content is often presented as
6nonproblematic' (McPeck,1984, p:41). However, by consciously
building into academic courses an element of scepticism, critical
thinking can become embedded in the learning (McPeck, 1984),
strengtheningthe idea of it being an attitudinal way of thinking.
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If on the other hand, critical thinking is viewed as a set of generic
skills (as suggested by Halpern, 2003, see Figure 2.2) a key issue
identified for teaching is the potential for inconsistencies in the way
in which terms are interpreted. As McPeck (1990) suggests, the
more generalised the language and syntax, in an attempt to
maximise the domains of thinking to which general principles might
be applied, the more complex and therefore less useful the outcome
will be as a teaching framework.
As reported, there is a perception in the literature that students
struggle with the critical element of thinking and writing (see Chapter
1; also Brookfield, 1987; Lea and Street, 1998; McPeck, 1990;
Shor,1992). More recently, Pithers and Soden (2000) recount the
rarity of finding evidence of critical thinking in student essays and of
the high proportion of writing where assertions made by students are
unsupported. However, despite the wealth of literature that
continues to be produced in an attempt to solve these pedagogical
issues, the concept of thinking critically remains problematic for
academic staff and students. An inconsistency that is frequently
highlighted is the confusion and elusiveness of the concept which is
contrary to the status in which it is held in most higher education
assessment criteria (Leming, 1998). McPeck (1984; 1990) in drawing
attention to the complexities, usefully highlights its interrelationship,
or what he refers to as a 'fusion', of the concepts of reason and
He suggests that whilst there may be some
argument (p:4).
agreement on the purpose of, and importance for, developing an
ability to think critically, there remain mixed interpretations of what it
actually means (McPeck, 1990). Similarly, the notion of 'argument',
which is at the centre of the Study Diamond process (Baugh et al,
2006) and which has been closely allied to critical awareness, is also
seen as a term that has many "associations, making it difficult to distil
the salient points' (Andrews,2010 p:10).
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Yet, as with critical thinking, the discourse of argumentation is
considered an essential element of higher order thinking and
conventional academic writing. Further, as alluded to previously,
understandingthe concept as a life skill has implications for how it is
taught and presented in an academic arena. In this respect I have
looked into the work of Brookfield (1987) and Halpern (2003) both of
whom see critical thinking as an essential life skill. Each take slightly
different perspectives which is suggested in the representation of
their Models (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3) and which essentially
distinguishes between criticality as a technical skill as opposed to
something that is embedded in the thinking process itself (see
Chapter 5). Presented as a four-part model, Halpern (2003) asserts
a skills based approach to developing and internalising the thought
process (p:14). When comparing Halpern's model to the Study
Diamond it can be seen that the Study Diamond framework appears
to be more analytical and process-based; whereas Halpern's model
would appear to be focused towards learning the skills in order to
train the mind - see Figure 2.2 below:
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However, it can be seen from Figure 2.3 there are many similarities
with an approach suggested by Brookfield (1987) who identifies four
components for critical thinking. When considering the descriptors,
they provide a useful way of explaining the thinking process
embedded in the Study Diamond: see Figure 2.3:
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I suggest the main difference between the two approaches is that
Halpern (see 1. Figure 2.2) is inferring a set of skills for critical
thinking to be learnt and then subsequently applied, whilst for
Brookfield the concept of skills is more inherent in the thinking
process of each of the four elements which correspond to the
suggested 'actions' implied by the Study Diamond elements.
However, an important aspect in relation to both the Brookfield and
Halpern positions is exemplified when the elements of the Study
Diamond are brought together. The connectivity of the four
elements can be seen as key to developing the notion of criticality.
Similarly, it is the concept of re-visiting, seeing the process as an
iterative cycle, that opens up the possibility of other perspectives (in
the sense of having something with which to compare own and
other view points) which leads to the notion of a critical perspective.
The suggestion of an iterative cycle reinforces the idea that the
process can be returned to if students 'get stuck' (see Chapters 4
For example, if 'techniques' and 'context' are re-visited,
meaning and or effects can change. The repetitive and cyclical
nature of the process accommodates and validates a 'change of
and 5).

mind' based on new knowledge assimilated from revisiting
'techniques'a nd 'context'
.
In this sense similarities can be seen with Kolb's Learning Cycle
(Kolb, 1984). Based on the theory that the more we reflect the more
we can modify and refine ideas, it is a useful analogy and a
recognised process through which to examine activity embedded in
the Study Diamond. Essentially Kolb's model sees learning as a
continuous process of concrete experience, reflective observation,
abstract conceptualisation and active experimentation and that for
deep learning all four elements need to be synthesised (Trusting and
Barton, 2006).
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This is helpful when considering the iterative nature of the Study
Diamond - see Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. Adaptation (2) from Baugh et al, 2006

Figure 2.4 indicates where Kolb's four modes of learning fit with the
Study Diamond. "A" represents Kolb's concept of concrete
experience - in this I suggest that by learners considering the
personal 'effects' of a phenomenon, they can actively engage in the
experience albeit initial reactions may be negative as in, for example,
reacting to the complexities of a Turner Prize exhibit. "B" represents
the process through which learners reflect on 'new' learning. They
consider how the new 'techniques' they have been introduced to may
have created or contributed to their initial response. "C" correlates
with Kolb's theory of "abstract conceptual isation (Kolb and Kolb,
2005). Here, I suggest the Study Diamond differs from Kolb's idea of
'abstract' or theoretical conceptual isation as the framework invites an
opportunity to evaluate learning based upon the learner's

own

reaction and indeed to reflect on other possible reactions about
which they may have read or experienced. In other words allowing
for subjective interpretation based upon personal experience and
schemata which will also take account of difference in cultural

contexts.
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For example, Haiku poetry is embedded in Japanese culture and
whilst there are 'nine rules of Haiku' (Baugh et al, 2006, p:57) there
will be different interpretations of how these rules are applied based
upon a reader's knowledge and response to the concepts of
Buddhism. However, ideas can be triangulated against possible
effects arising from an analysis of the 'techniques' and it is at this
point in the process when interpretationand meaning can change as
a broader understandingof how 'techniques' and 'context' impact on
meaning are brought together; in other words transforming
previously held mindsets (Mezirow and Associates, 2000 - see also
Chapter 5).
As suggested in the literature there appears to be conflicting views
as to whether critical thinking is an essential element of the thinking
process itself or whether it sits within a catalogue of study skills to be
learnt and subsequently put into action. This raises the question of
transferability and how learning might inform or be applied to other
contexts. On the other hand, if thinking critically is positioned within
the complex phenomena of the thinking process (Andrews, 2010;
Marzano et al, 1988; McPeck, 1990), there is a sense it becomes
generic to and part of thinking per se; that is, viewed as a process
rather than an outcome (Brookfield, 1987). In this study it is argued
that the Study Diamond framework facilitates the development of a
critical perspective through the signposting of the need for'evidence'
in order to support a persuasive argument, in this way criticality could
be seen to become a generic part of an individual's way of thinking.
Z4.1 Academic Writing
In their studies, students are expected to present well argued
accounts of their chosen subject which Andrews (2010) argues can
be likened to a process of "osmosis" (p:196). The notion of argument,
as with critical thinking, is deeply embedded in society and the
educational system.
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The UK democratic political system, for example, is an illustration of
where opposites are brought together in an 'adversarial model' from
which it is expected that truth will emerge (Andrews, 2010, p:195).
Taking the premise that an argument, in an academic sense, is the
"evidence cited in support of a proposition" (Andrews, 2010, p:39)
and that the purpose of using argument is to be persuasive, it can be
seen that a sceptical evaluation of 'evidence' is needed in order to
construct an argument. It could be suggested therefore that within
the complexitiesof thinking there is a close alliance between the two
concepts, supporting the view of critical thinking as a 'dialectical
substratum' (Andrews, 2010, p:159) of the thinking process.
As previously discussed, the much publicised scepticism around
students' ability to apply academic discourse - not least from
academic staff (Lea and Street, 1998; Crýme and Lea, 1999; Peters,
1999) - has led to the introduction of study skills programmes which
can be seen as discriminating against students and reinforcing a
A further negative
"deficit model" (Burns and Sinfield, 2004).
reinforcement of the problem can be seen where students are
categorised into specific groups (access students, students with
English as a second language, ethnic minority students, dyslexic
students and international students) and specialist support provision
is set-up, marking them out in an attempt to raise the quality of
writing to an academically acceptable standard (Cr6me and Lea,
1999 p:5). The deficit model implies the difficulties are within the
individual and contrasts with a 'social' model approach to inclusive
practice, where barriers to learning are seen to exist in the structure
or framework of the educational setting and, more broadly, in the
attitudes and structures of society (Daniels and Garner, 1999).
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Further, Cr6me and Lea (1999) report on study skills programmes
seen as higher education's attempt to 'normalise' academic writing
which can result in taking the writing out of the person, depersonalising it to what is referred to as the 'default' genre of
In this sense students can become
university literacy (p:7).
focussed on trying to discover how or what they should be doing
rather than tackling the problem or engaging with the question
(Cr6me and Lea, 1999). However, Y160 is designed with an
integrated study skills element that aims to develop generic skills in a
context that is not divorced from the course content but rather runs
alongside. It also has a strong emphasis on students exploring their
own responses,feelings, opinions and in this sense, the focus can be
switched from one which is only concerned with what the course
material is saying, to one in which students are guided to construct
and critically examine their own opinions (Baugh et al, 2006;
Interview, Authors, 2007). Such an approach I suggest is embedded
in the design of Y160 and is embodied in the pedagogyof 'effects'.
However, the nature of Study Skills and Writing in higher education is
complex. Writing can aid thinking which can help organise thoughts
and stimulate a process of decision-making in order to arrive at a
potential conclusion (Halpern, 2003). This, for example, can be
contrasted with thinking patterns that might occur in unprepared
speech or oral communication in which the 'weighing up' element
and therefore critical reflection is arguably less considered (Halpern,
2003). Conversely, in higher education there are different kinds of,
and purposes for, writing which Lea and Street (1998) usefully
categorised into three writing-types.
The first sees Study Skills as the learning focus for writing, 'a set of
atomised skills' which are learnt and then transferred across a range
of circumstances which draws on an 'instrumental' view of learning
(Mezirow and Associates, 2000).
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The second, is what Lea and Street refer to as the 'academic
socialisation perspective'. This is identified as literacy in which
students' orientation, interpretation and conceptualisation of the
study topic is demonstrated, thereby showing deep rather than
surface learning; a 'communicative' notion of the learning experience
(Mezirow and Associates, 2000). Such a constructivist approach is
student-centred but importantly takes account of the social construct.
However, it cannot be assumed that the culture of academia is
homogeneous, such a vision does not allow for differences in
interpretation across universities or indeed between faculties and
tutors. Therefore, taking the premisethat a critical perspective would
be part of the interpretation and conceptualisation for deep learning,
it highlights the underlying issue of how criticality can be consistently
identified and measured across disciplines.
To some degree the issue of measurement is exemplified in Y160
(given its muIti-disciplinary content) and where the application of the
Study Diamond with History is seen by some Tutors as problematic
(see, Chapters 4 and 5 ). For example, the teaching of History in
higher education "has always contained multiple voices" (Booth,
2008, p:1). Such a perspective stems from the distinction Marwick
(2001) makes between history seen as "the bodies of knowledge
about the past produced by historians", and "the past" as
"everything which actually happened, whether known, or written
about by historians or not" (p:2). In this sense Marwick, who erred on
the side of the latter, took a different perspective in relation to
Primary and Secondary sources; specifically, making the point that
the social cultural dimensions that secondary sources offer can often
provide more valid and reliable insights into the past than original
primary sources which may be:
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'full of prejudices and errors. They were not written
to serve the interests of historians coming along
later., they were written to serve the interests of those
who created them, going about their own business".
(Marwick,2001, p: 3)

Importantly, Marwick (2001) cites that historians do not rely on single
sources but are continuously seeking to triangulate evidence that will
corroborate, qualify, correct and refine nuances that lead to a
particular interpretation or perspective. In this sense it can be seen
there is synergy with the Study Diamond process from an iterative
perspective and in particular relating to the concept of questioning
which is also relative to the notion of criticality (Brookfield, 1987,
Halpern, 2003, Marzano et al, 1988).
But whilst there remain differences of opinion as to whether the
discipline of History should sit within an Arts framework or a
professional subject training framework, there has been nonetheless
considerable interest in the teaching and learning of history over the
last 15 years. Sparked by the diverse capabilities of an increasingly
disparate student body arising from the WP agenda (Booth and
Nicholls, undated) and, as a result of new methods and approaches
to curricula development and delivery, teachers and students are
now more actively involved as "partners in enquiry" (Booth, 2008 p:5)
promoting an emphasis on the learning of skills for enquiry as much
as the subject itself. Doubt about meaning is a key aspect of any
enquiry especially for the historian who will be faced with interpreting
an incongruentrange of data and sources (Beckand Jeffery, 2009).
From this perspective it can be seen that History was a useful choice
as a subject in a muIti-disciplinary course in which criticality is a key

learningoutcome.
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The third writing-type to which Lea and Street (1998) refer is
Iacademic literacies'. Here value is placed on 'identities' and sees
literacy as involving a variety of 'communicative practices, including
genres, fields and disciplines' (Lea and Street, 1998 p:3).
Interestingly, it draws attention to the notion that a student's own
personal identity may be challenged by the switching of identities
between disciplines as they may feel threatened and resistant to the
need to conform and write in a particular academic style (Lea and
Street, 1998). Such an approach reflects a relatively new concept in
the discourse on literacy.
Known as 'New Literacy Studies' (NLS), it is concerned not so much
with the acquisition of skills but rather with exploring what literacy
means in terms of its 'social practice' and from a critical discourse
analysis perspective to establish meaning (Street, 2003; Lea and
Street 1998). In its broadest sense, NLS recognises the concept of
multiple literacies and their variance according to place and time
resulting from social and cultural influences. NLS also acknowledges
that dominant literacies will evoke influence and power whilst the less
dominant can appear to be marginalised and can be resistant to
change (Street, 2003).
This discourse, in relation to the Study Diamond process, has
relevance for the way in which students are encouraged through
dialogue with the tutor to use their own socially orientated
perspective in order to understand the pedagogies of Techniques'
and 'context'.

In this way meaning is established and evidence
collected enabling the student to produce a structured argument in
support of a particular interpretation - what Lea and Street (1998)
might refer to as academic literacy. It is also useful to note that in
developing this approach Lea and Street (1998) highlight students
can feel threatened.
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This is reflective of, as previously discussed, academic writing seen
as hierarchical and a potential barrier to learning (Shor, 1992; Freire
1993). Such a view is connected to the notion of empowerment,
when individuals are encouraged to critically evaluate their own
opinions, therefore potentially their own values in the sense of
transformative learning (Mezirowand Associates, 2000).
As suggested, there are multiple ways of describing critical thinking as either a skills set, a mental process or a procedure; and,
heuristics is identified as having a part to play in considering an
iteration of ideas (Bailin et al, 1999). For example, a starting point
for when the thinking process begins and when prior knowledge is
activated, is often when faced with an unresolved problem or an
indeterminate situation that needs to be explained (Marzano et al,
1988) - as in the situation when students are introduced to a new
form of poetry (Haiku) or a new style of art (Turner Prize).
Whilst normal everyday thinking occurs naturally, higher order
thinking requires an awareness of, and competency in, the
component skills that make up the thinking process (Marzano et al,
1988).

Much is written on the notion of what constitutes core
thinking skills. However, Marzano et al, (1988) offer a useful
summary of the competencies that are frequently referenced in the
Figure 2.5 below
literature, identifying in total 21 thinking skills.
shows the components that I suggest underpin the 'prompts'
encapsulated in the Study Diamond but which also encourage a
Socratic approach (Mercer, 2008) to teaching through the concept of
Sproblem-posingI:
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e Defining the problem; setting goals

e Formulating questions

*Encoding, ordering, classifying

- Identifying main components, concepts, patterns

o Predicting, inferring

-Summarising,

restructuring

Establishing criteria for verification, testing and
evaluating

Figure 2.5, Core Thinking Skills (adaptedfrom Marzano et al, 1988)

In a heuristic

informed

pedagogy, students construct

meaning

through successive stages of a "problem-posing dialogue" with the
tutor

(Shor,

1992, p: 31)

Alexander, 2008).

and/or with

him/herself

(Wolfe

and

By encouraging students to reason and argue

about ideas (the 'predicting and inferring process' - see Figure 2.5)
they are stimulated into adopting the habits that lead to a critically
enquiring mind ("verifying, testing and evaluating" - see Figure 2.5).
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In this sense the pedagogy is different from a teaching method in
which the conversational techniques of recapitulation,elicitation and
repetition only, are used. It is only when the problem or idea is
reformed or reframed ("summarising and restructuring" - see Figure
2.5) and there is a sense of moving forward (Wolfe and Alexander,
2008, p:7) that the notion of developing an enquiring mind can be
fully engaged. In this context, how Y160 Tutors engage in dialogic
teaching is explored, given that in particular the perceived
'conversational' medium of the telephone is the delivery approach
used in Y160.
Working with students via the telephone offers tutors the potential for
a more personalised pedagogy than that perhaps implied by the
notion of learning as simply acquiring new skills. As more intimate
background knowledge of students might be revealed through
dialogue (see, Chapters 2 and 5), emphasis can be placed on the
'analysis stage' (see Figure 2.5) where Tutors can draw on students'
past experiences, knowledge and understanding to identify
'relationships and patterns' (see Figure 2.5). Nevertheless, reforming the idea, 'meta-processing' (Eraut, 2000), is important to the
generic learning activity which, as will be seen in the data (see,
Chapter 4), is stimulated by Tutors through the notion of "contexts"
generating a reflection on the potential for other perspectives (see,
Chapter 5).
There are a number of characteristicsfor recognising critical thinkers,
one of which is the action of identifying suppositionsthat might lie in
the foundations of an idea and then considering the accuracy or
validity of those assumptions (Brookfield, 1987). This would not only
apply to new ideas but also to an individual's internalised
For example, a student's negative
assumptions about an idea.
reaction to a poem or work of art might prevent the student from
engaging in the process of analysis or interpretation.
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In this respect, an important aspect identified by Brookfield (1987) is
that confidence and a willingness to be open to receiving new ideas
is needed in order to discard previously held beliefs or assumptions
(p.7). Being open to new learning in particular relates to an
individual's perception of their meta-cognition which can therefore
subsequently impact on their commitment to and successful
completion of, an academic task (Marzano, 1988). 'Will' it is argued
is closely aligned with 'skill' (Paris and Cross, 1988) and the extent to
which a student understands and has an awareness of their own
ability to learn can be seen as being just as important in the learning
process as developing academic skills.
2.5 Summary
Exploring the emergence of widening participation in higher
education, has relevance for all institutions but specifically those
who have a particular focus on developing access courses. In a
survey of 110 UK higher education institutions, Gerrard and Gerrard
(2002) report on the 'exploitation of current technologies' and
keeping up with 'shifts towards social inclusion' as being amongst the
reasons cited by institutions for moving towards a distance learning
model (p:380).

Also on the list, reference was made to the
accessibility which particularly in the introduction of access courses,
is also informed by the social inclusion agenda (Lillis, 2001). How
Tutors adapt their teaching therefore using a method that can
contribute to a distance learning model has value for how HEls
address on-going changes in higher education. Similarly, under the
current political administration increasing participationof those from
lower income groups still appears to be a priority or at least will
influence policy to improve social mobility. In this respect managing
a student cohort from non-traditional higher education backgrounds
to ensure their potential is maximised and standards maintained, will
continue to be a challenge for institutionsand in particular tutors.
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The theory of frames of reference as posited by Mezirow and
Associates (2000) and Habermas (2006) is especially relevant to the
adult learner who in the past may have had negative experiences of
education. Conversely drawing on students' past experiences as
inferred by Knowles (1984) and Shor (1992), is pertinent to how
adults engage with learning and has relevance for how tutors
communicate with students, especially through the medium of
telephone tutorials.
Similarly, the pedagogy of problem solving, Socratic questioning, and
in particular the notion of teaching from the premise of asking
students their own opinions (as posited by Baugh et al, 2006 and
embedded in the Study Diamond) has the potential to dispel formally
held barriers to learning and evoke notions that underpin the theory
of transformative learning.
The concept of critical thinking whilst often seen as an element of the
thinking process per se, can be seen as a life skill albeit there is
some dichotomy over whether it is a skill or a process given its
alignment with how the mind functions. In this sense, it has potential
for emancipatory benefits embedded in the theory of transformation
for example, Rice (1985) cited in Facione (2010) suggest:

"Very few really seek knowledge in this world.
few really ask. On the contrary, they try to wring
.....
from the unknown the answers they have already
shaped in their own minds" (p:4).
In other words, changing mind sets can be difficult for tutors and their
students. Yet critical thinking is a "dominant discourse" in the context
of adult learning (Brookfield, 2005 p:vii). In this sense, it should be
taken seriously in that it can help individuals make sense of day to
day frustrations and contradictions (Brookfield,2005, p:vii).
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The ability to think critically therefore is a vital capability for the 21't
century - given the global capacity for information transmission
(Halpern, 2003).
However, literature and experiencesuggests, there is a 'fusion'of the
concepts of reason, argument analysis and everyday logic when
authors attempt to define or devise programmes of learning for the
development of critical thinking skills (McPeck.1990, p:4). And,
whilst there continues to be high emphasis placed on the concepts of
cfitical thinking as an essential life as well as an academic
competence, the complexities that underpin the topic will continue to
create problems for Tutors teaching it and difficulties for students
mastering it. Terms associated with critical thinking become
interchangeable and the concept is often treated as "one
homogeneousball of wax" (McPeck, 1990, p:4).
Therefore

when consulting the literature to explore the issues

embedded in my research questions, as suggested, I was drawn to
three distinctive areas (see Figure 2.1). My search has embraced
notions

of an

interpretivist-orientated

review

whereby

I have

attempted to interpret and where appropriate offer 'different ways of
viewing or using' dominant ideas in the light of findings that have
emerged from the data (Eisenhart, 1998, p:395). In this sense my
review contrasts with a systematic search which would have
employed an explicit set of procedures in an attempt to synthesise
evidence produced from studies conducted within what has come to
be associated with the scientific paradigm (Oakley, 2007). That
said, given that critical thinking is a dominant discourse for this study
encapsulated by Research Question 3,1 attempt to align theoretical
understanding around the practical actions (embedded in Tutors'
experiences of using the Study Diamond) in order to untangle the
pedagogical puzzles (Brookfield, 2005, p:ix) and in this sense have
developed my own understandingof practice.
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Figure 2.6 : Grid representing Key Theoretical Concepts and Authors

The above grid (Figure 2.6) offers a visual representation of where
theoretical ideas might be synthesised and highlights the key
theoretical concepts that I have drawn from the respective authors.
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Chapter 3
3. RESEARCHDESIGN AND METHODS
3.1 Introduction
Informed by the three areas identified following my Literature Review,
it is reasonable to assume that the way in which Tutors use and
apply the Study Diamond, will be informed by the design and delivery
model of Y160. In this sense the delivery context, characteristics of
the Tutors and the students for whom the course is aimed (see,
Chapter 1:1.4) are not simply backgroundto this study but rather are
integral to the rationale and study design.
To this end, whilst there is much critical debate in educational
research over the interpretivist verses positivist paradigm, not least
because of the many variables upon which successful pedagogy
depends (Bassey, 2007), it was reasonable to deduce that the
pedagogical elements of the Study Diamond which underpin my
three research questions:
1. "How do Y160 Tutors modify and adapt the Study Diamond
to identify and articulate the skills and competences that are
central to critical thinking?"
2. "How do Y160 Tutors use and modify the Study Diamond to
connect across and with the three disciplines of the Y160
course?"
3. "How does the unique delivery model of the course and the
Widening Participation agenda, impact on the way in which
Y160 Tutors model their teaching in relation to critical
thinking".
best be understood by a qualitative examination of the
.....would
social exchanges and interactions that Tutors construct with their
students.
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As I was seeking to explore the professional experiences and
teaching approaches of fellow practitioners,rather than evaluating or
measuring the Study Diamond process itself, more positivistorientated methodologiesthat do not allow for such social interaction
were rejected.
A qualitative case study approach provided the optimum way of
capturing Tutors perceptions as it is often seen as the preferred way
of answering questions centred around practice-orientated fields
when judgments are context-dependent on a given practice (Yin,
2003; Elliott, 2007). However, whilst I acknowledge that research
into the effects of the Study Diamond could be explored through the
student's perspective, nevertheless I assert, as previously inferred,
that my interest lies not in the instrumental effectiveness of the
process in bringing about certain learning outcomes, but rather in
seeking to deconstruct some of the issues associated with teaching
critical thinking. It is for this reason therefore that I position this study
within the context of Teacher Development and Professional
Learning, one of the identified research categories in the Open
University Doctorate in Education Programme.
Further, since the notion of criticality is an essential part of the Y160
course and research concerned with the concept seldom explores
what it actually means to think critically (McPeck, 1990), exploring
with Tutors how they use the Study Diamond framework has the
potential to contribute to the broader body of knowledge on critical
thinking. Case studies are especially suited to 'real life' settings (Yin,
2003) and given that the Study Diamond is exclusive to the course,
an exploration of its application would by default bound the study to
Similarly, it is
the Y160 Tutor population and teaching context.
argued, case studies are particularly suited to addressing the 'how,
and 'why' questions (Yin, 2003). In this sense, exploring with Y160
Tutors the pedagogy of the Study Diamond, would be too complex to
unravel through a survey or experimental strategy alone (Yin, 2003).
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A quantitative data collection approach I reasonedwould not offer the
depth needed to examine the pedagogical origins and application of
the Study Diamond nor would quantitative data reveal the way in
which Tutors work with and apply the Study Diamond.

By contrast however, qualitative instruments such as one-to-one
semi-structured interviews following an e-survey with open-ended
questions, would give me insights into real teaching experiences and
situations (Yin, 2003) which could then be synthesised with the
literature and my own experiences.
However, a frequent objection to case studies centres around issues
of representation(Yin, 2003; Cohen et al, 2005) and how far one can
generalise beyond that of the case being explored. It is the very fact
that the research is situated within a specific and perhaps unique
environment that deems generalisations to be rare (Burgess et al,
2006).

Nevertheless whilst, and as previously inferred, I am not
seeking to evaluate or test the effectivenessof the Study Diamond as
a study skills tool (see also Chapter 1:1.6), 1am in the sense implied
in evaluative research, seeking to arrive at generalisations which,
although interpreted from evidence from a single bounded case, can
be broadly considered and reflected upon by practitioners tutoring on
Arts related programmes and within a WP context. In this sense this
study design has 'construct validity' (Yin, 2003 p:19) exploring a
particular target population and 'external validity' (Yin, 2003, p:19)
given that Y160 is a multi-disciplinary course, and therefore has the
potential for generalisation across introductory courses in the three
arts disciplines.
However, interpreting or theorising behaviour from respondents' own
constructs, without the verification of observation, has its limitations
in that espoused theories are not always congruent with theories-inaction (Argyris and Sch6n, 1974).
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That is to say, individuals do not always do as they say they do,
albeit they may be unaware of acting or behaving differently from the
practice they purported to have designed or say they have acted
upon. I acknowledge therefore that with this approach there is the
potential for the reliability of the data to be undermined.
However, in drawing readers' attention to such potential limitations I
also assert that the notion of the tacit knowledge of the professional
should be taken into consideration. That is, whether an individual
does what they purport to do does not diminish an existence of the
idea or theory in the first place (Argyris and Sch6n, 1974). 1suggest
that the extent to which findings and recommendations might be
generalised will be determined by the reader's own connectivity with,
and interest in, the ideas expressed.
In this respect therefore, in designing the study, I considered the
potential reader. I wanted findings and outcomes to be accessible
and beneficial to colleagues, fellow practitioners and researchers.
Therefore, working with Tutors has helped to ensure responses are
context-specific, relevant to practice and policy (Burgess et al, 2006).
Added to which, as previously suggested, as a practitioner I have
provided an insider orientation to the interpretation and analysis by
balancing 'the powerful work of the theorists discussed' in order that
their voices are not in any sense diminished (Brookfield, 2005, p:xi)
but are critically applied and synthesised with this study's findings.
Nevertheless, as a practicing tutor on Y160, my role reflects an
insider-researcher perspective (Brannick and Coghlan, 2007; Elliott,
1988; Hellawell, 2006). There has been, and continues to be, much
debate on the advantages and disadvantages of insider research.
Considerations range from evidence-basedpractice issues to ethical
and political concerns that have resulted from a broadening of the
research styles that are employed (Elliott, 1988).
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As my research questions are essentially centred in Tutors
perceptions and the aim of this enquiry is to support Tutors in
developing critical thinking in their students, I assert that it is the
practitioner-researcher who is best placed to develop and extend
pedagogical understandingand thereby influence curriculum design.
I agree with Elliott (2001) who argues there is a fundamental
relationship between the aims of education and educational practice
that is inherent in the concept of education. In this sense,
understandingwhat it means to be educated stems from the notion of
learning as having both intrinsic as well as extrinsic value and
purpose (Peters, 1973). In other words, it is important for
educational research, 'as opposed to simply research on education',
to involve practitioners in its 'construction and execution' rather than
just'applying its findings' (Elliott, 2001, p:77).
Taking this premise, I argue that it is the Tutors themselves who are
best placed to describe and explain how they modify and adapt the
Study Diamond in their teaching of critical thinking and how they do
this across three discipline areas working within a delivery model that
is essentially non-traditional.

Mercer (2008) for example suggests
it is important for teachers (educators) to have a "critical awareness
of what they do" (p:64). Involving practitioners in a study with which
the data suggests many obviously feel quite passionate, promotes
the notion of shared understanding and goes some way to providing
more than anecdotal evidence from my own personal perspective
(Mercer, 2008). However, it can also be argued that as an insider,
such an intimate association can impact on the detachment and
objectivity of the research and on the validity and reliability of the
data collection process. Researchers coming from a more positivistic
position would argue for 'procedural objectivity', using research
methods that aim to eliminate the degree to which data has to be
interpreted and judgments made (Eisner, 1992).
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Conversely, as active participants, 'insiders' possess knowledge that
can offer a better understanding of the distinctive nature of human
interaction that may be individual and integral to the study. In this
sense the insider researcher can present ontological objectivity,
seeing things the way they are that "revealstheir actual features" and
offers a veridical perspective on the findings (Eisner, 1992, p:10).
Such an argument is therefore the basis upon which I designed and
conducted the data collection for this study and subsequently
analysed and interpreted the information. In the on-going debate of
what constitutes evidence-based practice, a case can be made for
practitioners to follow their own line of enquiry around a perceived
'problem' whilst also engaging with fellow practitioners to draw on
their experience to capture their critical and reflective evaluation thus,
collectively, making a valuable contributionto learning (Sch6n, 1987).
So whilst I acknowledge that care needs to be taken when making
generalisations about 'what works' and 'what does not work'
(Hammersley, 2007 p.62), I bring to my interpretation a contextual
experience that has an awareness of and is sympathetic to the
pedagogical complexities of the delivery model and client group,
thereby situatingfindings from an experiential perspective.
In such a consideration can be seen the theory of 'participant
objectivation' (Bourdieu, 2003). That is, when enquiries are
practitioner-led, the lived experiences of the participants are not
distanced from the social and shared beliefs and habits of the field
(Bourdieu, 2003) but rather the researcher has the capacity to draw
on his/her knowledge of the subject to address questions that cannot
be solved by instrumental technologies (Sch6n, 1987). This notion,
as with this study, is especially pertinent to research that employs a
qualitative data collection method where the researcher is actively
involved in the construction of meaning through social interaction
(Ellioft, 1988).
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Connecting thus with practice can also be seen to represent
6strategic action' that is responding to 'present, immediate and
problematic action context' (Kemmis, 2003 p:182) and which offers
the potential to inform pedagogy and design considerations around,
in this instance, widening access to higher education. An example
of this can be seen in my personal journey throughout this research
which afforded peripheral opportunitiesto discuss with colleagues my
specific research area, the experiences of which have contributed to
the knowledge transfer embedded in this report. In particular I had
an opportunity to present a workshop on the Study Diamond to nonOpenings Tutors which is briefly reported on in Chapter 7.
But whilst characteristics in respect to case study approaches can
vary from study to study limiting the generaIisability, I reasoned that
by employing an inductive, reflexive process offered by a small scale
enquiry and using initially an e-survey followed by semi-structured
interviews, a phenomenological perspective would emerge (Ray,
1994). That is to say, coupled with the Husserlian research tradition
of valuing experience, which places emphasis on the intuitive and
reflective abilities of the researcher (Ray, 1994) and the advantages
of having an insider orientation (Elliott, 1988), 1would be best placed
to interpret the data within the context of my research questions and
my own practice.
With this in mind, I designed the e-survey and the interviews with
opportunities for open ended qualitative written and oral responses.
In this way emergent patterns of words and phrases were brought
together across two data sources to generate key points of interest.
This gave me a structure for the collection and analysis process.
However, the First Stage of this iterative four stage data collection
process, consisted of an interview with the CourseAuthors.
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Reflecting on the notion that an important starting point would be to
elicit the Authors' motivational and aspirational intentions for their
design and authorship of Y160, I reasoned this would give me a
base-line from which I could compare, through my research
questions, the perceptionsof Yl 60 Tutors.
To this end a face-to-face interview with the three authors within a
workplace setting, was organised and subsequent results used to
inform the design and development of the instrumentsfor the second
and third stages of the data collection process. Each design stage is
reported on under the respective headings below.
3.2 First Stage
Initial Study
As intimated above, in education research the approach a researcher
takes is not always clearly defined by the issues explored and
therefore positioning a study in terms of methodological philosophies
can be problematic and sometimes will only emerge as the study
unfolds (Bassey, 2007). As previouslyadvised, an important starting
point was to understand the authors' intentions for the Study
Diamond and to explore the tacit reasoning behind its design. I
decided therefore to conduct a non-directive group interview (Cohen
et al, 2005) with the Course Authors; in particular I felt it would be
useful to align the authors' perspectives of the Study Diamond with
how the Tutors were using and applying it in the field.
Using the principle of non-direction I nevertheless exerted some
control over the content of the discussion, having already arrived at
the hypothesis that the Study Diamond was a useful tool and worthy
of wider application. However, the respondents were involved in
initiating the direction and to some extent led the discussion. This
enabled their attitudes and perceptions of both the Course and in
particular the Study Diamond to emerge generating insights into how
they collectivelyworked together on devising the Course.
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This was of particular benefit given that each Author was
representing their own subject specialism and spoke from their
perception of how the Study Diamond would work within their
respective subjects.
The interview took place in September 2007 at the Open University's
offices in Bristol. The discussion was recorded and a transcript
produced. All participants were formally briefed on the topic and
I observed
purpose and agreed to the interview being recorded.
that throughout there was a general consensus of opinion which
suggested participants had formed a good working relationship
during their co-construction of the course. All contributed equally
during the discussion and unprompted, pro-actively sought common
agreement from each other.
3.3 Second Stage
e-Survey
In order to capture the qualitative data necessary to address my
research questions, I reasoned that field observation or face-to-face
interviews as a main instrument would be complex and costly to
organise given the vast geographical spread of the respondents.
Further, close observation (in the sense that might be employed by
an ethnographer) of even a sample of Tutors would be labour
intensive (Boyle, 1994) and, given the intimacy and immediacy of
telephone tutoring, could have ethical considerations for the
tutor/student relationship. I therefore rejected field observation in
favour of an e-survey and telephone interviews, both of which could
be conducted remotely. An e-survey was advantageous in terms of
providing access to the full cohort of over 70 Y160 Tutors across the
UK. It kept costs to a minimum (as compared to a paper-based
design) and when uploaded onto a website, required minimal
intervention (see Appendix 3). Data was stored electronically thereby
easily retrievable.
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However, it is argued that Internet research relies heavily on
voluntary participation and depends upon users spontaneously
coming across the survey or questionnaire (Hewson et al, 2003).
Taking this into account and conscious of the plethora of emails sent
to Open University Tutors which, as many tutors have commented,
seems like information overload, I chose the November presentation
of the Course in the belief that over the Christmas period Tutors may
In November 2008, the Open
have more time to respond.
University had recruited 74 Tutors to teach on Y160. Each tutor was
individually emailed with the web link address and an invitation to
participate. A notice was also posted on the main University Tutor
intranet site. Modern technology has changed the efficiency, scale
and scope of research capability and therefore it could be argued
that the use of technology for data collection incurs risks in terms of
the speed of change in technological advancement and the
perceived differences in on-line behaviour which can skew norms in
data analysis.
However, I suggest that utilising the internet as a tool for data
collection is inherently no more risky than the traditional
observational or survey methods; the risks are just different and
subject to change as technology changes (Banaji et al, 2003).
Importantly, network communication is ubiquitous at the Open
University. At the recruitment stage Tutors are required to
demonstrate they have access to, and can competently use,
information and communication technology for teaching and
Further, they need to demonstrate their
supporting students.
commitment to communicating with other areas of the Open
University network (conference forums, information generating and
sharing sites) throughout the life of their course (Open University
Teaching with the OU, 2010).
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Nevertheless, whilst an e-Survey was an appropriate instrument for
this target audience, I was concerned just how proactive Tutors
would be in participating therefore, during the course of the
November presentation, regular reminders were sent out and notices
placed on the Tutor-to-Tutor e-Forum (see Reminder Notice
Appendix 3).
Modelled on the notion of e-tivities (Salmon, 2004), the questionnaire
was designed to encourage Tutors to interact with the research
questions and reflect on their own personal experiences (see
Appendix 3). Salmon (2004) offers a five-stage framework for active
and interactive e-learning which she identifies as'e-tivities' (p: 1). The
principles draw on the theory of scaffolding learning through a
programme of asynchronised e-learning activities. However, drawing
from elements of the five stage framework has been useful in terms
of aiding the construction of the e-Survey questionnaire.
example,

key to participation

For

is an awareness of access and

motivational issues (Stage 1) - which in this context relates to ease
of access, direct contact with participants and an awareness of the
time constraints of the participants; the Information Exchange (Stage
3) highlights the need to, in the design and language, embrace the
notion of the survey as a way of 'exchanging' information, thereby
including an opportunity for participants to make a contribution and
and 'knowledge
not just respond to the researchers questions;
construction'

(Stage 4), that is to say injecting into the survey

template an awareness of the collaborative nature of the survey,
building on the notion of an 'exchange' of information with other
participants and a sense of collaborative interaction (adapted from
Salmon, 2004). In this regard, in my introduction
emphasised

to Tutors I

the importance of their involvement in the study,

particularly in terms of their contribution to determining the extent to
which the Study Diamond as a framework has the potential to be

used in other contexts.
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The questionnaire was divided into two parts (Part B being the
Consent Form). Part A contained an initial five questions to capture
respondent demographics - how long they have been tutoring with
the Open University, how long they have worked on Openings and in
particular Y160, whether or not they have been a marker for the
examinable component; and if they taught on the earlier course
(Y152) which took a different approach to supporting students with
In this way I was able to contextualise responses in
terms of respondents' familiarity with the course and with distance
tutoring.
study skills.

The national survey itself consisted of ten multiple-choice and openended questions which allowed for some quantifiable as well as
qualitative data to be captured. Underpinned by my three main
research areas - how tutors adapt and modify the Study Diamond;
how tutors use the Study Diamond across three different disciplines;
and the extent to which the audience and delivery model impacts on
Tutors' teaching of critical thinking -I formulated questions around
the following themes:adapting and modifying the Study Diamond in the context of
three disciplines;
using the Study Diamond to teach critical thinking;
Tutors' perceptions of what it means to apply a critical
perspective in academic writing;
pedagogical difficulties, if any, of teaching on a multidisciplinary course;
Tutors' perceptions of teaching on a course essentially aimed
at a WP audience;
and Tutors' perceptions of working with what is essentially a
non-traditionaldelivery approach.
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A Pilot Study was undertaken with a sample of Tutors from one of the
thirteen Regional Open University Centres to test the ease with
which Tutors could access the website and the length of time it would
take to complete. The initial response to the pilot was good (N=15,
73%) therefore no major changes were made other than to move the
proposed timing of its distribution to mirror the start of one of the four
Y160 presentationsfollowing a comment made during the Pilot:
"comments might be sharper on the problems of
applying the diamond-if / was teaching Openings at
the moment!"
(Extract from Pilot Tutor Questionnaire- see Appendix 3)

A Tutor also made the point that:
"one or two of the questions seem to require rather
long answers - could put people off answering? "
(ExtractfromPilotTutorQuestionnaire2008)
,

This last comment may be a contributing factor to the rather low
response to the national survey (N=74, approx 20%); nevertheless,
the qualitative comments were especially thoughtful and informative.
In March 09 1posted a much reduced questionnaire on the Tutor-toTutor e-Forum which consisted of a series of statements drawn from
responses to the main survey. This was an attempt to extend the
population range and further validate findings but also to scope the
extent to which there was consensus with the opinions expressed by
respondents (see Appendix 4). Disappointingly, I received only one
response. On reflection the lack of response to this scoping survey
may have been due to timing once again (March is the beginning of a
new Y160 presentation and therefore tutors are busy contacting their
students) and as previously mentioned whilst e-technOlOgyis a form
of communication with which all tutors regularly engage, many have
full time careers outside of the Open University and therefore
managing workload may have been an issue. Nevertheless, this one
participant was an additional 'voice' in the data.
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As reported earlier, in the national survey, I included an invitation for
Tutors to take part in a follow up telephone interview. My intention
originally was to use the interviews to re-affirm my interpretation of
qualitative responses and to follow up on any additional emerging
themes.

However, the data proved rich and this third stage in the
data collection process has been central to informing the Findings

and Discussion(see Chapters4 and 5).
3.4 Third Stage:
TelephoneInterviews
From my analysis of the e-survey data, a relationship began to
emerge between recurring key points in the data and the themes
identified in the Literature. See Figure 3.1:
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Links to a
perspective on
Higher Education
in which there arel
pedagogical
implications for
teaching students
from a widening
participation
Key Point 1
repeated references

orientation

made to developing
students' confidence
Key Point 2: the
positive
significance of the
telephone delivery
model

Links

to a constructivist

approach

to adult

education

in which

teaching

Key Point 3: an emerging
relevance of the 'effects'
element of the Study
Diamond and the notion
of a structure/framework
for analysis

is seen to be
dialogic

Links to the notion of meta-cognition encouragedthrough
an epistemology of the SIDframework in which students'
begin by exploring their own opinions/perceptions
Figure 3.1: Key Points trom me Literature Review

The above, using the notion of interconnected gears, is a visual
representation that infers the interlockingdependency of each 'gear',
given that one might be the driving force of the other. For example
KIP 1 can be seen as being 'driven' by KID2; both KP 1& KIP2 could
be 'driven' by the main or principle 'driver' KP 3. The text that
appears in each of the rectangles suggests the theoretical concepts
that emerged in the literature and which have significancefor each of
the 'drivers'. (See also Analysing the Data, Chapter 3:3.6).
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Taking these Key Points as themes for the Interviews with Tutors, I
set out to explore :
1. How the Study Diamond elementswere applied across three
disciplines but particularly in the context of developing
criticality and raising confidence.
This builds on the hypothesis that the Study Diamond provides a
framework for critical thinking (Research Question 1.) and
focuses on the notion that the process is transferable. It also
introduces the idea of critical thinking as having transformative

qualities.

2. The connectivityof the three elements as part of an integrated
study skills approach.
This also relates to the Study Diamond as a framework (Research
Question 1) but explores how this has additional benefits when
study skills are embedded into a multi-disciplinary course
(Research Question 2).

3. The pedagogicalimplicationfor teaching students from a WP
backgroundwithin a delivery model of telephone tutoring;
This is central to the context of this study (Research Question 3)
and builds on the assertions from respondents in the e-Survey
that it is working with the client group and the delivery model that
draws them to teaching on Y160.
The five one-to-one telephone interviews took place during April
2009. All took the form of a semi-structureddiscussion that followed
the topics outlined in the prompt paper (see Appendix 5). 1
rationalised that using the telephone rather than face-to-face would
logistically be more economical as participants were once again
geographically dispersed throughout the UK.
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But more importantly, this approach mirrored the Y160 teaching
model, therefore many of the issues that impact on the validity and
reliability of telephone interviewing were reduced. For example the
necessary reliance on auditory sensory cues and issues of retention
of information because of the lack of non-verbal cues which can
affect pace (Miller and Cannell, 1997), were less of a concern as all
participants were conversant with employing and using the telephone
in their teaching. The setting was therefore 'natural' as they were
conversant with speaking without the benefit of visual cues (see also
Chapters 2 and 5) and the discussion evolved into a friendly but
purposeful exchange between two colleagues. Such an orientation
draws on the notion expressed by Elliott (1988) that meaningful
studies should be grounded in an understanding of the context in
which the study is situated. That is, the researcher should not be
viewed as the 'expert', detached from the practice in which the study
is taking place but rather as 'insider' experience (Elliott, 1988) which
in this context facilitated the non-threatening,friendly exchange that
took place (Yin, 2003).
However, as with the Initial Study, I endeavouredto adopt the stance
of an active listener rather than participant as personal theories and
ideas of how Tutors understood and worked with the Study Diamond
emerged through the exchanges (see Appendix 6).
Throughout the Findings and Discussion Chapters additional
qualitative comments have been included from monitored
discussions elicited from the Y160 Tutor-to-Tutor on-line
asynchronous forum (data collection Stage 4). As mentioned
previously, given the distance tutoring orientation of the Open
University, Tutors are encouraged to feel part of the Open University
community and to participate in Tutor on-line discussions with fellow
tutors teaching on the same course (Openings-Induction, 2010). In
this sense the Tutor e-Forum has parallels with social networking
sites (SNS) such as MySpace, Facebook,and Bebo.
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This form of communication has become an integrated aspect of the
daily lives of many people (Boyd & Elson, 2007). SNSs however are
not necessarily for individuals just seeking networking opportunities
with the intention of making new acquaintances but are primarily
concerned with individuals wanting to communicate with people who
are already part of their established social network (Boyd & Elson,
2007). That is to say a group emerges drawn together perhaps by a
common language or purpose (in this case tutoring on Y160) and
who perhaps also are conversant with contributing to SNSs. In this
sense, and based on my experience of monitoring the Y160 Tutor eForum over the period of this three year study, I would argue that
meaningful exchanges can occur on the Forum, albeit limited to the
small percentage of the potential 70+ tutors that are at any one time
involved in discussions. Therefore whilst this source as a means of
collecting additional data was limited, comments were captured that
had relevance for and have contributed to my overall interpretation
and triangulation of data.
Finally, in order to provide a historical context to the case study, I
have drawn on a range of material and literature that informed my
interpretation of the data. For example, archive material from the
Open University, documents its conception and in particular the
developmentof the Centre for Widening Participationand Openings.
In this sense such evidence could be loosely described as archival or
documentary records (Yin, 2003) that corroborate aspects of the
literature with the purpose of understanding widening participation in
the context of distance learning.
The four sources of data identified have therefore helped to validate
findings through triangulation. In this sense I also position the study
in the context of an investigation into one's own practice.
Educational research can be undertaken as a form of self-reflection
within the social and educational context of the practitioner (Kernmis,
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2007). Because of the fundamental relationship between practice,
reflection and implementation of change, research into own-practice
can be viewed as a platform from which practitioners can present a
case for change, not necessarily in the sense of policy or institutional
change, but in terms of praxis, in which a practical application of
research findings can be drawn from a situational enquiry (Kemmis,
2007). Reflecting on my own position as the Researcher but also as
a Tutor on Y160 is especially pertinent since, as a 'non -traditional
student' myself (the first in my family to attend a university), I have
some empathy with the widening participation agenda. Therefore I
suggest this study has some affinity with the notion of 'action
research' (AR) in respect to the motivational aspect for undertaking
the enquiry and the self-reflective spiral linked to its planning, and
importantly the drive to effect change in praxis (Kemmis, 2007).
However, I am not claiming this enquiry to be action research. it
does not employ the collective and collaborative approaches and
methods traditionally associated with AR but rather, draws on the
descriptive and interpretative tradition of the phenomenological
researcher which can often emergefrom single case studies.
Whilst Yin (2003) cautions researchers to exercise care in design
and execution of case studies due in part to criticisms in terms of
generalisation beyond the bounding of the study, he acknowledges
the 'case study' is often the preferred method of researchers when
the "investigator has little control over events, and when the focus is
on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context" (p:1)
both of which firmly position this enquiry as a small scale contextbound case study.
3.5 Additional Ethical Considerations
As suggested above, logistical considerations were taken into
account in the study design both in terms of the effects on
participants and the financial and time constraints.
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In this respect, permission to conduct the study with Open University
staff members and tutors was obtained from the University's Ethics
Committee and the Centre for Widening Participation. Also the
support of the CWP was enlisted so that contact with participants
could be made utflising the University's data-base and intranet. In
this way email addresses remained confidential.
All participants were issued with an informed consent form and
advised they could withdraw at any time prior to the date set for
commencing the data analysis. In the case of the Initial Study and
the telephone Interviews with Tutors, participants agreed to the
conversations being recorded and to their contribution being
assigned a code for identification in the analysis. All respondents
agreed to be identified in the final report as course authors or Y160
Tutors respectively.
3.6 Analysing the data
First Stage (Interview with Course Authors)
I conducted a linguistic analysis of the transcript. This involved
mapping key phrases from the dialogue, which was transcribed from
the recording, to theoretical ideas and hypotheses that had been
drawn from my original interview questions on how the Study
Diamond was conceived and how the process might encourage
critical thinking (see Appendix 2). Nevertheless,as with all interview
transcripts, there remains a notion of 'selectivity' given that accounts
will be de-contextualised from non-verbal behaviour no ma er how
detailed the transcription (Cohen et al, 2005). However, when all
three participants nodded or voiced their agreement this was duly
noted in the transcription strengthening my interpretation of collective
decision-makingabout particular points.
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Information was then entered onto a 'contact summary sheet' (see
Appendix 2a,) and cross related with emerging conceptual ideas from
the initial literature search. Analysis of the interview together with my
initial exploration of the literature led me to reflect on:

e the extent to which the Study Diamond might have a wider
relevance for teaching students new to higher education and
within a widening participationorientation;
9 whilst I adapt the way in which I apply the Study Diamond
across the three different disciplines in my own teaching, I
was aware, and the data confirmed,some tutors felt it was not
so useful with the History Module;
4, finally, the notion of criticality was considered by the Authors

to be an important aspect of the learningjourney and as the
Study Diamond was designed as part of an integrated Study
Skills approach, I therefore wanted to explore the extent to
which the Study Diamond supported Tutors with this aspect of
pedagogy.
And from the above reflections, the following questions emerged
which were used as a basis for my explorationwith Tutors:How do Tutors adapt and modify the Study Diamond to take
account of the three disciplines;
o How do Tutors use the Study Diamond to teach critical
thinking;
What are Tutors' perceptions of what it means to apply a
*

critical perspective to academic writing;
What are, if any, the pedagogical difficulties of teaching on a

multi-disciplinarycourse;
-, What are Tutors' perceptions of teaching on a course
essentially aimed at a WP audience;
e and what are Tutors' perceptions of working with what is
essentially a non-traditionaldelivery approach.
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Second Stage (e-survey with Tutors)
To analyse the e-survey data, I produced an excel spreadsheet in
which tutor responses from the questionnaireswere brought together
under the respective headings of the survey questions. The data
was then separated into quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative
data was used to present background demographic information on
participants to aid the verification of my interpretation of responses.
The qualitative responses were highlighted and given an identifier
that corresponded to key points (KP). These key points were
generated from the original three themes that emerged from the
literature (see Figure 2.1) together with recurring words and phrases
used in the qualitative responses and which I considered to be
important in relation to the research questions around which the
survey questions were originally framed. Key Points were eventually
honed down to five descriptors.
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Figure 3.2 indicates where descriptors were mapped against my
original three Research Questions-

No. assigned to

Descriptorof Key

Original Research Question (RQ)

the Key Point

Point

for which KP has relevance

(KP) emerging
from the eSurvey
KP1

CONFIDENCE

RQ3: Impact of the WP target
group on Tutors' pedagogical
approach

KP2

DELIVERY MODEL

RQ3: Impact of telephone tutoring
on Tutors' pedagogical approach

KP3

STUDY DIAMOND

RQ1 and 2: How Tutors adapt,
modify and apply the language of
the Study Diamond

KP4

CRITICAL THINKING

RQ1 and 2: The extent to which
the Study Diamond process
connects with and aids the
teaching of critical thinking

KP5

INTERDISCIPLINARY RQ2: How the framework is
modified and adapted by Tutors to
take account of the three
disciplines
Figure 3.2: Key Points (emerging from the e-Survey analysis) mapped to the
Research Questions

The coded data was analysed and responses that related to a

common theme were grouped together. Allan (2003) refers to this
"higher order commonality" as being a concept (p:3). See Figure 3.3
which illustratesan abridge version of the process:
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from TutorSurvey(2008)
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Figure 3.3 An Abridged Version of e-Survey analysis process

Third Stage (Telephone Interviews with Tutors)
As reported, in-depth telephone interviews with five Tutors followed.
The concepts identified above were used to inform a prompt sheet
for use during the interviews (see Appendix 5) and a transcript was
made from the recording of each interview. Once again each
recording was transcribed with any verbal intonations that
significantly emphasised a point, being also noted.
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A thematic analysis (Ray, 1994) was conducted on each transcript
and the dialogue assigned to a respective theme. Each participant
was assigned a colour and a letter of the alphabet so that dialogue
could be highlighted and easily attributed to the corresponding
colour/letter. Dialogue was then entered into a table under one of the
emerging themes or concepts that correlated with the e-survey
analysis process. The themes were identifiedfrom linguistic cues in
the dialogue, expanding upon those identified in the e-survey. It can
be seen therefore that the analysis was an iterative process in which
the themes as they emerged from the data and around which there
was a common thread, were aligned with the original key points
(KPs) and concepts (Allan, 2003). In this way data could be
understood and contextualisedwithin the boundaries of the research
questions and findings collated under the headings identified in
Chapter 4.
However, additionally embedded in the interview data were quite
lengthy accounts in which Tutors described actual teaching
experiences. These accounts take the form of short narratives or
reflections on tutoring. In this sense there is a suggestion of 'oral
history' (Lawrenson, 1994).

That is, the narratives that emerged
represent Tutors' individual recall of their teaching practices, some of
which is presented as illustrations of the perceived spoken dialogue
Tutors have with their students. Whilst questions can be raised in
terms of validity, particularly with regard to the reliability of
respondents' espoused theories (Argyris and Sch6n, 1974)
discussed previously, and the extent to which memories might be
shaped by subsequent events or the conscious or unconscious
desire to embellish recall (Lawrenson, 1994), nevertheless, I would
argue there is a sense in which 'universal agreement is possible'
(Habermas, cited in Lawrenson, 1994, p:265) as ideas have been
aligned with other data and/or the literature to strengthen my
interpretation.
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In this sense a deeper insight into tutors' pedagogical experiences of
telephone tutoring has been revealed, mirroring aspects of
interpretative phenomenologicalanalysis (Stern, 1994).
However, whilst there are theoretical concerns in applying a
phenomenological perspective, particularly in terms of its credibility
as a method for generalisation, the richness stems from an
understanding that the accounts reveal truthful insights into human
experience (Ray, 2003). Accepting there are theoretic concerns, the
strength of the narrative model stems from the commonality in the
use of language and expression revealed, in this instance, through
the tutors' accounts of their teaching experiences. That is to say, if
an experience is reflected upon and interpreted by the experiencing
person, it is not necessarily only representative of the individual
expedencing it at the time (Ray, 1994). The experience is something
others might choose to give a "phenomenological nod" to,
recognising it is something that they have practiced or might practice
in the future (van Manen, cited in Ray, 1994, p:131). The narratives
therefore can evoke meaning, belongingness and/or interconnectivity
to which universal generalisationsmay be applied (Ray, 1994).
The notion of generalising beyond the existing case study draws on
the principle of what Bassey (2007) calls 'fuzzy generalisations'.
That is to say, in Chapters 4 and 5,1 have taken these personal
theories and experiences and merged them with aspects of
constructivist learning theory and theories of motivation and social
dynamics (Bassey, 2007). However, Educational research, as with
research in other social science contexts, acknowledges that all
human beings are individuals. In this sense therefore whilst I do not
make generalisations based upon statistical predictions in the sense
embedded in the scientific paradigm, I have evoked the principle of
'fuzziness' to inform my decision-making if not necessarily to
determine it (Bassey, 2001).
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This process also loosely reflects a version of Grounded Theory (GT)
as I have endeavoured to generate concepts from patterns and
categories which are interrelated and through which comparisons
have been made with a range of data (Glaser, 2002). However, I
would argue that my approach differs from GT in that coding has not
been solely conceived in the field (Stern, 1994) but is reflexive in
character and takes an emic perspective (Boyle, 1994) informed by
an insider's view. It could therefore be said that overall this study
embraces a mixed-methodology drawing on the principles of
phenomenology through the reported lived experiences of the Tutors
and grounded theory, in that interactionism has played an essential
part in the progressive focussing of the approach and data analysis
led by the participants and their responses (Stern, 1994).
It is acknowledged however that, as inferred previously, the very fact
this study is bound in a single case, limits the extent to which
generalisations can be made - the unique delivery model it could be
argued, restricts the way in which links can be made to more
traditional teaching contexts and binds the ideas elicited by the
Similarly, as
participants to their specific teaching context.
previously mentioned, constructing assumptions about behaviour
from the reported actions of the Tutors is open to claims of
unreliability - how do we know that the actions they champion,
'theories in use' (Argyris and Sch6n, 1974), are consistent with the
actions they purport to practice, 'theories of action' (Argyris and
Sch6n, 1974). Further, given the size of the research sample, it
arguably may not be a true representation of Tutors' perceptions,
specifically (on Y160) and generally (on Arts Level One access
courses). The notion of generalising to other contexts irrespective of
the number of participants however should not be considered an
issue, given that single case studies when aligned to 'theory', have
the capacity to broaden the field of enquiry, drawing on concepts that
influence and reflect the boundedcase (Yin, 2003).
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I argue therefore that it is in this sense, findings can have
significance for enriching and contributing to a growing bank of
knowledge.
Tutors' responses reported on in this study (which are based on their
professional judgments and my interpretation of those judgments)
should be seen as a reflective insight that expresses 'the meaning of
a particular life-world experience' but which is also able to 'enhance,
develop, and advance the discipline under study' by seeing the
meaning of 'the human experience as a universal' (Ray, 1994,
p:124).
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Chapter 4
4.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, I set out the findings from my exploration with Y160
Tutors which includes extracts from the interview with the Course
authors, the National e-survey to Y160 Tutors and the Y160 Tutor
telephone interviews. I describe, with illustrative references to the
data, how emerging ideas relate to my three original Research
Questions (see Chapter 1:P.11) but also how these merge with the
Key Points from the Literature Review (see Figure 3.1; Figure 3.2).
A detailed exploration of meanings drawn from the findings is
reported on in Chapter 5 utilising a phenomenologicalapproach that
arose out of the data from the Tutor Interviews. However, in this
Chapter, I offer a summative account which, for clarity, aligns with
Figure 2.6 (Key Theoretical Concepts and Authors) and follows the
progressive and interconnected themes that emerged from the Key
Points referenced in Figure 3.1.
4.2 Implications

of the WP agenda

Links to a perspective on Higher Education in which there are
pedagogical implications for teaching students from a
widening participation orientation

A consistent theme in the data centres around how the pedagogy of
Y160 was especially designed and geared towards building
confidence and developing skills, acknowledging that the Course was
This
designed to attract a student cohort from a WIP orientation.
relates in particular to Research Question 3 (see p: 11) in which I
explore the impact on Tutors of working with what could essentially
be a WIP cohort.

How Tutors respond to and engage with the WIP

agenda can have significance for the planning and delivery of
learning.
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How Tutors engage with the Y160 delivery model and in particular
the Study Diamond as a pedagogical tool to support learning, is
crucial for interpreting Tutors' responses to the research questions
on how they adapt and modify the Study Diamond. For example,
limited understanding of the nature of the Y160 student population
could impact on any judgements Tutors make about the pedagogical
components of the tool.
However, I begin by reporting on findings from my interview with
Course authors in which the original intentions for the Study Diamond
are revealed and it will be seen that when aligned with the data from
the e-Survey and the Interviews, Tutors have a considerable affinity
for the client group with whom they are working.
The Course authors devised the Study Diamond on the premise of
celebrating students' starting points. They saw the four elements
(see Figure 1.1) as representing"specific tasks which together form a
useful approachfor interpretingworks", Baugh et al (2006). Starting
with "effects, it is suggested that students are encouraged to
acknowledge their own viewpoints inferring a non-hierarchal
approach to teaching and learning. This was illustrated by a
comment from Author C during a discussion around subject-choice
for the Art History Module:
"They (students) are starting from where they are starting with effects acknowledges that their feelings
count. (For example) using the Turner-prize Art was
a big risk... because a lot of people are very negative
about it but allowing them to say OK you have been
using the Study Diamond let's start with the effects
part... write down what effect this art has on you the
first time you look at it - and they could say wefl i
that's an appropriate
think it's a lot of rubbish
...
(interviewAuthors,2007).
starting point...
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The authors saw this as a deliberate challenge to the notion of a
hierarchical status that might be associated with higher academic
study. By 'inviting' students to give their opinion through the 'effects'
element of the Study Diamond they introduce the idea of alternative
perspectives but importantly the student's own viewpoint is given
credibility even if the reaction is a negative one. In this sense there
is a clear acknowledgementthat students may be starting from a less
confident stance, as from for example, a widening participation
orientation. It also acknowledgesthe potential for bringing with them
a hierarchal perspective of higher education which may be inherent
in their approach to learning. The suggestion of a hierarchical status
associated with university study is a theme that emerged from the
data and is explored further (see Chapter 5) in terms of how Tutors
build confidence and motivation and in particular how they apply the
Study Diamond; but it is appropriate to note here that Tutors
expressed empathy for the orientation from which learners may have
evolved. For example,in the e-Survey a Tutor explained:
"/ was drawn to (teach onj the course having taken a
similar introductory course (myselo with the National
Extension College, as a way of getting back into
study before taking a degree.... My course was an
excellent way of re-building confidence and skills and
so / wanted to teach on Openings ... I got so much
from doing my own degree".
(E-survey with Y160 tutors, 2008)

In the data there is a clear sense that all respondents have a
connection with the student cohort which appears to be a principle
reason for wanting to teach on Y160. A further example can be seen
in this extract in response to a question about why tutors choose to
teach on Openings:
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"/ like working with adult learners -/ enjoy the course
contenL(but a)... more important aspect of the
course .... is the way in which it helps students to
learn how to learn. / am passionate about enabling
learners

to

become

autonomous

learners

who

acquire a set of transferable skills".
(E-survey with Y160 tutors, 2008)

In the comment above, reference is made to what could be broadly
termed as study skills - as suggested by the phrase Veam how to
leam' - thereby acknowledging that students may be coming to Y160
with less experience of higher education study than the more
traditional student. The implicationof this suggests high importance
needs to be placed on study skills, not least when designing and
delivering access courses, in order to bridge the perceived gap in
skills that is often seen to be associated with a WP client group (see
also Chapter 1:1.4). Reference is also made to the importance of
autonomy and it could be inferred that when skills are transferable
and combined with the notion of autonomy, they are skills for life.
The transferability of learning and the notion of critical thinking as an
important life skill is discussed later (see Chapter 5) but as this
extract suggests, Tutors do have an awarenessof their responsibility
for delivering more than just subject knowledgeon this course.
This is further supported (see Figure 4.1. below) in that the two most
popular reasons for Tutors choosing to teach on Openings were,
interest in the course content but also a desire to work with the client
group.
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Q9. As an
experienced
educator, what draws
you to teach on
Openings? (You can
select more than one
choice)

m a) The Course
content
0 b) The Students
(Openings)
m c) The presentation
Model
md) The delivery
Model

Figure 4.1: Tutors' orientation, Y160 e-survey, 2008

Of least concern or influence were the short duration

of the

presentations and the flexibility of the telephone delivery model
which, one might have assumed, would have been an equally
popular incentive.
Nevertheless, as Tutor E remarked:

'I actually support the University being open and that
/ like the way that
students can just register.
Openings is promoted first, students are advised to
take Openings before going on to a level I course"
(Interviews,
2009).
This echoes an increasing emphasis that is placed on studentcentred learning around which distance education has evolved
(Beaudoin, 1990) - see also Chapter 2. It also re-emphasises how
study skills programmes need to be designed to complement
introductory and access courses, taking account of the perceived
diversity in the skills-base from which students entering HE might be

coming.
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However, importantly for this study, the motivation that drives Y160
Tutors to teach on Openings and the perceive gap in the skills of
students drawn to the Course, seems to be indicative of how Y160
Tutors approach their practice.

This was further highlighted in the

interview narratives discussed later in Chapter 5.
4.3 Delivery Model
Links to a constructivist approach to models of adult learning
in which teaching is seen to be dialogic

A further aspect embedded in Research Question 3 relates to the
impact the delivery model might have on the how Tutors use and
apply the Study Diamond. For example, in the interview with Course
authors it was revealed that the Study Diamond was designed to be
repeated, to encourage re-engagement and reflection. Its iterative
nature, as opposed to a linear structure, was aimed at: "stopping
them feeling stuck or giving up at the first hurdle" (Author A,
Interview,Authors, 2007).
The thinking behind this approach was to dispel barriers to learning
which, as previously discussed, is often associated with a WP client
group. In particular, the aim was not to focus on getting 'right
answers'

but for students

to recognise there may be several

interpretations of a phenomenon.

Author A, explains:

"... so often students think, now how should / be
reading this and they immediately doubt their own
responses which the poet or artist has been busy
trying to provoke through their texts and so it is
literally a dysfunctional way of approaching it; but it
is hard to break the habit especially for those new to

the academic stuff
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They see them (academic writers of the course) as
having minds greater than theirs which is why we
want to encourage several interpretations; but / find
that undergraduate students right up to the highest
level find this hard to get".
(interview, Authors, 2007)

This alludes to the notion of an academic hierarchy which learners
new to study may perceive as intimidating. Such a perception can
operate as a barrier to full engagement with the learning experience
and have implications for the design, delivery and assessment of
courses (see, also Chapter 5).
However, the opportunity for dialogic discussion afforded through the
telephone teaching model was seen as influential in promoting a
more equal relationship between tutor and student. It was observed
that the scope offered by the design of the Study Diamond could be
used to prompt discussion, as Author C noted:
"It (the Study Diamond) facilitate the telephone
discussion - it allows for a shared understanding".
(Author C, Interview, 2007)

The emphasis here is on the telephone medium helping to lessen
hierarchical barriers (in particular when using the Study Diamond to
generate discussion). This was also reported on in the e-Survey as
well as in the Tutor Interviews(see Chapter 5), for example:
"With a good practitioner it (telephone tutoringl is a
great confidence booster for unconfident students ones that have not had much prior educational
experience,

who may fee/ nervous about other

students.

It (the

Study

Diamond)

also helps

practitioners to give really focussed discussion and
feedback"

(e-Survey,2008)
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Tutors infer a clear sense of 'difference' in the tutor/student
relationship when tutoring over the telephone, as opposed to the
relationshipthat emergesfrom face-to-face tutoring:
"Telephone tuition works well creating a personal
relationship, students fee/ safe to ask questions and
discuss, talk - it's a satisfying way to teach".
(e-Survey,Tutors, 2008)

The frequency of such comments in the data signals the benefits of
telephone tutoring (see also Chapter 2: 2.3.3) as being particularly
pertinent for students from a WP orientation, studying at a distance,
perhaps struggling with the unknown world of academia and external
pressures of work and family life. A personalised approach to
tutoring is therefore even more relevant to a WP student, for
example:
"(YoulCan concentrate on one student at a time,
their particular needs and intetpretations. (You) Can
pick up on difficulties that emerge .... and they are
usually honest if they don't understand"
(e-Survey,Tutors, 2008)

However, there was some acknowledgement that such individualised
teaching can be demanding and through the interview narratives
there is the suggestion that Tutors sometimes take on the mantle of a
counsellor rather than that of a tutor (see, Chapter 5: 5-6). In this

sense it is interesting that the quotation above highlightsthe question
of 'honesty', alluding to what in psychoanalytical terms might be
associated with the concept of 'positive transference'.
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Identified in the context of counselling, it is suggested that telephone
counselling increases the likelihood of the receiver (or in this case
learner) unconsciously transferring positive feelings and emotions to
the counsellor (or tutor), (McLeod, 2004) and thereby is more likely to
be honest and truthful. In particular the regularity of the telephone
contact and the fact it is also one-to-one (see also Chapter 1) is seen
here as facilitating positive relationships. In both the e-Survey and
the Interview data there was the suggestion of a less hierarchal
relationship emerging as a result of a more 'personalised' interaction
but which is also reflective of the personal qualities and presence of
the tutor and perhaps (as suggested above) their affinity with the
client group, for example:
"By showing respect for the individual's opinion, the
approach helps to build confidence. fts possible to
respond to a student's own expressed needs
(e-Survey,
2008)
promptly and directly".
Whilst the above quotation highlights the individual nature of
tutoring, there is also a sense of respecting and valuing what adult
learners bring with them on the leaming journey. This is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 5, but essentially, the data supports the view
the delivery model allows Tutors to, "differentiate approaches to
respond to a 'range' of students" (e-Survey, 2008). From the Tutoes
perspectivethey "can use the same materialsin different approaches
allowing for fdifferent) levels of students' learning, background, etc."
(e-Survey, 2008) - alluding to how Tutors adapt the Study Diamond
to respond to the differing needs of the student cohort (a notion that
is especially evident in the interview narratives,see Chapter 5).
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Given that Y160 Tutors, as previously discussed, are experienced
Lecturers, often holding other teaching posts with other Universities,
it is significant this model remains atypical especially as the data and
the literature suggests telephone communication has a number of
significant advantages. The faceless nature of the contact and the
'increased intimacy' (Grumet, 1979 p:440) that comes from the
absence of visual barriers is highlighted in the following observation:
"...we can under-estimate the extent to which you
can deduce things from the voice; it is quite
remarkable how much you can tell about the
students, not just from how they speak but from the
pauses when they are not speaking (which) can give
you a lot of information over the phone"
(Tutor D, Interviews,2009).

Reference was also made to the practical advantages of telephone
tutoring which has the potential to positively impact on student
motivation and retention. For example:
"I have always enjoyed the flexibility and humanity of
this form of teaching. Have taught face-2-face for
sometimes
class,
disadvantaged women who have difficulty attending
years

mostly

working

classes regularly,,if students are coming in after a
day's work they donT always want to go out again!"
(e-Survey, 2008)

It can be seen therefore that whilst there was some reference in the
data to the disadvantages of telephone tutoring which cite the
possibility of students being isolated and devoid of interaction with
their peers (and possibly therefore developing an over reliance on
tutor support), overwhelmingly Tutors point to the advantages
telephone tutoring can afford.
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In particular Tutors cite the Study Diamond as a framework around
which a dialogic discussion can be generated which, when coupled
with the positive tutor/student relationship (inspired through
telephone tutoring), can reduce the perceived hierarchical barriers
that can stem from a less affirmative relationship. This suggests a
further example of how Tutors are modifying and using the Study
Diamond in their practice.
4.4 The Pedagogy of the Study Diamond
Links to the notion of meta-cognition encouraged through
the pedagogy of the Study Diamond; in particular how
effects and 'techniques' lead to a critical perspective

As

I am primarily

interested

in the cultural

and pedagogical

orientation of the Study Diamond rather than exploring the notion of
whether it works or not, in my analysis of the interview with Course
authors, I separated understanding of the process from its application
(Gitlin et al, 1989).

In this way the data from the interview with

authors gave me a base line from which I could compare and
contrast Tutors' responses to questions around how they
pedagogically modify and adapt the Study Diamond in their practice
(relates specifically to Research Questions 1 and 2, see p: 11).
As previously inferred, linguistic clues in the authors' responses
revealed that significant emphasis at the design stage was placed

on:understandingthe intended WP audience- for example:
"We wrote the course assuming the student has no
level of experience, they are possibly going to be at a
lower level of confidence; they are starting from
B, Interview,
2007);
(Author
where they are"
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pedagogical structuresto support delivery - for example:
"The Study Diamond works in a constructivist sense
in that students and tutors are collaborative
(AuthorC, Interview,2007);

researchers"

integrationof study skills - for example:
"it (study skills) was integrated into the course but we
felt as a course team that study skills were too
important and in fact the course material was too

important to try and integrate them in an artificial
way py

(AuthorA, Interview,2007).

In terms of applied strategies, as revealed above, embedded in the
Course and in particular the Study Diamond was the notion of a
constructivist approach in which emphasiswas placed on->

learners examining their own meta-cognition- for example:
"from the word go, this Diamond requires the
students to look at their own thinking, it requires
them to be critically self-aware of what is happening
to them, what effect the poem or the historical

>a

question, or painting or installationhas on them";
(AuthorB, Interview,
2007);
learning process that encourages a 'change of mind' - for

example:
"It was an idea

as well that when you have

processed your way through ag the different points of
the Study Diamond quite a few times... your
perception of the effects changes as a result of a
better understanding... "

(AuthorA, Interview,2007).

In this sense the authors clearly saw the Study Diamond as a
repetitive process.
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Whilst the Y160 guidance does point students towards starting with
'effects', the authors' agreed the aim was to promote reflection and a
re-examination of ideas. This was explained as being notably the
one thing that was different about the Study Diamond compared to
other pedagogicaldevices. The concept of processing information or
ideas in a non-linear fashion through the four elements a number of
times was clarified as 'problematising' the questions (interview,
Authors, 2007) - see also Chapter 5.
Multiple interpretations or

meanings and acknowledging the
existence of other perspectives, notably sought to steer students
away from seeking the 'right answer' and, as Author A explained:
"Thus you move closer to an academic viewpoint so
that you would actually make progression".
(Author A, Interviews, 2007)

The 'you' referenced in the above quotation refers to how the authors
anticipated and had evidence of Tutors working with the Study
Diamond and how it aims to effect a transformation in students'
thinking. However, there is also a suggestion that an 'academic way
of thinking' was not necessarily what the authors set out to achieve.
For example Author A went on to say:
".... but actually I really dont like that because it's
doing something that really we tried not to do!
However, there is a sense in which this has to be
true - for a start if it gives students more than one
interpretation they are already starting to think about
it in a more academic way, you give them this very
liberal way of exploring their feelings .. ---"
(Author A, Interviews, 2007)
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Inferred in these statements, as discussed previously, is that the
'academic style' can sometimes be viewed negatively (see also
Chapter 5) but it is interesting that the authors seem to also
associate such a 'style' with the notion of alternative perspectives
(achieved through the pedagogy of 'context) and a liberalising' of
thinking (see also Chapters 2 and 5). Describing the development
process of such skills or mindsets, Author D spoke of the distinction
between simple "structured (learning) domains and complex
structured fleamingj domains"
"....you build up your knowledge on a case by case
basis, you don't start with the application of rules like
in mathematics and then apply them on any new
cases... its built on a case by case and you build up
knowledge and so with the Study Diamond it allows
you a framework in which to house each new case...
so there is an element of security there and you can
gradually build up a bigger range of knowledge but
still within that framework .-.. we were working on
looking at how that cognitive process and the
process of reflection can work together in
acknowledging the fact that meanings will change
and your impact on it will change - you will never fee/
the same as the first time when you first encountered
any of these texts..."
(AuthorD,Interview,
2007)
As well as the notion of scaffolding learning (Vygotsky, 1978), there
is some correlation here with Habermas's (Mezirow and Associates,
2000) notion of instrumental and communicative learning discussed
Essentially, 'instrumental' and
in more detail in Chapter 5.
,communicative' learning domains see learning as a means of
developing skills that lead to an awareness of alternative
perspectives through which is achieved the third domain,
'emancipation'(p:10).
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In the interview narratives, Tutors refer to a clear sense of using the
element of 'effects' to generate students' enquiry into the technical
elements of meaning. That is, the 'structured' or 'instrumental' skills
needed to create a phenomenon and further how they use the
element of 'context' to introduce more complex thinking about a
phenomenonthat can lead to generatingdifferent and therefore more
critical perspectives (see, Chapter5).
In response to the e-Survey questions about how Tutors explain the
elements of the Study Diamond to their students (relates specifically
to Research Question 1, see p:11), the following was an interesting
response in which the distinctiveness of the 'effects' element of the
Study Diamond is highlighted:
"...most courses bypass the 'effectsarea which is a
huge advantage of the Study Diamond, gives
students a tool for linking and testing their own
responses and contextual knowledge before arriving
at an interpretation"
(e-Survey, 2008)

In the data, Tutors commented on how 'effects' prompted the notion
of students' analysing their own ideas but the above comment
alludes also to an emergent suggestion this was not the norm in arts
focussed courses, students are not often given the space or
opportunity to reflect on their own opinions. Also inferred was the
notion that the element of 'effects'is symbiotic with the way in which
Tutors teach a critical perspective starting, initially, from the confident
stance of students' own opinions then progressingto consideration of
alternative perspectives. This was especially evident through the
interview narratives and illustrates how Tutors differentiate and adapt
their interpretation of 'effects' to connect with the individual
characteristicsof their students (see, Chapter 5).
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4.5 The Study Diamond as a Framework
As inferred previously, in the data can be seen repeated references
to the Study Diamond as a framework. Comments were made in
connection with its structure or seeing it as a process and how it
helps to organise thinking (see, Chapter 5). In particular, the four
elements were seen as a structured approach which then translates
into a writing frame. For example, on the Tutor-to-Tutor e-Forum, a
Tutor reported on how one of his/her students had found the Study
Diamond useful for writing essays. The dialogue thread was
continued by another Tutor who commented:
"I'm finding the same thing with my A103 students.
Members of the group, who have studied Y160, and
thus the diamond, have been leading the others. I
must say too that I have myself slipped into thinking
in terms of the categories, when involved in art
history or poetry".
Similarly
"I've used the diamond concept for several years in
A103 tutorials and it works well for art history,
literature, music and architecture, giving students a
framework within which to build their analyses".
(Extracts from the Tutor e-Forum archive, 2007-2010)

The reference to A103 relates to the Open University's 'Introduction
to Humanities' Course which at the time was a suitable Progression
course for students who had completed Y160. A103 has since been
discontinued and replaced with AA100 'Arts Past and Present'
(hftp://www.ot)en-ac.uk/Arts/al03/text/index.html). The inference in
both extracts underpins the purpose of Research Question 2 (see,
PA 1).
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Understanding how Tutors modify or adapt the Study Diamond to
connect with the three disciplines builds on the notion that it has
potential to be used beyond the confines of Y160 and across other
arts disciplines. The Tutor reported here, asserts that the framework
has become embedded in his/her teaching of Arts and Humanities,
reaffirming the Study Diamond as a teaching framework but also
inferring its potential for cross-discipline study. But as suggested
above, there are frequent references in the data that specifically
highlight its usefulness for organising w(iting:
"It gives a framework to students' responses to
poetry and art and enables them to structure
assignments cleanfy".

(e-Survey,2008)

Introducing the notion of the framework as having benefits for
structuring academic writing (see also Chapter5,5.9).
In response to questions directly relating to how Tutors teach
'techniques' and 'context' (relates to Research Question 1, see p:11),
all reported lechniques' as being in some way the identification of
the technical aspects of how phenomena is produced thereby
students gaining an understanding of the literary, painterly and for
history, the research skills of an historian. In terms of 'context, most
tutors reported on directing students to the contextual orientation of
the phenomenon thereby raising awareness of potential bias or prior
assumptions made by the producer. In this way Tutors use the
element of 'context' to introduce the notion of criticality. However,
clear references were made to how Tutors modify or adapt the
concepts when moving through the different disciplines of the course:
"/ use it in different ways for different disciplines.
With the poetty I rind it much easier as a leaming tool
to start with but also as a sort of "ice breaker... "
(Tutor E, Interviews2009)
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This was particularly evident when discussing how they use the
framework in History. For example, it was suggested that the
concepts embedded in 'effects'are more accessible in poetry and art
history than they are when thinking about history. That is, it is easier
to have an opinion about a poem or painting than it is to have a
reaction to the complex political, cultural and social historical position
of Burma (Tutor A, Interviews, 2009).
Nevertheless in the Interview data it can be seen how Tutors use a
dialogic approach to discuss the evaluative skills of an historian and
in doing so change the concepts of 'techniques' and 'effects' to
represent the differences in disciplines - in this case the pedagogies
of History.
Essentially however, permeatingthe data, was the notion that all four
elements, working iteratively, are importantto the framework and that
they can be accessed at any point in the enquiry.
Importantly too, Tutors identified the connectivity of each element as
relating to the different perspectives needed for structuring an
This was especially evident in the Tutor interview
argument.
narratives (see Chapter 5) and can be seen as having underpinned

the original design, as Author A explained:
"Part of what informed the bit of teaching strategy
that / bought to it (the Study Diamond) was teaching
philosophy because when philosophy is taught well it
teaches students not only to produce a better
argument but also to be able to see more than just
one position and to articulate those as well - that
definitely informed the nature of the Study Diamond,
particularly starting with effects and then looking for
other elements of what is going on"
(AuthorA, Interview,2007)
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The link here to philosophy, another discipline taught in the Open
University Arts faculty, has particular relevance for students moving
on from Openings to other arts courses. Philosophy is included in
AA100, a popular multi-disciplinarycourse onto which, as mentioned
earlier, many Y160 students progress.
Similarly:
"It fthe Study Diamondj helps students think carefully
about poetry and art works and approach them
analytically. (It) Helps them to see the connections
between the four comers (elements) and that taking
a range of approaches (perspectives) leads to a
richer analysis and understanding".
(e-Survey, 2008)

The notion of 'a richer analysis' when the principles of the four
elements are considered together, offers some insight into how
Tutors' interpret and understand the concept of criticality. It also
strengthens the idea of the Study Diamond as a 'language' for
articulating the skills and processes embedded in critical thinking.
This is discussed further in Chapter 5 but for now, it supports the
view that the Study Diamond is a useful teaching tool for introducing
the component skills of analysis.
In summary, emerging from the data is the assertion there are a
number of ways in which the Study Diamond framework can be used
pedagogically. Key points repeatedly emphasised by Tutors draw
attention to how they work with each element as an independent
concept but also that the recursive nature allows for progressive
learning if students 'get struck' at any one point - an important
concept in terms of developing confidence and removing potential
barriers to learning. Conversely, Tutors use the framework as a
whole, emphasising the connectivity of each element as a way of
working through and analysing a phenomenon.
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Ultimately, Tutors use the language of the Study Diamond for
articulating what is needed in order to critically analyse phenomena.
Out of the four elements, 'effects' can be seen as being important
meta-cognitively, and 'context' in terms of developing a critical
perspective.
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Chapter 5
5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
From the data it is clear Tutors modify and adapt the Study Diamond
to connect with the three disciplines of Y160. This is principally
achieved through its pedagogical approach but is enhanced and to
some extent made possible because of its design and importantly the
delivery model of Y160. In their modification and adaptation of the
Study Diamond, they draw on the known characteristics and prior
learning of their students thereby situating the learning within a
context that has relevance and meaning.
When reflecting on findings therefore it is important to take account
of the background and teaching context of this study (see Chapter 1).
Y160 is an Arts access course aimed primarily at students new to
higher education and/or who may be approaching a discipline for the
first time.

In this sense, findings will be of most interest to

practitioners involved in HE access or foundation teaching in the
faculties of Arts and Humanities and whose practice is informed by
the influences of widening participation. This discussion will also be
relevant to practitioners interested in the concept of critical thinking or
in teaching approaches that support distance learning, given that
Tutors' experiences stem from what I consider to be an underexploited medium for delivering learning.
themes

of

telephone

tutoring

as

well

Therefore the peripheral
as

the

concepts

of

learning and integration of study skills - which
emerged from the richness of the data elicited during the Tutor
interviews - will also contribute to the overall discussion in this
Chapter.
transformative
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In presenting my analysis of the Tutor interview narratives in the
following account, I have used lengthy and sometimes complete
extracts from the interviews to enable the reader to hear the voices of
the Tutors in the context of how their teaching experiences were
described to me in the interviews. These extracts have been boxed
and highlighted to distinguish the narratives from other reported
qualitative data.
Further, in the discussion, and as a process of refinement, I have
drawn on common structures and ideas within the reported narratives
and grouped them together under relevant headings to synthesise
findings with other data, literature themes, and my own teaching
experiences. In this respect a phenomenologicalreflection is offered.
5.2 Models of Adult Learning : The Theory of Transformation
Given that the Study Diamond represents an approach to analysis
and interpretation (Baugh et al, 2006) for which in academic terms a
critical awareness is required, I asked Tutors during the interviews
how they used the four elements of the Study Diamond in their
teaching of critical analysis. Tutors alluded to the dialectic
discussions they have with their students which, when framed around
the Study Diamond, enables them to introduce the subject matter of
the tutorial. For example:
"..it (the Study Diamond) enables me to talk about the poetry and
draw people in who perhaps havenYlooked at poetry since they were
at school or who donYeven remember looking at poetry at all; so the
vefy first 'effects' / think is a super way, most people can say
something about a poem".
(Tutor E, Interviews, 2009).
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Here the Tutor is alluding to how he/she encourages students to
reflect on what they may already know about a phenomenon or what
their first impressions might be, signaling that the experience and
understanding they bring with them is valued. In this way the
importance of the 'effects' element is significant in building students'
confidence. The notion of 'inviting' students to voice their opinion
draws on the concept of empowermentsuggesting a democratic and
participatory pedagogy in which the tutor values the student's
contribution (Shor, 1992). However, it is to be noted that the Tutor
needs to provide the stimuli or develop activities that will bring to the
learner's recall, the ideas and knowledge that will inform new thinking
or help address a perceived problem (Knowles, 2005), see also
Chapter 2.
In this respect Tutors point to applying the Study Diamond to
introduce critical awareness, signposting to the concepts embedded
in the elements of Techniques' and in particular 'contexts'. For
example:
"it (the Study Diamond) encapsulates the critical
appraisal process for poetry and art, leading students to
view this as a process of refinementfrom initial personal
response (which all art aims for) through a
deconstruction of techniques and context to an
'objective'interpretation based on those techniques. For
history the emphasis is slightly different (effects are not
quite so personal perhaps) but the framework gives a
sound model for a methodical approach to historical
analysis".
(e-Survey, 2008)

Here reference is made not only to applying the framework as a
whole but also to the repetitivenature of the analysis process.
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The Tutor uses the structure of the Study Diamond to encourage
students to review and refine their initial reaction. There is an
inference here that students need to do this in part themselves but as
seen in the reported narratives, this process is stimulated and
developed through dialogic discourse. Reformation of the perceived
Iproblem' does not in itself constitute dialogic teaching but requires
discussion and even 'arguing about' (Wolfe and
Alexander, 2008) before true transformation can occur.
meta-reflection,

The element of 'techniques', posed as a question (see Chapter 6:
Figure 6.1) encourages the learner to engage with the Y160 course
materials thereby discovering the discipline-specific techniques that
are used by the producer of the poem, text or work of art. An
example of this can be seen in Tutor B's explanation of how by
working with the Study Diamond (and in particular providing
additional information to enhance the 'context) students really
engaged with the topic:
"I start off by reading the Ted Hughes poem, but they (then) find it a
revelation when you use the Study Diamond with them; they say to
/ give them
me that they didnI realise there was so much in it,
biographical inforination about how he (Ted Hughes] was on the farm
with his second wife etc. etc. and his second wife's father was the
farm manager and the fact that he was in Devon in the West of
England, / even suggest that the cows might have been brown that's
why they look like blood in the sun set or the dusk. They say to me
that they didnY reafise there was so much, it's packed full of
meaning, far more than they thought at first".
(Tutor B, Interviews,2009)
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This illustrates how the Tutor uses a dialectic approach to teaching
'contexf (the biographical information about the poet) and
lechniques' (the use of figurative or metaphorical language) to
enhance meaning.
Identifying the different 'techniques' used to develop a phenomenon
could be considered to be 'concept formation', or the hook on which
to hang a range of ideas associated with literary techniques. For
example, in the extract above the tutor alludes to the potential use of
allegory by the poet to generate specific effects on the reader. In this
sense the 'concept' can be seen as a way of organising information
about a particular event, idea or procedurewhich is brought together
under a particular label or term (Marzano et al, 1988) - in this
example the term is Techniques' of which one concept could be
allegorical or figurative language.
Specialist words used to describe a specific technique or process
could be considered to be part of an individual's vocabulary and can
be seen as an outward demonstration of that individual's 'store of
concepts' (Marzano et al, 1988). Subsequently, the store of
concepts can then be used and/or applied to access a poem, text or
work of art which in the past has perhaps been inaccessible. Such
an analogy is inferred in the following explanation in which the Tutor
alludes to how the Study Diamond is a framework that can be used
to house a 'store of concepts':
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"I liken it (the Study Diamond)j to the scientific method, if YOUare
studying science there is an approach that you take, its called the
scientific method, it has historical validity and all of your science
courses will use this Particularexperiential model, in studying the
arts, in my background,historically there has been no framework to
hang things onto in the same way as the scientific method. The
Study Diamond is perfect as an approach and / encourage students
to latch on to this, try it out and you will see it works in all sorts of
circumstances"

(TutorD,Interviews,
2009)

This interesting comparison to the scientific method of analysis is
useful in terms of highlightingthe structured approach to enquiry that
purveys the science disciplines but also the perceived lack of such a
dominant framework in the arts. In particular the notion of 'hooks' on
which learners can hang information is reflective of the concepts
structure identified by Marzano et al (1988) and which is seen as an
essential aspect of the thinking processfor organising information.
In the previous quotation, Tutor B's use of the expression a
revelation' hints at the sense of fulfilment learners' gain from a
greater understanding of the poem. Significantly, it is the act of
connecting how the literary techniques achieve the perceived effects
on the reader that leads to greater understanding and enjoyment. In
this sense the Tutor is actively engaging in the construction of
meaning through the fusion of the elements of Techniques','context'
and 'effects'to generate a critical interpretationor 'meaning'.
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Simultaneously, there is a sense the learner is experiencing a
developing realisation of their own learning (meta-cognition) through
progressive engagement in the thinking process that underpins deep
learning (Entwistle, 2000; Lea and Street, 1998; Puxley, 2008).
Interestingly,threaded throughout the data is the suggestion of a link
between the change that occurs and the development of a critical
perspective. The inference is that Y160 has a significant impact on
learners, the like of which "isn't as visible so dramatically in other
courses" (6-survey, 2008). Such an outcome of learning highlights
the "transforming quality of education" as posited by Peters (1973
p:19) and Mezirow and Associates (2000) which, it could be argued,
is generated by the notion of deep learning that is associated with
higher academic discourse and which embraces a more sceptical
and questioning way of thinking.
5.3 Barriers to Learning
As previously inferred, Tutors use the pedagogyof 'effects'to change
mind sets about a topic or activity. For example, Tutors spoke of the
perceived uniqueness of asking students for their initial responses:
have had a number of students who have said how lovely it was
to be asked their opinion for the poetry; they have had negative
experiences of poetry at school largely because they werejust told to
analyse it and nobody ever said "well what do you think about it. Do
you like it"? They generally said "it doesn't matter what you think
about it ...you just have to analyse it" and of course that would have
turned them off. But fortunately because the Study Diamond starts
with effects from the very beginning, they can actually value the
transforms the way
response which they give to the poems which
they react to them'".
(Tutor D, Interviews,2009)
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This example draws on a model of learning where educators attempt
to move students from what I would suggest is 'familiar' ground to
'unfamiliar' ground. That is, starting from a basis of 'inviting' students
through participatory dialogue to talk about or comment on
something with which they are familiar and which is often centred
around everyday activity. Throughout the data Tutors inferred that
often past experiencesaffect students'will or desire to engage with a
topic and that they can feel disempowered because of their lack of
the necessary skills to articulate or indeed write about their reaction
to a phenomenon (e-Survey, 2008; Tutor Interviews, 2009). Whilst
in adult education, a student's past experience can be considered of
value to educators to enhance the learning experience (Brookfield,
2005; Shor, 1992) there is no guarantee that past experiences
always leave positive memories. Formally held beliefs and ideas
can be deep routed in previous negative experiences of education
(Hanson, 1996) and can impact on student confidence and their
perceptions of their own capabilities.
The following narrative illustrates how one Tutor uses a model of
learning embedded in the pedagogy of 'effects' to help students
overcome barriers to essay writing:
"At the eady stage if they are not certain about their writing abilities /
say to them write to me about your job or hobby, write about what
you know about very well. / donY always do that but if they express
the feeling that they are not up to it, before they start the TMAs (tutor
marked assignments) / ask them to do me a little bit of writing.... Ar
0
example, one of my students was a retired gilder (hymn books,
prayer books and the like) and he wrote a detailed description of
gilding, it had a beginning, a middle and an end and he didny even
have to be told about it (the structure).
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Another man was working for a mobile phone company in London.
His job was customer services. He hated them, he had these city
people coming in buying mobile phones and he wrote the most
brilliant piece about these people being rather cocky and treating him
as a sales assistant and with contempt".
(Tutor B, Interviews, 2009)

This example illustrates how the Tutor has used a dialogic approach
(Shor, 1992) by initiating and directing a discussion around a subject
with which the student feels confident. Drawing on the student's
lifeworld experience (Habermas, 2006) of gilding the Tutor was able
to steer the student into thinking about the subject rather than the
action of writing which was proving to be the barrier. Whether
consciously or unconsciously,the student drew on his existing writing
skills to write about something with which he was familiar. This
enabled the Tutor to identify areas for developmentbut importantlyto
increase or even restore confidence.
Similarly, as with the second student (who worked for the mobile
phone company), writing about something that stirred emotions
stimulated 'creative self-expression' (Lillis, 2001. p: 164) and situated
the task in a context with which the student felt secure and was

therefore more likely to succeed.
Further, linking the writing task to something that was relevant seems
to be key to generating motivation and engagement. A number of
tutors identified the notion of relevance, for example:

"most universitycourses in Literatureand Art History
simply bypass the initial reaction stage and thus lay
themselveswide open to charges of irrelevance"
(e-Survey,2008).
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Subsequently, in the example of the writing task, the Tutor was able
to gain a sense of each student's starting point and give formative
feedback on their writing capabilities prior to the submission of the
first marked assignment. This enabled key areas to be worked on so
that students approached their first assignment more confidently
given, in particular, that the first essay was seen to be the biggest
hurdle for students to overcome (e-Survey, 2008).
In this illustration can be seen an established teaching philosophy
that builds confidence by acknowledging what adult learners bring
with them on their learningjourney (Knowles, 1983) and importantly,
recognising learners 'starting points' (Baugh et al, 2006). Such a
philosophy can be seen as being embedded in the element of
'effects'which Tutors appear to use interchangeablythroughout their
teaching on Y160.
However,within the pedagogyof 'effects'is something more than just
drawing on students' real world experiences (Knowles, 1983). it
embraces a less hierarchical pedagogy than that which is more
traditionally associated with higher education (Shor, 1992, see also
Chapter 2) and is more egalitarian in nature realised, as suggested,
through the one-to-one telephone communication (e-Survey 2008;
interviews,2009).
So whilst Tutors may use the 'effects' element of the Study Diamond
as a 'way-in' to a previously barred or unreachabletopic, it is through
'context' and Techniques'that they introduce the concept of critical
thinking.
5.4 Critical Thinking and the pedagogy of the Study Diamond
In the data there is the suggestion that Tutors use the pedagogy of
'context' to steer students towards asking the 'why' and 'when'
questions.
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In this sense too there is further indicationthat the teaching approach
employed is moving away from a lecture-based, knowledge
transmission model to one in which knowledge is collectively
constructed by the tutor and student (Mercer, 2008).
'Context' is explained as a way of exposing the assumptions and
influences that may be embedded in or have contributed to the
development of the phenomenon, raising awareness of the potential
for other perspectives. As one Tutor explained:
".. (1)stress the importance of context as part of the
overall whole but (that its) not the whole story, ... /
ask them (students) questions related to production
and consumption, to relate poems to time and place,
when, where, why and for whom; ...
information concerning the events in question people, place, time politics, artistic movements,
cultural events".
(e-survey, 2008)

In this way Tutors encourage students to adopt a critical perspective
as exemplified in the following narrative in which the Tutor is
explaining the concept of reliabilityof historical sources:
I say "Let's use the Study Diamond with an individual source say, a
film clip from the Pilger documentary, and let's think about what
effect this has on you when you watch the clip; then think about the
film techniques that are used in order to create those effects, (the
course book talks about that anyway) and then we talk about context
in terms of what we know about Pilger, his reputation; and then the
meaning is "what do you think is the messagethat Pflger is aiming to
get across to you as the viewer of the film",, "who produced the film
and why" .... "was it in order to put a particular line or message
across about the situation in Burma"?
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Most students are very happy with this approach because it makes a
lot of sense and is straight forward. However, Learning Outcomes I
and 2 (are about) reliability of sources and students' understanding of
So I now move away from
that notion and if they can apply it
. ....
talking about individual sources and instead talk about sources in
more general terms in the sense of thinking about techniques as
being the way in which a source is put together or are written (if a
written source) in terms of the vocabulary used to achieve a
particular effect. In the case of Pilger it would be the choice of
particular film shots in order to create a specific affect I try to get
them to think about the issue of reliability of that technique in more
general terms.
It is one of the more trickier aspects in getting students to realise the
importance of the reliability.. difficult mainly because they tend to
assume as they are given high quality materials to work from, why
should they question their reliability anyway!"
(Tutor D, Interviews,2009)

This example clearly illustrates a didactic discourse between tutor
and student. There is a sense from the tone that the exchange is
conducted in a non-threateningmanner. Although probing questions
are used, this appears to be managed as a conversation, cultivating
a participatory pedagogy that evokes peripheral participation and
collective construction of knowledge (Lave and Wenger, 1991;
Mercer, 2008). As ideas start to build, there is a clear sense of the
Tutor asking questions and engaging in a 'problem-posing' dialogue
(Shor,1992 p:237) which to some extent is to elicit knowledge from
the student but not in the context of looking for right answers
(Mercer, 2008). Rather, in the sense of the Tutor adapting the
elements of the Study Diamond to a different subject area, in this
case History.
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In this way, the Tutor employs the notion of 'end coding' to help
student "recall" and therefore "rehearsal" of the links (Marzano et al,
1988,

p:90)

between

the

Study

Diamond

elements.

The

repetitiveness of the Study Diamond also acts as reinforcement of

understandingof the concepts.
Such a pedagogyoriginates from the work of Dewey and Piaget who
promoted an 'inquiring education' which is student-centred and a
learning approach in which meaning is constructed (Shor, 1992
p:237). Further there is a clear sense of how the Tutor has modified
the concepts of the Study Diamond to fit with History. That is, seeing
lechniques' as the enquiring skills of an historian but carrying
forward the 'hooks' embedded in literary techniques to critically
evaluate historical texts which, in this example, is also adapted to the
visual imageryof film.
Whilst this was not a recording of an actual conversation between
Tutor and Student, and consideration needs to be given to its
perceived limitation as an 'espoused theory' (Argyris and Sch6n,
1974 - see also, Chapter 3:3.3; 3.4 and Chapter 6) nevertheless, the
detailed recall and the suggestion of actual dialogue, provides a
realistic indication of the kind of regular exchange this tutor has with
his/her students.
Interestingly, the Tutor also points to a perceived acceptance by
students that course materials will always be accurate and reliable
and therefore not open to question. Relating to what Brookfield
(2005) calls 'reflective emancipation' (see Figure 2.3 Component 4:
Reflection Intrinsically and Extrinsically). This is seen in the context
of having a healthy questioning approach and not assuming all
information is necessarily factual because of its perceived
hierarchical academic status/source (see also Chapter 2).
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An essential component of Y160 is to see things in a different way
so whilst students start with exploring 'effects'in relation to their own
feelings, they are also encouraged to consider and reflect on other
viewpoints by "trying to think how it might have different effects on
other people", (Baugh et al, 2006 p:20). In order to do this Tutors, as
well as using the individual components of the Study Diamond, also
apply the framework holistically as a process. Working through all
the elements of the Study Diamond leads to an awareness of other
perspectives,as a Tutor explained:
"... unprepared, I ask the student to 'pick a haiku, any
haiku'from the resource booklet and we discuss it in
terms of the Study Diamond - much as we did at the
original Course Briefing. I'm able to encourage the
student to value their personal, immediate response
as 'effects, (then) to use their recent study to explore
'techniques', I generally have the advantage with
'context' at this point; then we come to 'meaning,
together not necessarily agreeingf'
(Extract from Tutor e-Forum archive, 2007-2010).

In this way the Tutor is introducing the possibility of different
interpretations resulting from the different 'effect'a poetic technique
might have on the reader (and/or in the case of Haiku, the way in
which the poem has been translated). Significant,as exemplified in
the last line, is the part 'context'(in this case Buddhism) can play in
generating alternative perspectives.
Whilst it could be said that a sense of increased confidence results
from students seeing the value of their own opinions as in 'effects,,
'context'can be seen to play a vital part in prompting comparison to
or consideration of other interpretations.
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Having the vision as well as the capacity to consider different ways of
viewing existing ideas and practices, frees up an individual's capacity
for reflection (Brookfield, 1987). Being aware of different contexts,
for example what might seem the norm to one person, would not
necessarily be viewed as normal to another, demands the capacity to
move beyond a previously held belief system and embrace a
different perspective (Brookfield, 1987). Similarly, awareness of

influences that can impact on the developmentof an idea and mould
the thought process but also impact on interpretation and meaning
(Brookfield, 1987), is what constitutes a broad understanding of
context. An awareness of context therefore can be seen as an
underpinning component of what it means to think critically (see
Figure 2.3, Component 3- Awareness of Dominant Domains that
influence thinking).
Whilst, as previously discussed, the 'effects' element of the Study
Diamond invites an initial reaction, Tutors point to how they then
apply 'techniques' and 'context' together, which is key in providing
the understanding that moves students from writing descriptively to
writing which is more analytical. For example Tutor A, in describing
how the Study Diamond works as an analytical tool, explains that:
"The main reason it works so weH(in poetry and art history) is that it
forces students to look at their reaction to a work of art, the effects of
the visual image; but also to connect with that and bring that along to
their analysis. That is what is so often lacking amongst professional
art historians (they) describe rather than analyse ... but the thing, the
specific thing that the Study Diamond really does it encourages the
student to analyse their own reactions, that's where I think it really

counts"

(Tutor A, Interviews,2009).
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By starting with their own reaction and analysing how that reaction
was formed, students are able to contextualisethe learning at a very
personal level. Using their own reaction to a phenomenon, in order
to understand 'techniques' and 'context', they have a more obvious
and logical connection with the concepts. This process is reflective
of a cognitive constructivist model of learning in which the focus
shifts from knowledge that is given (albeit may be representative of a
learner's own environment) to knowledge that is actively constructed
individuallyby the learner (Trusting and Barton, 2006).
In this sense the Study Diamond can be seen as an iterative model.
Facilitated by a dialectic discourse with the Tutor, the student moves
through the

elements revisiting, reflecting and reassessing
previously held assumptions based on new knowledge or
experiences (see Figure 2.3, Component 1: Challenges
Assumptions; Is Open to New Ideas).
If a student cannot identify any 'effects' or ideas for the meaning of
for example a Haiku poem, the tutor will guide the student towards
starting with 'techniques' - exploring the 9 Rules of Haiku
construction - or with 'context' - looking at the 4 key concepts of
Buddhism - therefore any of the four elements can be used as a
starting point (e-Survey 2008; Interviews 2009). An example of this
can be seen in the following in which a Tutor is speaking about
his/her own use of the process:
"/ use the Study Diamond myself when I go to galleries, i have found
myself using it even in front of pieces of art I am familiar with and if /
do it with 'Full Moon and Little Frieda' (Hughes,1995) which I know
very well, each time I can pick up something new by applying the
Study Diamond. It works in an iterative cycle and you go round and
round and round in the same way you do with reflectivepractice"
(Tutor C, Interviews,2009)
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Interestingly, in this extract the Study Diamond is compared to
reflective practice and the cyclical process of reframing the problem
(Sch6n, 1987). in this sense it can be seen there is an analogy with
how reflection-on-action allows for the practitioner to make mistakes
or get something wrong (Sch6n, 1987) and the element of 'effects, in
which learners are encouraged to change their mind about a
phenomenon as new understandingis generated.
However, Tutors also noted the elements of the Study Diamond are
not in themselves evidence of understanding. Using the terms
without

synthesising the

concepts would

not

demonstrate

understanding. As a tutor explained:
"The techniques are tools used by the poet to create
meaning and effect -/ suggest (to students) there is
only a point in mentioning them in the essay if they
(the students) link them to the effects and meaning of
the poem"
(Tutor e-Survey, 2009)

The Tutor is inferring here to what I also frequently experience in
teaching. Students will use terminology and language from the
course materials without explanation or obvious demonstration of
understanding.
However, in the following narrative it can be seen how a Tutor again
relates learning to an everyday context in order to generate
understanding of the theoretical components of the specialist terms:
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"When / am trying to explain the effects and techniques / say 'have
you seen the movie Jaws (98% say OK).... so you are sitting at home
or in the cinema, you can see this man swimming in the water you,
the audience, can also see a white mechanicalshar* under the water
it cuts backwards
the man cannot see it
... then the music starts;
and forwards between the man swimming, the shark and the people
on the beach - what is the effect of that? ...it's frightening even
though you know you are in a dry comfortable theatre or sitting room
that is because the Director is pulling your strings... if he had
...
played the Blue Danube Waltz the effect would not have been the
same.. it's the music, the visual cutting and the irony of you knowing
something that the character in the movie doesn't know. So I am not
talking here about poetry, history or art / am saying this (the Study
Diamond) is applicable here
listen to a piece of music, watch a
...
play on television,(consider) what effect it has on you"
(Tutor C, Interviews,2009)

In this example, the Tutor is demystifying the academic concepts of
effects and techniques. Illustrating to the student how 'effects'are
created through the Yechniques' used in the film, situates the
leaming within a familiar context. Conversely, this example
illustrates how analytical skills, embedded in the concepts can be
applied to and have relevance for thinking beyond the context of the
course. So whilst in this sense learning can occur by drawing on and
enlarging upon existing frames of reference to introduce new ideas
(Mezirow and Associates, 2000), the concept of applying critical
thinking to an everyday context supports the view that it can become
integral to the thinking process itself (McPeck, 1990).
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5.5 Informative and transformativelearning
As suggested above, Tutors illustrate or analogise the four elements
with everyday examples, modifying and adapting the process as they
progress through the three different subject areas. For example:
When I talk about it (the Study Diamond) first of all -I sometimes
say 'have you got a car. what effects does that car give you when
you see it outside of your house, car park etc., why does it give you
that feeling, those thoughts, that impression - is it the design, the
age, and so on' - the Tutor then describes how together they
analysed the background to the design of the car, "Italy, narrow
streets, cheap petrol... not (designed) for long distance journeys ",
and conclude that by analysing the brand and design reveals its
purpose. Conversely, the Tutor explains, "if it was a huge Mercedes,
this gives the impression of power, importance'and the techniques
used here are Weight, size, wealth".... "/ also try to explain to them
that if a person is playing guitar music very fast, like Spanish
dancing, it's exciting the brain, the technique is its fast rhythm and
up-beat melody which has one effect but if it is slow, sad, reflective
music like in the Deer Hunter and you feel sad, quiet or reflective, the
Yechnique' used here is still rhythm - that seems to make the point
otherwise they can Tseparate effect from technique".
(Tutor B, interviews, 2009).

As with the earlier narrative, the Tutor draws on a concept with which
the student is familiar. Using once again an 'instrumental' approach
(Mezirow and Associates, 2000) - problem-posingand questioning as the student is encouraged to think more deeply about the
purpose, motivation and assumptions behind the manufacture and
design of vehicles. In this way, using and more importantly applying,
the concepts embeddedin the Study Diamond.
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The learning that takes place has the potential to then be recreated
in the personal knowledge of the learner (Kolb & Kolb, 2005) utilising
the learner's existing frame of reference (Mezirow and Associates,
2000). This reflects a 'situated' pedagogy (Shor,1992, p:106) which
draws on the concept of, teachers as facilitators of person-centred
learning (Rogers, 1957).
But also, given that as the student is not just learning about
information but is actually seeing it applied in different contexts, this
increases the potential for transformational learning in its truest
sense, to occur (Kegan, 2000). It is argued there are two kinds of
learning, 'informative and transformative' (Kegan, 2000, p:50).
Informative results in 'changes in what we know', whilst
transformative affects 'changes to how we know' (p:50). It is
perceived that genuine transformation will involve changes to the
way in which an individual responds to and absorbs knowledge, as
perhaps suggested by the above example. That is, seeing or
applying new knowledge in a context that is outside the course
materials. In this illustration it could be argued that the Tutor is not
just increasing the student's bank of knowledge about 'affects' and
'techniques'which could be viewed as being at an instrumental level
but rather, by applying academic concepts to a non-academic
context, the Tutor is encouraginga critical reflective process in which
learning is transferred, combining what is perceived to be
instrumental learning with the more complex notion of communicative
learning (Mezirow and Associates, 2000; see also Chapter 2).
Taking the premise that critical thinking is an element of the thinking
process, it can be seen that when ways of knowing are changed from
what could be considered non-critical and accepting, to a critical,
sceptical perspective, a transformation in the thinking process, as
posited by Kegan (2000), Brookfield (1987) and Mezirow and
Associates (2000), can occur.
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The comment below is a further example of Tutors' perceiving a
change in students, this time in relation to Haiku poetry:
I have had quite a few who were not very keen but, particulady when
they have done the Haiku, they say that they have found it vely
interesting and want to write their own Haiku -/ cant say that
happens to everybody but it happens sufficiently often on a lot of
presentations I have taught to be able to say that I am convinced that
the Study Diamond can unlock the student's interest and enthusiasm
and not having that tool it might not have happened".
(Tutor D, Interviews, 2009)

In this example the learning is not seen as being applied to a
different context as such, but the notion of transformational learning
is inferred by the suggestion that students want to write their own
Haiku so in this sense leaming is applied outside the original context
in which it was gained, evidencing a broadening of the frame of
reference (Mezirow and Associates, 2000) around which the student
will now perceive poetry.
In relation to History, as previously inferred, there is a need to adapt
the Study Diamond to fit with the discipline, and in particular 'effects'
is seemingly problematic, requiring a more dialectic discourse.
Nevertheless, an interesting thread on the topic of using the Study
Diamond in the context of History was captured on the Tutor eForum:
"On the subject of the study diamond fitting less well
with history, that is certainly the case and the 'effects
point of the diamond is the particular weakness.
Nevertheless, / think that the difference highlights
how history is dMerent from poetry or art. In the
main this is that historians deal with significant
groups of sources, rather than single texts (or
poems/art installations)".
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"There is a danger if the diamond were to be used for
individual sources rather than for historical study as a
whole, the sense that history is an investigation of
the past, rather than simply an investigation of
sources, would be weakened. And there is the
danger also of confusing students if they are
recommendedto use it in both ways i.e. for the study
as a whole as well as for individual sources...
Having said that / really cant see a problem if it is
employed in a vatiety of ways by tutors, in individual
discussion with students. Arguably the 'effort' to
apply the diamond to history is worth it because 1) it
fits sufficiently weft to be usable and 2) it provides us
with an opportunity to discuss with students'
similarities and differencesbetween arts disciplines".
2006-2010)
(ExtractfromtheTutore-Forum
archive,
In the first section of this thread the Tutor is discussing a recurring
theme in the data in which applying leffects'to history as a whole is
seen as complex. Not all students for example will have an opinion
about, in this case Burma, and therefore the potential empowering
benefits of this concept in terms of placing value on a student's own
opinion may be lost and could even draw attention to the student's
potential lack of wider knowledge.
However, in the second contribution, attention is drawn to applying
the Study Diamond to the historical sources rather than to the topic
as a whole, thereby adapting the use of the framework to evaluate
the texts/artefacts for their reliability. In this way, the effectiveness
and adaptability of the Study Diamond as a framework for analysis is
emphasised. It is also interesting that reference is made to the
individual discussions reinforcing the suggestion of a less formal
more dialogic pedagogy.
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However,importantlyit illustrateshowTutorsuse the StudyDiamond
to articulatethe differencesbetweenthe different subjectdomains.
In this sense therefore tutors apply the Study Diamond flexibly,
based on their knowledgeand understandingof the studentand the
learningoutcome(s)they areseekingto address.
Furthermore, the notion of learning as a continual process of making
sense of new knowledge in the light of existing knowledge (Knowles,
1984), can be seen as being exemplified in its structure. The
following example in particular illustrates how a tutor uses a student's

professionalcontextas an analogyfor explainingthe four elements:
I had one (student) for example, who was a chef and I explained it
(the Study Diamond) in terms of cookery... 'effects' equalled the
appearance and smell of food, lechniques' equalled the ingredients
and processes used in preparing food; 'context' equalled the
traditions, the country, the culture, and season; 'meaning' equalled
the taste and effect again'.
(e-Survey, 2008)

Here the emphasis is placed on utilising the store of knowledge the
student already possesses, creating a sense of familiarity and
establishing the 'hooks' on which the student can hang new
knowledge, in this sense moving from informational learning to
transformational learning (Kegan, 2000) as the student applies
understanding in a new context.
In the narratives it can be seen that the dialogic pedagogy, the
vehicle through which new learning is delivered, is not prescriptive
but rather that it evolves as the relationship between tutor and
student develops and therefore has implications for the skills and
professionalcharacteristicsof the tutor.
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Shor (1992) suggests it takes on the 'unique profile of the teachers,
students, subject matter and setting it belongs to" (p:237). In this
sense therefore each teaching encounter for Y160 Tutors is
individual and unique.
5.6 TutorlStudent Relationship
The notion of building relationships and trust becomes an important
contributory factor when Tutors modify and adapt the Study
Diamond. If essential background information about the student is
not known, this will limit the extent to which Tutors will be able to
draw on contextual information to inform and bring relevance to the
learning experience. As can be seen from the narratives, tutors need
to understand their students' existing ways of knowing. They need to
be able to value and interpret the knowledge and experience
students bring with them to the learning environment (Shor, 1992) in
order to effectively adapt and modify the pedagogy of the Study
Diamond. This is particularly so with respect to ensuring the existing
knowledge base of students is not undermined (Kegan, 2000) thus
potentially damaging the motivation, self-esteem and confidence
levels (especially pertinent for those students from a WIPorientation).
In developing an effective relationship, as previously suggested,
some analogy with the professional role of a telephone counsellor
can be seen. My own experience suggests that working with
students over the telephone can increase the likelihood of personal
internalised issues being discussed or revealed which require the
tutor to engage in emotional support as well as giving course specific
guidance.
Similarly, Tutors interviewed offered a number of illustrations where
their role in the past has merged with that of an academic advisor or
guidance counsellor, challenging the skills and pedagogy of the
Tutor.
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However, developing a personalised relationship can have wider
benefits than just the effective application of the Study Diamond, as a
respondent explained when answering a question about the benefits
of telephone tutoring:
"..{you can give) individual support tailored to
individual needs; build a rapport with each student
thus tutors gain awareness and understanding of
them as individuals, their study processes, their time
and often outside commitments which might impinge
on their studies. (You have) flexibility, in terms of
when they (telephone tutorials) are arranged,
extending some when significant points are being
discussed".
(e-Survey, 2008).

The flexibility is significant and draws on the notion of access and
control advantages when compared to face-to-face exchanges, as
reported on in the context of telephone counselling (McLeod, 2004).
When applied to a tutoring context it can be seen in the light of
equalising the power-base of the relationship (linked to the rights of
students and tutors in respect to the frequency and regularity of the
contact) and to the positive Tutor/Student relationship that evolves.
For example, the student is more likely to pick up the telephone and
call the tutor if he/she is experiencing a problem given that the
medium of tutoring is via the telephoneand as suggested above, the
Tutor is more likely to know aspects of the student's personal
background given that telephone tutorials are mutually arranged to fit
in with external commitments.
In more traditional teaching environments students may be more
reluctant to call their tutor (or indeed may not even be given their
tutor's telephone contact details), therefore will be less likely to proactively make contact when the telephone is not seen as being
integral to the course.
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Nevertheless, managing the relationship is a key aspect of a tutors
role and whilst it would appear that the delivery model can be more
demanding in terms of finding the right balance between professional
responsibility and propriety, tutors on the whole reported on how they
valued the opportunity to get to know their students, further
strengthening the notion of Y160 Tutors having a particular affinity for
working with the Openings student cohort:
I get a lot of rewards from (tutoring) over the telephone; I feel more
involved with the students as people over the phone. If there is a
problem with a student / am more likely to think about it and think of
ways of solving it and be pro-active over the telephone than I would
be if it was in a group situation and that might be I think because if it
is a face to face situation and / know the student concerned is one
that is coming along to the group then I know it's going to be easy to
have a chat with them but when they dont come to the tutorials
(which of course a lot don T),it actually is quite hard to know how to
help them; if you phone them up on spec they think "why am / being
phoned" but because it is part of the structure of Openings that you
phone them anyway, they expect it (and it also says in the materials
that they will be phoned) and are quite receptive to it. Over the
course of several calls they are quite relaxed about it and so if they
are having problems it's easy to give them an extra call. "
(Tutor D, Interviews, 2009).

As this example suggests, being pro-active in communicating
be mutually significant in
problems or course related difficulties can
the relationship. Again inspired by the notion that the telephone is
integral to the course delivery model, some of the usual reticence
tutors might feel in phoning students for fear of intrusion is overcome.
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However, whilst it is not to say that such a relationship cannot be
developed over time in more traditional face-to-face environments, I
would suggest the telephone approach, and the fact that contact is
one-to-one, appears to speed up the time it takes to develop an
effective relationship.
There was also a suggestion that students can become over
dependent on the tutor: "Students can rely on the tutor's knowledge
and experience and not develop independence"(e-Survey, 2008), in
this sense hampering the essential aim of cultivating independent
autonomous learners. Nevertheless, building a personal relationship
between those supporting students and the students' themselves, is
seen as central to promoting belongingnessand a motivationto learn
(Holmberg, 2006). Further it is argued that such feelings are
generated by a 'problem-orientated, conversation-like' teaching
model that is anchored in students' "existing knowledge" (p:47). So
whilst as previously discussed existing frames of references can be
seen as a barrier to engagement, nevertheless it is interesting that
the dialogic pedagogy reflected in the Study Diamond appears to be
especially pertinent to generatinga positive tutor/student relationship
that is of particular value and relevance for distance teaching and
leaming.
However, the following extract offers a further insight into the kind of
reflective discussions Tutors have with their students and in some
respect offers a deeper insight into the kind of relationship that
evolves. Tutor D is speaking initially about the importance of the
iterative nature of the Study Diamond process but then goes on
reveal how he/she speaks to students about its iconic shape and
design, indicative of a more informal, philosophical association:
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"What they haven't always got is the importance of the link between
the four points. The great value of the actual diagram of the diamond
is (that) because it has these four lines going round and linking up it
says that they are connected.

/ know this is obvious but by actually

saying and pointing that out helps students to realise it and start to
look harder for the connections between the points... that's where the
visual image is so useful.

/ say (to them) after all this is a diamond,

a really valuable jewel and what you have there is something you can
treasure and it will be a precious thing for you. I think the actual word
diamond is quite in keeping with what it is developing and that's why
the students like it because you can't have a more powerful concept
than the diamond".

(TutorD, Interviews,2009)

In this dialogue is reflected the importance of connecting each of the
four elements of the Study Diamond (as discussed previously) and
there is a clear reference to the iterative nature of the four elements
which often requires facilitation by the tutor. However, the visual
representation of the Study Diamond is especially significant and
draws on what I suggest are the ideas embedded in mnemonic
techniques for end-coding where information is linked together
through visual and/or semantic connections, thereby supporting
memory (Marzano et al, 1988). In this sense too, as inferred by
Tutor D, the symbolic messaging associated with a diamond can act
as further reinforcement of the pedagogical functioning of the Study

Diamond.
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5.7 Study Skills
As previously alluded to, in the data there is a clear sense Tutors use
the Study Diamond as a process or framework for developing the
skills necessary for essay writing. For example they report on how it:
"Gives

a

framework

to

students'

responses

them to structure assignments clearly ....
....enables
has a clear scaffolding (structure)..... it's a very
useful tool in preparing essays and other written
work .... it gives them a structure for interpreting a
framework for analysis"
text
.... a
(e-Survey, 2008)

In this sense it could argued the Study Diamond supports the
development of students' study skills, that the 'process' or
'framework' is significant to how students develop competencies for
writing in what is traditionally accepted as an academic style
(Northedge, 2005).
Many tutors spoke of the benefits of the integrated teaching of study
skills (as presented inY160). AsTutorA, notes:
"Courses donI integrate study skills as much as Y160 - when we
switched from having a separate book, / think that was right I don't
actually believe in teaching generic study skills; / think once you
have taught a lot of courses you do see that teaching them fstudy
skills) in a vacuum just doesn't work......what / most value is that it
(the Study Diamond) allows, encourages and causes students to
examine their own reaction - it is quite different from anything else /
have seen - it's diftbrent because it integrates - they have to give
evidence ... the link between effects and techniques is the real value
of the whole thing ... you have to stop and think we// how does this
make me feel and ask yourself why does it make me feel that way?m
(Tutor A, interviews, 2009).
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This raises an interesting question about the nature of study skills
and the basis upon which study skills programmes and courses are
usually devised. As previously discussed,support programmes often
stem from a perceived 'problem' located within students' writing
rather that out of any broader issues that might emanate from the
characteristics of the learners and/or the contexts in which they are
studying (Lillis, 2001). In an attempt to solve the 'problem' therefore,
support is often seen to be outside of the main context of the
discipline. Y160 endeavoursto address this by introducing exercises
embedded in the study materials that aim to develop generic skills
which go beyond reading and writing and which encompass
guidance on skills such as time management and organisation. In
this sense there is a holistic approach to skills development, the
emphasis of which is centred around transferability and at the heart
of which is the Study Diamond (Baugh et al, 2006).
However, as inferred in the extract above, study skills guidance is
often presented separately from the main core text or can even take
the form of a set book or guidance notes. With respect to the Open
University, "The Arts Good Study Guide" (Chambers and Northedge,
1998) following its publication became the accompaniment for most
Open University Arts-based courses. This has traditionally been the
approach the Open University has taken with other disciplines in that
whilst the course itself maybe interdisciplinary, the study skills
support is not generally integrated but comes in the form of separate
guidance. When guidance is not integrated, it is, to some extent,
reliant on students themselves making the connection across the
disciplines. In Y160, different generic study skills (such as note
taking, active reading, assignment writing) are introduced at different
points throughout the course, they are not studied in isolation of the
subject content. In this sense it can aid how information is
rememberedand recalled.
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It is suggested that 'remembering skills' (such as mnemonics and
rehearsal) are associated with memory but it has also been argued
that remembering is a thinking activity (Marzano et al 1988).
Through the process of 'encoding', information can be linked together
for storage and then systematically retrieved when required
(Marzano et al 1988, p:90).
However, when the Openings
programme first introduced an Arts course (Y152) it was
accompanied by a separate study skills guide. This was considered
to be rather unwieldy and not an appropriate accompaniment for
Y160 given the duration of the course and the target audience
(interview, Authors, 2008). The Course authors felt a more studentfocussed approach would be to embed activities across the three
discipline areas which, together with the Study Diamond model, kept
the approach "elegant and ...simple to operate". and learning would
be progressive (interview, Authors, 2008).
Many tutors, especially those who had taught on the earlier course
(Y152), agreed with Tutor A and commentedon how they "preferred"
the integrated design rather than skills were studied in a "Vacuum"
(Interviews, 2009). The notion of progressive learning can be seen
as contributing to the thinking process. Taking, for example the
study skills as identified in Y160 and the thinking process as posited
by Marzano et al (1998), it is evident there is a correlation between
the study skills and the thinking process needed to activate such
skills. For example, Table 5.1 maps the study skills in Y160 to the
thinking process and the potential action required as proposed by
Marzano et al (1998):
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Study
Skills
(Y1 60)
1. Reading
2. Reflection

Thinking Skills taken
from M_,
ACZa_n_p
et al
(1988)
Information gathering
skills
Focussing skills

3. Note taking

Remembering Skills &
Organisational Skills

4. Analysing

Identifies the main
ideas, patterns,
relationships between
ideas
Generating Skills of
inferring, predicting and
elaborating
Integrating Skills,
opposite to analysing,
the bringing together of
all relevant aspects
Evaluating Skills,
assessing the
reasonableness and
quality of ideas,
verifying

S. Interpreting

6. Using
evidence,
building
arguments
7. Assignment
writing

Interpretation
of actions
in the thinking process
(Ma,rzarw et al, 1988)
Senses a problem; lacks
meaning or understanding
Brings to consciousness and
formulates questions
Organises information
matching similarities and
noticing differences
Examines the parts and
components, claims and
assumptions
Uses prior knowledge
(schema) to construct
connections with new ideas
New information and prior
knowledge are connected

MRtagggo"
monitoring
and evaluation takes place
to internalise the learning

Table 5.1. Y160 Study Skills/Thinking Skills
Column 1- Adapted from Baugh et al (2006);
Columns 2 and 3 Adapted from Marzano et al (1988)

Marzano et al (1988) usefully offer a comprehensive exploration of
the thinking process as a whole which, when elements are aligned to
the skills component of Y160 reveal some of the ways in which a
critical approach to thinking can be employed. For example, Study
Skills 4 (Analysing) requires the main ideas or points in a text to be
It is thus reliant on the learner's competency in applying
what McPeck (1990) might refer to as a 'fusion' of the concepts of
reason, argument analysis and everyday logic (p:4). But it requires a
identified.

close examination of the parts or components that make up the idea
and crucially calls for an exploration of any assumptions that might
be presumed within the idea. In this sense a questioning element is

introduced.
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Similarly, with Study Skills 5 (Interpreting) learners draw on their
frames of reference (schema) to make meaning or sense of the new
concepts (Mezirow and Associates, 2000, Brookfield, 1987; Shor,
1992). If existing knowledge does not fit with the new ideas, the
learner becomes critically reflective of their existing 'frames of
reference' (Mezirow and Associates, 2000) and potentially of the new
ideas.
Additionally, in the e-Survey I asked tutors the extent to which the
Study Diamond aided students' ability to structure arguments. All
respondents confirmed that for "some"or "most" (e-Survey, 2008) the
Study Diamond played a significant part in developing the notion of
'argumentation' (Andrews, 2010). Taking this as the premise and
building on Table 5.1, Table 5.2 shows where the components of the
Study Diamond might support the actions for each study skill
identified:
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(YI60ý Thinking
Study
Skills
Skills
taken Interpretation
ofactions
inthe
from
(Marzano
Miruno
etal thinking
process
etal.,
(1988)

Ref
"Iso
, E4n
vý

I,Reading

lacks
Information
gatheringSenses
aproblem,
X
skills
meaning
orunderstanding

2.Reflection

Focussoing
skills

Brings
toconsciousness

Formulales
questos
aboul

f0mulates
aml
3,Note
taking

Malysing

questions
iinfonnation
Remembering
Skills
Ai Organises
similiftes
es
0193flisatiolml
Skills matdiing
and
no6cing
'r0,
differences

OrpniSes
Noles
te4
under
Study
Diamon
elemenS
ol1he

the
Identifies
themain Examines
'vparttl
4eas,
componeents,
claims
and
piftems,
betweenand
assumptions
relationships

on
Considers
Corlm

ideas
MInterpreting Generating
knowledge
Uses
SWIs
prior
of
toItCOMInd
inkmog,
predicting
ind (s6eem)
ideas
wfth
new
connections
elaborafing
information
SUls,
New
6.Using
evidence,Integrifing
building
bowledge
tomalysing,and
prkir
opposite
argumms thebringing
together
conmded
of are
allrelevant
ispects
7,Assignment Evaluating
Skills,
the
writing
assessing

Lds
Techniques
Context

Metacognitive
monitonng
and
takes
to ýI
place
evaluation

kiming
the
remWemss
ind intemalise
d ii:leas,
m*ing
quality

I

Uses
framewt
Io
II

Table 5.2. Adapted from Table 5.2 to incorporate The Study Diamond Concepts
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It can be seen that Study Skill 1 could be one way in which
information is gathered. Using the 'effects' pedagogy the learner
relates the information to their own store of knowledge and
understanding ("what does this mean to me?"). For example during
the interview with the Course authors there was a discussion that
focussed on their pedagogical vision for the 'effects' element of the
Study Diamond and how they saw this working:
"what / like about this Diamond is the way it starts
with a very loose kind of idea of your initial reaction
to something and then steadily you work through the
lechnical' side of it and then into the 'context' and
then into the 'meaning"'
(Author B, Interview, 2007).

As suggested previously Tutors point to the meta-cognitive properties
of the 'effects' element but also stress that the course is not just
about content. Speaking about how the course is assessed through
the model of Learning Outcomes, Tutor D, noted:

"Two possibly three of the 8 Leaming Outcomes are specifically
about poetry, art, history .. the rest are about students' ability to use
academic conventions. You have 8 weightings ... two or three say
Vhat do you know about poetry" (etc.) the others are to do with
study skills, note taking, sticking to the question ..."
(Tutor D, Interviews, 2009)

In this way students can say something about the 'effect, of a
phenomenon and at the outset achieve one or More of the Learning
Outcomes even if at the initial stage of starting the course they have
not yet acquired all the technical skills.
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If the learner is unsure or cannot interpret the meaning they move on
to Study Skill 2 as suggested above and reflect on the 'techniques'
that have been used or the 'context'in which the text was produced.
In this respect the one-to-one teaching model enables Tutors to do
this through dialectic/dialogic discussion, providing a much
inclividualisedapproachto learning, as Tutor B explains:
"... my teaching on Openings, it's a dialogue.... What my students
have with the OU is the lectures in a book format and my role is to
guide them through it, check they have read it understood it, made
notes about it and any aspect of the course they don 't understand all
they need to do is to ask me and hopefully / will be able to guide
them through the areas they struggle with"
(Tutor B, Interviews,2009).

Whilst in this extract there is the suggestion of a separation of the
tutor and the learner which, it has been argued, is at the "heart of
distance education" (Simonson, et al, 2006 p: 122), there is also an
acknowledgement of a blended pedagogy discussed earlier in which
teaching is seen as a balance between instructional strategies and
the notion of communicative learning (Mezirow and Associates,
2000).
Similarly, taking the premise critical thinking as one part of the
broader dimension of the thinking process (McPeck, 1990), it could
be argued the concept can play a significant part in the holistic
development of the individual (Brookfield, 1987, Mezirow and
Associates, 2000, Shor, 1992). For example when asked about the
notion of changing an individual's cognitive perspective on learning,
Tutors generally drew on issues around confidence-building:
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"Using the Study Diamond will build people's confidence and if you
then look at their whole learning experience, Kolb's psychology (here
the tutor is referring to Kolb's Learning Cycle and Experiential
Leaming Theory) would come into play".
(TutorC,interviews,
2009)
In this respect the learning experience is not seen as a set of skills to
be taught but rather a framework around which the capacity to think
beyond simple surface level learning is encouraged.
In the data, recurring references were made to the structure,
framework, process, focus or plan, afforded by the Study Diamond
through which Tutors deconstructthe tasks or processes required for
a constructivist view of learning where "social knowledge is created
and recreated in the personal knowledgeof the learner" (Kolb & Kolb,
2005, p:194) or as Tutors suggest a critical, analytical approach for
responding to information is stimulated (Tutor e-Survey, 2008;
Interviews, 2009).
However, just as the modular multi-disciplinaryaspect of Y160 builds
on the notion of actively experimenting with new ideas (Kolb and
Kolb, 2005), so the integration of study skills allows for the learning
that has occurred in Module 1 (Poetry) to be conceptualised and
experimented with in a different context in Module 2 (History) and
further in Module 3 (Art History).
Further, the respondent quoted above went on to explain that
abstract conceptualisation (Kolb and Kolb, 2005 p: 194) of the
learning that has taken place is facilitated through the process of
students completing an end of course Learning Review.
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That is, Tutors encourage students to "consider the experience they
have had" and to "reflect on it in a structured way (and) consider
what they will do differently next time" (Tutor C, Interviews , 2009). In
this sense the pedagogy embedded in the notion of Kolb's (0984)
Experiential LearningTheory (ELT) is promoted.
5.8 Modifying and Adapting the Study Diamond
In the e-Survey nearly half of the respondents identified that when
applying the Study Diamond to History there were issues. The
following can be seen as a typical comment:
"Fits less well for history .... there is not a clear
parallel as with the other subjects" (e-Survey,2008).

Similarly, Tutors who were interviewed also commented that it was
either "more complex" or that they "worked differently' or that "they
didn't use it all" when it came to the history module (Interviews,
2009). However, Tutors' understanding of different categories of
skills development may be "bound by their own individual,
disciplinary perspective" (Lea and Street, 1998, p:6) and could raise
issues for how the Study Diamond might transfer across different
disciplines.
An example of this can be seen in the following
comment from Tutor E, who was talking about modifying the
framework for History:
"... but for history / emphasise the techniques aspects more and go
back to Arthur Marwick's techniques of using and working through
historical documents and so (in that way) / am adapting it. For some
reason it is very similar in use when I am guiding my students to read
a poem and look at a painting......we apply the Study Diamond in a
similar way because they both have this emotive thing about them,
but with history it is slightly different, history is much drier. There is a
school of thought that suggests that history should not be in the arts

facultyat all!"

(Tutor E, Interviews, 2009)
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The reference to Arthur Marwick alludes to the debate in relation to
the different perspectives academics take in teaching and engaging
with history (see Chapter 2). In this sense therefore the subject
specialism knowledge of the tutor may impact on the way in which
they use and apply the framework.
Nevertheless, there is further evidence for viewing the concept of
critical thinking, in the context of ELT (Kolb and Kolb, 2005), as a life
skill. This notion is reflected in Tutors' responses to questions about
how they apply the Study Diamond across the three disciplines. In
History most, in some way, link 'techniques' to the methods used by
an historian to test the reliability and validity of sources, for example
an:
"historian's craft skills - primary & secondary sources
and their reliability", "methodology, sources (primary
& secondary), timelines, evidencelinterviews etc. ";
"reliabilityand purpose of the evidence".(e-Survey,
2008).
thereby directing students to the specialist terms. Similarly, 'context
was seen as questioning, adding the critical element, encouraging
reflection on the circumstancesin which the sources were produced,
for example, it is:
"about the source of materials"', "how articles relate
to time, place and other texts - when, where, why
"info conceming the events in
question - people, place, time, politics"

and for whom" ;

(e-Survey, 2008).
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In this sense, given the multiple sources an historian might be
expected to analyse (Beck & Jeffery, 2009), the discipline of history
could be seen as an appropriate vehicle for actively engaging
students in the practice of critical enquiry and further, encouraging
the principles embedded in healthy scepticism (Brookfield, 2005).
However, in the following extract, whilst the Tutor appears to be
reporting that the Study Diamond does not 'work' as well with History,
the respondent could actually be describing how elements can be
modified (in particular Techniques) to match the respectivegenre:
"For History, I get the student to look at individual pieces of evidence
rather than an historical approach, if they are looking at something I
get them to consider what effect it has on them, then the techniques
of the writer or the journalist or the film maker or whatever it is and
then context and how that can add to meaning. But it is fitting a
square peg into a round hole with the History. It just does not work.
I mean with the John Pilger film, it is clear that the effect it would
have on you is created by Pilger as the film maker, he's pulling your
strings, he is pushing the buttons to get you to believe a particular
thing so when you think in terms of the relevance of something or
the reliability of something you can use the Study Diamond, but it
works less well for some of the other aspects of the History course. I
am faidy directive, I say that it works for the poetry, it will work when
we come to the art history but it is less easy to use in history and
therefore I emphasise things like reliability, relevance and balance
rather than trying to shoe hom the history section into the Study
Diamond approach. If I am directive when we begin the history then I
don't have people coming to me saying it doesn't work because I
know it doesnT work. If it doesnY work for me I cannot convince

peopleotherwise".
(Tutor C, Interviews, 2009)
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Although once again not actual dialogue with a student, the above
example illustrates how the tutor draws attention to the notion of
potential bias of the 'author'/'producer' of the source (in this case a
documentary film made by John Pilger on the political situation in
Burma, Pilger, 2007); in other words the 'techniques' used in its
production. This is also evidence of what appears to be a fairly
didactic pedagogical approach which it would seem, needs to be
used here in order to explain the different application of the Study
Diamond terms.
Whilst in this example, it could be said that the specialist body of
knowledge is being delivered by the expert to the non-expert (Shor,
1992), 1suggest that such an action is actually the instructional part
of a dialogic dialogue the Tutor could have with the student, steering
the student towards a different way of applying and working with the
In this sense, through a common
Study Diamond concepts.
language (the Study Diamond), the Tutor can stimulate "reflective
action" (Shor, 1992, p:86; Kolb and Kolb, 2005).
These two examples illustrate that some Tutors adapt and modify the
process in a less conscious way in History than with perhaps other
disciplines although, as was also evident in the e-Survey, some
remained sceptical. For example, a small number of respondents
when talking about the History Module prefaced their responses with:
apotentially a problem";
history"l-

"but / don't use this tool in

I don't talk explicitly about context in

relation to the Study Diamond'.'* "more difficult-Y "less
easy",, "there is not a clear parallel as with the other
subjects"

(e-Survey,
2008).
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A contributoryfactor to Tutors actually using the Study Diamond in all
three disciplines, could be the prescriptiveness of the assessment
criteria in which the Learning Outcomes (LO) de-construct the tasks
against specific descriptors (in particular L01 'specialist terms' & L04
'reasoned answer'); so whilst the Study Diamond is not referred to
specifically in the assessment criteria, there is a requirement to
identify key terminology ('techniques)
answer (links to 'context).

and also give a reasoned

Tutors appear to be honed into using the

Study Diamond and therefore sub-consciously are using the terms to
reinforce and guide students through the assessment criteria. In this
way the four elements are used as a structure for their teaching of
analysis and importantly become a common language for articulating
the

requirements

of

analysis

which

are

transferable,

with

modification, across the disciplines.

Further, in the data there was a sense the History Module was not
just about Burmese history - as one Tutor commented:
"i explain the purpose of the course unit isn't to leam
'stuff, rather (it is) to learn an analytical approach to
historical issues by 'evaluating'sources"
(e-Survey,2008).

Seeing History as a vehicle for engaging with a critical perspective
supports Booth's (2008) contention of fostering "new solutions that
can engage new student populations in historical study fandl
promote depth of understanding"(p:8) and I would suggest provides
a practical basis upon which students are introduced to the concept
of critical thinking.
The context in which a phenomenon is produced can relate to time
and place or anything that might be known about the writer or artist,
and is especially relevant to the deconstruction process when
'techniques'and 'contextare brought together.
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It is by considering alternative perspectives and examining different
contexts and then considering their relationship to each other (relates
to Study Skills 5&6 of Table 5.2) that develops a critical perspective.
As one tutor explained when talking about the Study Diamond as a
whole:
"(You) Can come into it at any point
... which
validates any thoughts (students) have on the poem,
painting etc. and it produces workable links between
all of the elements"

(e-Survey,2008)

It can be seen therefore that when the seven study skills identified in
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are employed with the Study Diamond process, a
structured approach for information-gathering emerges and the
'evidence' collected can be used to construct an argument in the
sense posited by McPeck (1984) and Andrews (2010) - (see also
If additionally, learners evaluate the relationship
between propositions, or in this case the relationship between
Chapter 2).

techniques and contexts, an element of criticality emerges whereby
ideas are situated within different orientations moving the learning
process beyond a simple gathering of facts and information, into an
activity in which a deeper level of thinking and reflection is
undertaken.
5.9 Academic Writing
Over half of the Tutors surveyed reported that "completing the first
assignment" (a Poetry question) was the most problematic. Similarly,
"writing an essay' for the History assignment was also reported as
The essay, in
being an issue for students (e-Survey, 2008).
particular, has long been regarded as a useful way of assessing
learning and conceptualisingknowledge (Campbell et al 1998).
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Whilst there may be many aspects with which students struggle
when embarking on their first assignment, if faced with a piece of
writing,

this

consternation.

will undoubtedly

be the

one

that

causes

most

Acknowledging that essay writing can be challenging

(interview, Authors, 2008), the first Tutor Marked Assignment (TMA)
in Y160 was designed as a series of questions rather than the more
traditional task of a titled essay question. The assignment has a
sequential approach to structuring a critical examination of a Haiku
poem in order to find meaning and draws on the four elements of the
Study Diamond in the process.

Table 5.4 identifies the tasks and

shows the connectivity with the Study Diamond:

1. Describe what effects
the poem has on you;
say
e
what the subiect matter is(>

2. Identify 3 techniques used;
comment on what the effects
of the 3 techniques might be.

3. Give your interpretation of the
meaning of the poem; write an
account of how techniques used led
to your interpretation of meaning

reaction and the
reaction of others.

Techniques = literary
and rules of Haiku.

Meaning= 'context'
- Buddhist influence,
known information
about the author draws together
effects and
techniques.

Table 5.3: TMA01 Adapted from Y160 Making Sense of the Arts
Assignment Booklet March (C) 2009 presentation

Linked to the questions posed in the first assignment, it can be seen
how this mirrors the four elements of the Study Diamond. As one

tutor commented:
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"(TMA 1) encourages them (students) to focus on thinking and
planning TMAs. Students from backgrounds outside of the Arts find
the diagrammatical approach (of the Study Diamond) helpful. It is
especially good that it begins with 'effects' (at) the point where they
enter the course rather than assuming any prior knowledge"
(e-Survey, 2008)

Reference here to the notion of 'planning', links to the suggestion the
framework provides a structure for essay writing. Using the four
headings (of the Study Diamond) as prompts, it signposts to what
needs to go into supporting an argument for a particular
interpretation. Further, when the Study Diamond elements are also
aligned with the essay question (Table 5.3), it can be seen that it
effectively gives students a writing frame.
5.10 Assessment
The assessment criteria for Y160 are aligned to eight Learning
Outcomes (LOs) and students are given clear descriptors of the LOs
and encouraged to self-assess against the criteria prior to
submission of their assignment. Tutors report on engaging in a
dialogue to explain the assessment process but acknowledge:
'4youhave to point out not all the questions will be on the subject.
advise them) you will (also) be judged on your ability to use
academic conventions; note taking, sticking to the question... ",
(Tutor C, Interviews,2009)

This alludes to the split in the Assessment Criteria, the first four LOs

focus on the subject(s) of the course and the second four, on generic
learning and study skills. However, criteria in the first four LOs,
whilst subject specific, also help tutors unpick the skills needed for
analysis and structuring an argument and here it can be seen there is
a correlation with the Study Diamondframework (see, Appendix 7).
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In this way Tutors are usually able to make some positive comments
or identify achievement in some aspects of the criteria given the
breadth and explicitness of the Leaming Outcomes. As one tutor
commented:

".. there are (generally) 3 or 4 points linked to the
assessment (criteria that means) students (can)
generally receive some positive feedback since they
will have demonstrated some understanding of some
of the points"
(e-survey, 2008)
In the e-Survey, Tutors were asked how they judge the achievement
of Learning Outcome 2. Most opted for evidence of 'using course
ideas'. This I suggest is significant in terms of measuring if students
have read the course but in isolation, without the addition of
specialist language correctly applied to a specific context for
example, does not demonstrate sound understanding. However,
indicative of the learning outcome assessment model is Tutors can
reward student achievement at different stages of their learning;
especially helpful in building confidence for students from a WP
orientation. Using the language of the Study Diamond, Tutors are
able to break down the assessment criteria and identify gaps in
student understanding to clearly articulate the areas for development
or where students have particularlyachievedwell.
Similarly, as previously inferred, one of the most difficult tasks for
Tutors is to move students away from anecdotal, descriptive writing,
towards a more academic discourse of which argumentation plays an
essential part (Andrews, 2010). Such a writing style is embodied in
the criteria for L04 (see, Appendix 7) which measures the extent to
which students have produced a 'reasoned' answer.
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That is, how clearly they have demonstrated the linkage between the
three elements of the Study Diamond (effects', lechniques' and
'context) to produce the fourth element 'meaning'.
Whilst it could be argued that aspects for successful writing can be
readily articulated by Tutors, as previously discussed, there is
uncertainty in Tutors' abilities and consistency in defining the
meaning of terms such as 'critically analyse', 'evaluate', construct an
'academic argument'etc. (Lea and Street, 1998, p:6).
However, the Study Diamond appears to provide the diagnostic tools
for this. Tutors can detect critical engagement if the argument draws
on and cites course discussion but also, as indicated above, if the
techniques used to produce the phenomenon have been identified
and the potential effects these may have on the viewer/reader
explained. A deeper critical perspective could also be detected if
there is discussion on the contextual influences that can impact on
the production of the phenomenonand if the 'effects'viewed in other
contexts lead or contributeto different meanings.
As can be seen through the narratives discussed in this Chapter, the
role of the tutor takes on a mediating perspective, one in which the
tutor guides the student into formulating questions or constructing a
representation of the perceived 'problem' (Marzano, et al, 1988).
Similarly, the Tutor has also been seen to focus students' attention
so that the linkage between the Study Diamond elements is clearly
modelled. But a further role which is especially pertinent to distance
learning where there is less frequent contact with the tutor and
therefore less opportunityfor the student to receive feedback on 'how
they are doing, is to encouragethe student to be self-directing.
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In this respect, all Y160 assignments also include a question in which
students are asked to reflect on their learning journey mirroring the
concept that "students need to be 'knowing students' in order to
benefit from assessment arrangements that sustain complex
learning" (Knight & York, 2006; QAA, 2006). This can be defined as
having the ability to seff-manage(a key skill for distance learning and
one embedded in the Y160 study skills), self-monitor and self-modify
(Costa and Kallick 2004 p:6). The latter two pedagogies can be
clearly seen as the goal of the assessment strategy used in Y160
which is underpinned by the notion that students become more selfdirected when they are made aware of the "intended learning
outcomes and receive constructive feedback" (Costa and Kallick,
2004, p:2).
in this way the Study Diamond provides a logical framework around
which tutors can discuss and give detailed feedback. The
assessment of higher order thinking, which it is argued can be
complex and problematic (Knight & Yorke, 2006), if structured around
the student's application and linkage of the Study Diamond elements,
offers a transparent feedback format for both the tutor and the
student.
Such a communicative approach to learning (and to some degree
assessment), in the sense inferred by Mezirow and Associates,
(2000), helps to move the notion of learning away from a curriculum
driven by tasks and testing towards developing self-directed learners
through a process of 'feedback spirals' (Costa and Kallick, 2004,
p:8). That is, a recursive, cyclical process whereby the goals and
purposes are identified and a series of actions are taken by the Tutor
and the student that involve articulation, reflection, redefining,
modification and further evaluation (Costa and Kallick, 2004). It can
be seen that the personalised and individual nature of one-to-one
interaction resulting from the telephone model lends itself to such
pedagogy.
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Chapter 6
6.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Before introducing my recommendations,

I summarise below key

findings from this study which I have aligned with my three Research
Questions.

1. "How do Y160 Tutors modify and adapt
the Study Diamond to identify and
articulate the skills and competences that
are central to critical thinking?"

It has been shown that as a pedagogical framework, Tutors use the
Study Diamond in their dialectic and dialogic discourse with students
to deconstruct some of the complexities that are at the centre of what
it means to 'think critically'. In this context the Study Diamond has
been shown to help tease apart what McPeck (1990) refers to as the
"homogenous ball of wax" (p:4). That is, the fusion of semantics
used interchangeably to understand, describe and measure critical
process and linked to an
assessment framework, Tutors use the language of the four Study
Diamond elements to give some degree of clarity and consistency to

thinking.

Through the deconstruction

their articulation of critical thinking and how argumentation

and

critical awareness is identified and subsequently assessed in a piece
of written work. It has been shown that through the notion of
encoding (Marzano et al 1988, p:90), the terminology of the Study
Diamond and its iconic symbolism can be used mnemonically as a
strategy for teaching the skills associated with deep learning and the
concepts embedded in the thinking process as posited by Brookfield
(2005), Halpern (2003) and Marzano et al (1988).
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Similarly, the narratives presented, have exposed how Tutors use
students' past experiences or 'everyday' contexts to explain the
notion of academic discourse.

This has illustrated how criticality,

embedded in what is perceived to be academic discourse, is also
rooted in the broader activities and actions of everyday life.
Therefore. in the context of an educator's role being one in which the
holistic development of the individual is the essential aim of learning
(Dewey, 2009), critical thinking can be seen not just as an academic

skill in the sense often implied in study skills programmes but as an
essential part of and deep rooted in the thinking process itself which
when embraced offers transformative and/or emancipatory qualities
(Brookfield, 2005, Mezirow and Associates, 2000, Freire, 1993).

2. -How do Y160 Tutors use and modify the
Study Diamond to connect across and
with the three disciplines of the Y160
course? "

It has been revealed that in order to connect to the three different
disciplines of Y160, Tutors modify and adapt the components of the
Study Diamond.
For example, the poetic, literary and painterly
components are identified and considered under the semantic 'hook'
of 'techniques'. In this sense Tutors draw on the individual elements
of the Study Diamond to elucidate the key components of the
different disciplines but also use the framework holistically in a
cyclical process to articulate the skills for analysis and
As the Study Diamond is a fundamental part of the
Y160 Course, Tutors use the four elements iteratively across the
argumentation.

three disciplines and in doing so reveal the transferability of the
process.
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3. -How does the unique delivery model of the
Pallicipation
course and me W101617117g
agenda, impact on the way in which Y160
Tutors model their teaching in relation to
critical thinking".

Tutors have revealed an affinity for the student cohort for whom Y160
was essentially designed. This has been especially shown through
the interview narratives in which Tutors give insightful examples of
their dialectic and dialogic discourse with their students. There is a
clear sense that Tutors' pedagogical approach is different when
working with Y160 students in that there appears to be a concerted
effort to get to know students in a more personal way than in
traditional teaching environments. It could be argued this is borne
out of the intimacy of the telephone tutoring model (McLeod, 2004)
but it also could be inferred that the pedagogical effects of the Study
Diamond framework will be influenced by the relationship that
evolves between the tutor and the student.
Overall, findings suggest the flexibility and adaptability of the Study
Diamond has application beyond the context of Y160.

With this in

mind, I propose a Model (adapted from the original) that gives
pointers for how Tutors can generate questions for each of the four
elements - see Figure 6.1 below:
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Figure 6.1 The Study L)iamona:
Adaptation (3) (Baugh et al, 2006)

The proposed Model builds on the notion of a Socratic approach that
can be used in dialogic discussion and which draws on the example
reveal through this study of Tutors modifying and adapting their use
of the framework to take account of the teaching context and
importantly the diversity of the student cohort. Similarly, it can be
seen how the 'pointers' can be adapted to reflect the specific terms
associated with the subject specialism.
In the light of the above findings, I recommend that:
further consideration is given to the concept of critical thinking
1.
as a holistic element of the thinking process.
As identified in its broader context, the notion of criticality as an
embedded way of thinking opens up opportunities for tutors to relate
and show relevance to everyday activities.

2.

further consideration is given to the use of the telephone as
part of a blended delivery approach, especially in the context
of distance learning and with Students new to higher
education.
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As suggested, the telephone medium has been seen to enhance the
tutor/student relationship which has the potential to lessen
hierarchal perceptions often associated with higher education.

3.

the notion of 'inviting' student opinion and reflection,
particularly on Arts focused access courses, is considered as
a starting point for developing confidence and meta-cognition.

There is some suggestion that the pedagogy embedded in 'effects'
provides a 'way in' for Tutors when there are perceived barriers to
particular subjects or engagementwith new ideas;
therefore, that consideration be given to using the concepts
embedded in the Study Diamond framework as a teaching tool for.4.

deconstructingthe analysis of texts and other art forms;
structuring and presenting an argument,
and as an etymologicalstructure to aid clarity in feedback and

assessment.
I sense from the data there was a general 'buzz'amongst Tutors who
have used the Study Diamond many of whom were excited about its
potential usefulness and transferability. This can also be seen
particularly at the start of each new Y160 presentation on the Tutor
e-forum, a flavour of which is revealed in this extract:
"But what really interests me, which / never would
have found out without teaching Y160, is how people
can actually get a strong emotional charge, which
seems like the fight emotional charge if you see what
/ mean, from a poem or a picture even if they have
pretty thoroughly misinterpreted or misunderstood
the image, through lack of 'context'.
(Extract from Yl 60 Tutor e-Forum archive 2007-2010)
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This Tutor went on to recount a story in which a "profound emotional
truth" (Y160 Tutor e-Forum, 2007-2010) about a work of art was
expressed by a viewer by simply voicing the effect that it had on her
thereby illustrating the powerful pedagogy that is embedded in the
notion of 'effects'to encourage students to acknowledge and explore
their own ideas.
Further evidence of Tutor interest in the Study Diamond was seen at
an Open University Staff Developmentevent in April 2010 in which I
presented findings from this research. The presentation was to an
audience of tutors from the University's Faculty of Education and
Languages none of whom had experience of teaching on Y160 or
were familiar with the Openings Programme. Following a brief
introduction on the possible uses of the Study Diamond, the twelve
tutors who attended the Workshop indicated both through their
responsive comments during the presentation and in their
evaluations, they were interested in knowing more about the
framework as a pedagogical tool. Many could see opportunities for
how they could adapt and modify the concepts to fit with their own
subject specialism. Taking account of the complex nature of
articulating the potential capability of the Study Diamond so that it
could be easily understood during a short workshop presentation, I
reflected on ideas for re-modelling it as an interactive tool. To this
end, I would like to explore ways in which the process could be
digitised so it could be used inter-activelyas web-based tool (on the
lines of the proposed Model in Figure 6.1). One of the themes to
emerge from the study, as suggestedabove, was the visual impact of
the Study Diamond. In this sense I feel a web-based application
would be more accessible and would offer the opportunity to show
how the different elements can be adapted to signpost to the key
concepts embedded in the range of techniques and contexts that are
employed in the Arts and Humanities disciplines.
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However, as a next phrase for this enquiry I will be conducting a
small-scale study with openings students to explore the degree to
which there is correlation between critical thinking (as used and
applied in a academic context, and as illuminated in the pedagogy of
the Study Diamond) and a noticeableor recognisable transference or
connectivitywith everyday behaviour (as posited by Brookfield,2005;
and Mezirow and Associates, 2000). This further explores the notion
of critical thinking as a life skill but from the perspective of the student
rather than the perception of tutors, whilst at the same time building
on the ideas that underpin Research Question 1 which was
concerned with identifying the skills and competences that are
central to critical thinking.
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APPENDIX 1
Screen grab extract from Monitoring

of Y160 Tutor e-Forum
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Appendix 2

Question Prompts For Y160 Course Team Interview

How did you formulate your
original ideas for the new
programme Y160?

How did this differ from 'Living Arts' (Y152)
What were the intended learning outcomes/how does this sit
within the framework of the Openings Programme

What was the original
inspiration for the Study
Diamond?

Did you have any concerns about differences/applications
working across three disciplines.
What were your original intentionsfor the Study Diamond
How did you see this process enhancing students' learning on
the course
Has this changed - if so how
Do you think there are any issues using the process across
three disciplines
if so, what? Can these be overcome? If so, how?

Do you see any other
applicationsfor the Study
Diamond?

In devising the Study Diamond, did you reflect beyond Y160?

What is your understanding
of critical analysis ?

In terms of the assignments?
In terms of writing in the academic genre?
In terms of HE study generically?
In terms of accessing the three disciplines?
In terms of developing students holistically
Definition????
Inconsistencyof understanding - is this problematic?

What part/role/purpose
does c.a. play in academic
study?

In terms of study/learning
In terms of students' development
In terms of academicwriting

Do you have any
information on how the
course was received during
its first presentation?

Tutor feedback
Student feedback
Other
Any speciflc feedback on the Study Diamond

Are there any changes you
would have made/would
like to make?

terms of the way in which the study skills have been
-Fn
n-terms
of
integrated
In relations to the Study Diamond specifically
In the course in general

Do you see the study
diamond approach/process
having other applications?
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APPENDIX 2a

Screen grab showing example of Contact Summary Sheet
used in Analysis of Initial Study Data
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Appendix 3

Screengrab from on-line e-survey Questionnaire
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100'atiiiine. WhM und mobNodlic*
...
of the arts', The Open Ummirsty).
The sb*

wid

glo

as usellidnesis in the conbes of Y160 but also =to gwmx*y
accasinig the concept of ftiking

if the framework could be the basesof a teaching tool for
cntpc*.

The am krw of anqury wd cm-U-. 1. uixviviering the afficulbes

sbAllenti; apperwrim ~

app"V

a critical perspective

2- whather or not Ow 01icuftimis are the same, an al dvw disciplirm

to thwir acadow

writing;

introduced in Y160 (namely Poetry, History and Art History);

4. "n

fora widerapplication.
Ve mmW pedaWal eWmts vndvnthe Sb* Danoridfrmieworkhit couldbeharriessed

By agim

to participaft,yourampyintyA be aspiredftm*

the folowingprocedures:

1. Cokcbmandan*n of thedata;2. Storage
andardwingof thedata; 3. Dissemination
of kKW9; 4. Datasource/popLiabOn
wdbe
'OU
Tutors,
h"
Y
160'.
as
on
edenbW
willbedestroyed
uponrequestLipto the pointat wtvchthe analysiswill
it youwah to w"aw the datayouhwe submitted,yourresponses
for
the
be
einergence
themesandwillcontributeto a FinalReportto
b9ginwtochwd beDeco6w 20ce. Responses
arOysed
of
recurring
will
to identifyyouotherthan as anW Tutor,tutoringonY160.
be conottiedby Sopho6a 2010. If the studyis pubbshed
it wd not bePossible
for Education
EthicalGuidelines
Research
(20M),all collecteddatawillbesecurelystored
In accordamewdhGLsd** 26. of theOM Revised
onthe Internetwillnot directly,Ofindirectly,leadto a breachof you agreedanonymity
as statedin
and'any pAkatiion,including
publication
to youwhenI havecompletedthestudy. if youhavereadthisinformation
andyou
this Irdorwition.I wobe Oemedto makeresultsavailable
do not haveavy questions,
pleasefollowtheon-kneNtYUCM. If youhaveanyconcernsor wouldliketo discussyourpartcipation,please
If youwishto speakto someone
adDWWWSaSMMtMA9"-C0Motherthanmyselfaboutthisstudyyoucan
cWxt w, GdOfton. an: M1!
ths
be
work
and
who
can
supermor:
Dr.
)ft
llutcher
is
overseerV
reached
on
)ohn.butcher0nortfwWton.
ac.uk. I am
Conw of
who
Keynes
whoare awareof thisstudyandhaveofferedtheirsupport.
qrmful to TheopenUwivsity at ReWWoffice 13andCWP,Walton
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PLEASE
RE7t= BY 31stOCTOBER
2008, TH5 Vffll TAKEYOUAPPROXIMATELY
15-3(Wahn
TOCOMPLETE
QUESTIONNAIRE

(PARTA)
HOWLONGRAVEYOUBEENTEACHICWITHTHEOLP

1-3yrs.

3-9yrs.
over 8 yrs.
3-5 yrs.
1-3 yrs.
ovw 5 yrs.
Sme 2W6 r, Sgxe 2007 n My first year
YES
No
!7
r
YES
No

HDWLONGHAVEYOUBEENTEACHIWONOPENPOGS?
HOWLONGRAVEYOUBEENTEAO"
AREYOUA14ECAMARKER)

ONYIWI

DIDYOUTEACHONLNW ARTS(YIS2)?

1. To award Adimlmirimdfor Leaming Outcomw 2 (-5ou have appbedrelevant ideas from the course") do you look for evidence of: -

students 'ummWcourse dam?
students 'cam
ordy d 'use'

!,

course material,

of both c

dome and 'crbnW from the

2. Now do you 03pgm

-tchrw*m-

in term

course a evident?

Of using the Study

Diamond to your students:

-

For so*",

For "story?

For Art Notary'

3.

Now

For

do

you

describe

'ccr*axV

in t

of

ttw

u, "

Study

(Naffond

to

your

students?

Pcotry7l

For Notary?

For Art Notary?
do students

C

What

.

P4:
iotry:

n Notary:
ý

Art MotorV:

S,

Have

B.

triost:

Diamond

ý*

using

the

Study

Diamond

e-

Umng ttm

Study

Diamond

the

wxbcate

an witlimps

s

understanding
'

Finding

oLmnorbd Framework

which

course

ts, use of &. e study
not

gerwAy

tabon:

!-

not

generally

argument:

Haoku

Cornpleting

Resources

the

nw, aning -

students

with

'

the

art

ý
..,

on ottier

TpAAol
Writing

ks

I

rý not

Diamond
r,

r-

gerwaty

plays

courses?

fbr sonn

a significant

pan

students

P-,'

for some
W

students

Son*

ri

students

the

Using

If NO, will You?

Ir

structured

Understaiiding

Study

:

an opm so

E

-th

Study

Do you consider

xpl

--l

the

you used

If YES please

a

kft"

Essay
and citing

YES

NO

In deeloping

for

most

ýý

No

YES

for most

fkefereýes

thew ability

to:

students
students
for most

students

tea

Study Dianiond fran,,evork-?
a what do you see are the bermlits to students in usong the
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As an
) Ita

$r-

OAK 111M.Whet draM
AS

rý

No

r

Courts coo*w

The Sbmftnts

VIES
No

The pmmraabm

MOM

YES

)

VIES rr
No

The dobvery No"

than one choice).

(I am pamonate
abosA the ArtsA*Avwvtm)
(mat ompoc^
mwwkant)
(I migoV the dwwvty
Of OP*rwVs studerft
mW conb*ubw
to the LWaveroft'S wnd*rwV parbt: Watý
perspec")
o4vt swecumv -9moic-)
(I. &
the lemb&tv of wa*wk
slum t
pate
aboo )
(not "Pec-Ay
99
ant)
(NO fact- to- fact hftnab)

r.

too

On OPOrWVS? (YOU Can tick Wre

YOU to t"Ch

("Dt*sp@cQ@vs4PAC-)

) othe,

V~

do VW am am the

of -OpWwlearreW

In t-

Ma

"a

palagoWei

approach,

what do you cormclor

are the bwwkft

of one-to-one

telephone

am the

As an e3parmimed

what draws you to teach On ()POfWVS? (you

ediKatm,

YES r

The Course, content

No
The Students

YES

too
The prementabori

The delmorv I -,

Who"

can tick more than one choice).

about the Arts/Humarvibes)

(I am passionate
(rW "pecu*V
sq-ticant)
(I enjoy the diversity of Openings students and conbft"
ON,
Lftv0r3`tY'5
wid9n9V Participation perspective)
to

El (mot especaV significant)

NO

(1 wanted the flexiAty
of mutb*
presentabons)
I!n (Not especialy significant)

Yn
too

rl
!l!

YES 25

short

(No tace-to-face butormift)
(mot especuisy agnibcant)

O"w

Addbong

COWANIMS vioU I"

IrAgM bo PWOU to tt"

StudV
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tutonng?

INFORMED CONSENT
(Part 0)
1.1

would he interested

in taking part in a FocuS Group

2.1

Would tw nteieýted

in taking part in a Telephone

YES

NO

Interview

YES

NO

myemad ,,
My nearest OU Regional office is:
a copy of the final report:

YES

NO

3.1

would like to receiw

4.1

arn happy to take part in this survey but do not wish to participate

--'-

further:

Suly Dimnondsurvev - Yi
My thanks to all colleagues who have kindly taken the time to add their
voices to this survey. For those of you who are still interested in
taking part, this is AM a gentle reminder of the website link - p1se go
to www. meadowiodsassoaates. co. uk from where you can go straight
to the questionnaire (it will take you approx. 10- 15 mins to complete).
The link wig be live until the end of December so if you have a spare few
minutes over the xrnas break please do log on ... your input is valued and
appreciated and will be incorporated into an evaluation as to how effective
and useful this process is to tutors in guiding their students through the
difficult concept of critical thinking.
Thank you for taking paft and it it's not too early... have a great
Christmas!
Best rgds: GO Clifton
Tutor Y160 & E243
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APPENDIX 4

Example of Scoping Instrument
consisting

EMERGING THEMES
The Stud, Diamond
frameworiQ

of statements from initial findings.

STATEMENTS DRAWN FROM INITIAL
ANALYSIS
Effects help tutors to transform the way students
react to texts and artefacts

AGRE
E

D/AGREE

DON'T
KNOW

X

concepts

The urvqLje dekvery Model
of Y 160 and Openings
aenencally

Effects help students to value their own opinion
and in doing so builds their confidence
The Study Diamond empowers students to see the
link between effects and techniques
The visual imagery of the Study Diamond helps
students see the links between each concept
The Study Diamond also works as an iterative cycle
development in
- allows for change and
andjor meaning
interpretation
The Study Diamond does not work so well with
Ftstory
I modify the Study Diamond to fit each of the three
chscqAwws
Encourages a closer Tutor/Student
relationship

1-2-1 requires Tutors to be
to student
responding
w*Lmbve, spontaneously
needs
The wtegr abon of Study Skills in Y 160 means
thjs is not taught in a vacuum
The Delivery Model is a more effective
t achrq method that face-2-face
I The cohort is often diverse in their needs
and means tutors
which can be challenging
have to be spontaneously
respon ive and
Telephone

Wildlenlinog Parbapation
and Ufe Long Learning

x
x
X
x

x
x
x

x

xx

x

flexible
The Study

For Tutors
who ako
teach on AAIOO: -

Diamond approach can unlock
students interests and enthusiasm,
particular
for the less able or confident
student
I can usually tell from the first TMA if an
Y160
AA100 student has completed

I use the principles of the Study Diamond
I my AA100 students
I see evidence ot AAIOO students
with them the principles of the Stt

x

with
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APPENDIX 5
Prompt sheet for Tutor Telephone Interviews

PROMPT
SHEETIFORTUTORTELEPHONE
INTERVIEWS(May 2009)
Developinga new theoretical understandingof learning/teaching critical thinkir
using the Study Dimond and seeldng possible transferability
1.
TheOUTutorrole i'sunusualin thatit is part-ýMtj?); howdoesthisfit in withyourfulltimework7
2.

Canyougiveexamples
of howyouworkwith and/orusetheSDin yourteaching7

I

the SDto alignwiththe threedisciplines?
Towhatextentdoyouadapt/modify

telephone
*
tutoringwith a diversecohort;,
4.
Howdo youviewyour role- i.e. one-2-one
differently
How,
this
to
your
otherteaching?
why?
youapproach roleany
faceof education;
S.
Changing
on diversityof students;OUandthe notionof
-emphws
diversity
the
of students
in yourteaching?What
openentry' : howdoyouaccommodate
strategiesdoyoudrawon?
into
6.
Giventhe diverskyof students
andthe wayin whichstudysldllsareembedded
to teaching
Y160,to whatextentdoesthe SDsupportthepedagogy
of an integratedapproach
studyskills?
7.
AstheprogrammeAig-nswbtheWPrhetoricthereis an argument(Peters1973)that
be
'educated'
to
of beingeconomically
goesbeyondmerelylearningforthe purpose
selfto change(have
asa meansof enablingindividuals
sufficientandextendsto seeingeducation
(ideas/knoWedge/leamingýunderstancing)
to change)theircognitiveperspective
as
confidence
knowledge.
Whatis yourexperience
a resultof accumulating
newandon-going
of howstudents
throughthe mum
to leamingastheyprogress
embracethe approach
learning(theory)occurring
8.
Doyouhaveanyexpenence
throughthe
of transfbrmabve
frommy experience:
cognibyeapproach
and/orsubjectcontentembedded
in Y160- example
watcha TVprogramme
studentsreportthey'will neverreadthe newspaper,
in thesameway
again*7
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APPENDIX 6
Screen grab from Telephone Interview data analysis
THEMES

DIALOGUE
YellowTutorD;GreyTutorC;We TOW8;

learning
Pedagogy
- blended
Havirig
comilkedY160,
to drop
students
welesshkely
out
A fewstudents
usetheSDon
otherOUcourses

learning
f2f,students
Isa blended
I teachon
approachLVenough
needmoresupport.
AA100
themoreablestudents
tendnotto havedone
sayI havenoticed,
onAA100
-I would
it (Y160)
bit I doknowfromearlieronintheOpenings
thatif theyhavedone
programme,
Openirigs
andthengoontheyarelesslikelyto dropoutthanotherstudents,
found
because
theSIDusefulinA103andAA100
I tendto askthem
groupof 15onalevelonearts
andgenerah
yougetoneortwoat mostinyourtypical
done
Openings.
I
do
lookat
themtoparticularly
thathave
certainly encourage
course
done
Y160to doit aswellbutmightnotcap
TecNWAs
andVfgqUW people
whohaven't
it theSD,In AA100
thereisa course
AndI
companion
whichhasstudyskillsdevelopment.
dowithL&W
I actually
indude
thki some
couldprobably
weaker
students
anessay
f2f
in
the
AA100
tutorial
because
I
feel
it
cluster
students
need somuch,I
writirigsession
A few&ft-bw

tohelpthemwhentheydothereflectve
inAA100
assignment
and
alsogivethemsometiling
doingthat
I suspect
thatpeople
whohavedoneOpenings
willfeellessapprehensiýve
about
doneOper*js that'sanother
Y160-I
tlýrigI Weabout
thanthestudents
whohaven't
....
Y160.
likeWtsofthqs about
theyrety
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APPENDIX 7
(TMAOI Modified from "Tutor Marking Guidelines" (March, 2010)
Performance

Evidence needed to

Links to skills for analysis

Indicator for Learning

achieve the learning

Outcome 1-4

outcome

and argument
embedded in the Study
Diamond framework

1. Included are
relevant specialist
words and phrases
from the course

Reference is made to
subject-specific
terminology used in

'Techniques', pertinent to
each discipline are identified

the course

2. Relevant ideas

Relevant concepts

Ideas from the course are

from the course are

and approachesfrom
the course are

correctly linked to
Imeaning' which could be

employed and

one's own interpretationor
interpretationdiscussed in

applied

appropriately applied

the course
3. Relevant
evidence, examples
and/or information

Appropriate examples Evidence, examples
from the course are
correctly relate to what is
identifiedthat are
known about the 'context'of

from the course are

relevantto the

selected
4. Produced a

question

relevantand

evidenceproducedto in termsof tl7eir'effects'and

reasoned answer

present a reasoned

linkedwithcontextual

answer

information to evidence the

Ideas are linked and

the question topic
'Techniques' are explained

response to the question
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